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Preface

TWO years ago, I developed QLiantum Entrainment (QE), a unique

process for Self exploration that bypasses many of the pitfalls of

inner work by reducing all created things, physical and mental, down to

their most basic constituent, pure awareness. Initially, I focused on the

remarkable healing effects that we humans are capable of performing,

but rarely demonstrate, with just a subtle shift in awareness. I wrote The

Secret (finstant Healing so that anyone who wished could learn to heal

with QE. Since its writing, people all over the world have learned and

experienced the joys of healing with QE. I have been overwhelmed by

the remarkable stories of healing events exuberant readers have shared

with me.

I did not want The Secret of Quantum Living to be a rehashing or

an extension of what you have already learned. I wanted this book to

uncover something new and vital to enrich your life in broader and

deeper ways. Initially, I was not sure if I could communicate to you, the

reader, the subtleties of pure QE through the written word. It turns out

that my concern was unfounded. The initial reaction I have received

from those previewing this book and practicing the refined process of

QE laid down herein has far exceeded my expectations. Both experi-

enced QE-ers and readers completely new to the QE Process found

the reading of The Secret of Quantum Living to encourage a profound

shift in the way they approach their lives. They felt a new, more solid

foundation had been created in their awareness which resulted in less

conflict and more confidence, less disharmony and greater peace, less

need to seize control and a greater appreciation for life just as it is. In
short, they watched as the impediments in their lives gave way to reveal

1
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their basic inner goodness, the shining of their Self.

In The Secret of Quantum Living, you will discover how to apply

the QE process to help improve vital areas in your life, such as finan-

cial worries, anger issues, and overall negativity. QE can also improve

your relationships, your sex life, and your eating, sleeping, and exer-

cising habits. While healing will also be addressed in this book, if you

are interested in learning the art and science of the QE, rapid healing

process, then The Secret ofInstant Healing is still your best resource.

The Secret of Quantum Living is divided into two sections followed

by appendices and a glossary. Appendix A contains frequently asked

questions sent to me from readers around the globe. The questions will

have real value once you have begun integrating QE into your daily

activity. Appendix B is autobiographical and tells the story of how QE

came to be developed. I would not normally write about myself unless

the story enriched the experience of the reader in some way. I have

been asked how I came to develop QF, so many times, however, that I

thought I would answer the question in Appendix B. I feel the Glos-

sary has significant value. Much of the terminology I use is in common

use but rarely defined by the author as to its specific application. Much

confusion can be avoided by taking a few minutes to peruse the glos-

sary for definitive definitions of words and phrases as applied to my

teaching. While I try to define new words and phrases in the text, I

strongly encourage you to frequently refer to the glossary until you

own the definition for yourself.

In Section I, Quantum Entrainment, you will be introduced to a

series of simple and effective progressive exercises culminating in the

pure QE process. For this reason, I suggest that you read Section I from

beginning to end without skipping ahead. For those of you who have

read The Secret qfinstant Healing, some of the material will he familiar.

This has value on two levels. First, it is necessary for the new reader

to know this material in preparation for easily learning and effectively

performing the QE. process. Second, it is an excellent review for those

of you who are already practicing QE. This review establishes a valu-

able grounding for the seasoned QE-er to learn pure QE, a refine-
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vent in the QE process itself Pure QE encourages your awareness to

expand beyond imposed boundaries for seamless expression ofQ_E into

everydayl ivi ng.

Section I offers new insights and explanations for the inner work-

ings of the QE Process that will expand the mind of; and I think excite,

the seasoned QE-er. For those readers exposed to this simple and

successful philosophy for the first time, well, I believe you are in for

a real treat. In this first section, you will explore the role of Eufeeling

and its relationship with pure awareness. You will also learn about the

inward and outward paths to happiness and, because the QE process

quickly induces higher states of consciousness, we will discuss what to

look for as your perception refines toward enlightenment.

In Section II, Quantum Living, you will discover how to apply

what you have learned in the first part of the book. Now you will test

pure QE for its practical value. Section II provides the basics for living

in pure awareness and offers the exciting opportunity to find the peace

and bliss of your Eufeeling reflecting back to you from the people,

objects, and events that comprise your everyday life. Living with QE,

one finds the mundane life permeated with a sense of awe and quiet

expectation.

I am very excited about the potential impact this book. can have on

your life and our world. QE. opens our awareness to our inner elfin a
unique and effective way. By opening our inner self awareness, we are

returned to the newness of childhood with eyes full of wonder at the

ordinary beauty that permeates our lives. Our world has been living

under a kind of darkness of the soul. We have been peering outward

him that darkness for resolution when the answer lies in another direc-

tion, toward the light of Self With the opening of this book, one more

candle has been lit against that darkness.

Frank Kinslow

Sarasota, Florida

October 8, 2009
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Miracles

"Expectanty is the atmosphere for miracles."

Edwin Louis Cob:

Subject and object are only on The barrier between them

cannot be said to have broken down as a result ofrecent expe-

rience in the physical sciences, for this barrier does not exist.

Erwin Schrodingcr

lace the tip of your index finger lightly in the middle of your fore-

head.Now pay close attention co what you fed there. What does

your finger feel like against your forehead? What does your forehead

fed like against your finger? is your forehead warm or cold? Is your skin

dry or oily? is there a pulse in your finger? Is there a pulse on your fore-

head? Quietly,  but very dearly, pay attention to what is taking place

where finger and forehead meet. Do this for 30 seconds.

Now, how do you feel? Is your body a little more relaxed ? Is your

mind a little more peaceful? Certainly your mind is more centered, less

scattered. Isn't this true? Before you started reading the above para-

graph, your mind was moving more. You may have been anticipating

what you were going to learn from this book. Or you may have been

thinking about the meal you just ate or are going to eat, you may have

been contemplating an earlier conversation with a Friend or thinking

about what you have to do to get ready for your trip next week. But

7
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during this simple exercise, your mind was purely present. Your aware-

ness was simple and direct. And, as a result, your body relaxed and your

mind became more peaceful. Why is that? How can a slight shift in

awareness make such an immediate and positive change in your body

and mind?

Well, I'm glad you asked. Stick with me through the pages of this

simple but profound little book and you will learn how to wield the

power of awareness to transform your life in every way. That's right.

Every aspect of your life, health, finances, love, work, and spiritual

pursuits will all be made lively and full; all you have to do is learn how

to be aware. And by the way, learning to be aware is just about the

simplest thing you can do.

By learning how to be aware in just the right way, you will be able

to heal physical complaints like sprained knees, headaches, indigestion,

and aching joints; quell emotional concerns like jealousy, grief anxiety,

and fear; and take control of your finances, relationships, and even

your sex life. It even works on your pets. The process I will teach you is

simple, scientific, easily learned, and immediately effective. It does not

require that you sit in meditation, bend your body in uneasy postures,

or force your breath to conform in any way. You do not have to join a

group or pay dues. It does not even require that you believe in it for it

to work. It is beyond belief It is QEantum Entrainment (QE) and it is

opening hearts and minds all over the world to the harmonizing power

of pure awareness.

Do I have your attention? Did I get you to put down that turkey

sandwich and wipe the mayo from the corner of your mouth? Good.

Attention is all you need to make QE work. That's it. That's just how

simple it is. I will show you how to move away from the thought-

strewn, multi-directional mind into the calm sea of pure awareness so

that you may experience first-hand freedom from mental turmoil and

emotional madness. As the Bhagavad-Ghita puts it, "just a little pure

awareness relieves a soul of great fear." The wisdom of the ancients is

here at your fingertips within the pages of this book.

I've made some pretty strong statements so far, and I wouldn't do
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this if I couldn't back up my words with some pretty strong action. So,

1 think I've gabbed enough for now. I would like you to experience

the remarkable effect that focused pure awareness can have on your

body. Follow these steps closely and you will be amazed at what you

can already do...and this is just the beginning.

The Growing Finger Exercise
Hold up your hand, palm facing you, and find the horizontal line,

or crease, that rims along the bottom of your hand at the top of your

wrist. Find the same horizontal crease on your other hand. Place your

wrists together so that the two creases line up exactly with each other.

Now, carefully bring your palms and fingers together. Your hands

should line up perfectly in prayer-like fashion.

Look at how your two middle fingers line up. They will either be

even in length or one will be shorter than the other. For this exercise,

you will pick the shorter finger. If your fingers are even, you get to

choose either the right or the left one. That's up to you.

Separate your hands and place them on the table or in your lap.

Look at, and become aware of, the middlefinger that you chose and

think one rime, This finger will grow longer." Now, don't move the

finger. Just become acutely aware of it. Do this for one full minute. You

don't have to tell it to grow longer again. Once is enough. Just provide

what it needs to make the transition:frused awareness. That one finger

gets your total attention for one full minute. That is all!

After one minute has passed, again measure the length of your

fingers using the creases across your wrists exactly as you did before.

Presto-Chango: your finger is longer! It's amazing. It's like a little

miracle. However, St. Augustine taught, "Miracles do not happen in

contradiction to nature but only in contradiction to what is known in

nature." So, get used to it. You will be producing little miracles every

day once you "know" the secret of awareness.

Before the Growing Finger Exercise, you told yourself what you

wanted to happen, didn't your You had a single thought, "This finger

will grow longer." And then it happened without any further work,
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mental or physical, on your part. The only ingredient you added was

awareness. This is all we ever need to get things done. I know that is

hard to believe, but it is true and you will prove it to yourself by the

time you finish reading this book. Awareness is the prime mover of all

that we know, see, and feel and once you become aware of that, your life

will flow effortlessly like a river to merge with the sea of all possibilities.

Now think back to when you first realized that your finger was

longer. What did you fed at that very moment? Did you feel surprised?

Did you feel a sense of awe and wonder? A miracle has that effect on

us, doesn't it? It wakes us from our sleepwalking. For a moment, we are

moved, excited, and inspired. Wouldn't it be a marvel if we could live

our lives in constant wonderment like an innocent child exploring her

world with eyes wide open? Well, guess what ? We can. Albert Einstein

knew this secret. "There are only two ways to live your I i fe,11 he said. “One

is as ifnothing is a miracle. The other is as if everyth ing is a miracle."

Now, let me spend a minute more on this feeling of wonderment

because it is a very important piece to the loving and Living puzzle. That

feeling of wonder or awe is what I call a Eufeeling. A Rufeeling is proof

that we have dived into the waters of absolute pure awareness and have

reemerged bathed in its regenerative and harmonizing influence. The

Eufeeling is a vital part of learning how to master your life without

doing a thing. The Eufeeling always feels good so get used to the idea of

filling your life with greater and greater peace, love, and joy. A little later

we will spend more time understanding and experiencing the. Eufeeling.

As you follow the simple instructions laid out in the pages of this little

book, you will gain the tools and the insight to transform the lives of

your Eimily and friends and even strangers. In a matter of seconds, you

can touch them deeply and forever. And each time, in doing so, you ;Aral

have also transformed yourself It cannot happen any other way.

This is my promise to you. Learn the QE, Process and perform it as

it is presented herein and you will soon find remarkable changes raking

place in all areas ofyour life. Sonic changes you will expect, but most will

be like a gift you were not expecting. You will continually be surprised

by joy and quelled by your own inner peace. Everything in your life will
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be exactly the same and yet, somehow more friendly and sustaining.

Your friends may remark that you are different, more present, more

giving. To you, the problems—the highs and lows that dogged and

defined your previous life—arc now met with an inner acceptance that

allows them to flow easily in and out without resistance. Inner peace is

the rule rather than a highly sought-after and rarely experienced excep-

tion. Your inner life will become remarkably different while outwardly

you may not appear to change at all, except maybe for more relaxed

shoulders, a comfortable, confident gait, and most evident of all, an

impish sparkle in your eyes. Then, before long, you will look back over

your life and think to yourself, "I am the miracle."
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How to Become Happy

Shortage of time is the greatest shortage ?four time.

Fred Polak

Thousands of candles can be lightedfi-om a single candle,

and the lge of the candle will not be shortened.

Happiness never demases by being shared.

Buddha

1 f you ask ten people what "living in the now" means, you will get ten

different answers. Like the weather., everybody is talking about it but

no one seems to be doing much about it. Maybe that is because many

of us aren't even sure what "living in the now means or what benefit it
could possibly provide us.

At first glance, it would seem that defining -the now would be an

easy chore, but it has not turned out that way. You might say, Now is

now and let it go at that. You would be one of the smart ones. Scratching

even a little below the "what is now" surface reveals a writhing tangle

of rational but unmanageable worms ready to confound scientist and

philosopher alike. In fact, the quest for present awareness and the illu-

sive inner peace it is reported to reveal has baffled humankind since the

first spark ofself-awareness burned in those most ancient ofhuman eyes.

Our bodies/minds evolved around short-term stresses like unex-

pected bad weather, minor skirmishes with neighboring tribes, and the

13
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occasional hike up a tall tree to avoid being skewered by a Saber Tooth

Tiger. Prehistoric hunter-gatherers worked only three or four days a

week to provide the necessities for survival. Sandwiched between

stressful events laid days of idle socialization with clan members, lazy

walks bF the lake, and hours of horizontal cloud watching.

If we could choose one word that would define the lives of modern

humans, it would have to be hectic. When, in recorded history, have

we been so predisposed to incessant activity? We truly are driving

ourselves insane. Sixty or seventy years is not enough time for our

nerves and bones and brains to adapt to the increased activity and

stress that modern living has thrust upon us. Our body/minds have

experienced had the generations of gentle evolution needed to prepare.

for the onslaught of 21st century living. They were made for a more

peaceful, contemplative existence.

That contemplative nature born of our earliest forefathers is with

us still, genetically coded in our every cell, patiently waiting to be redis-

covered. It is an ever-present but frail voice, straining against the ever-

escalating rumble of modern madness. If you take a moment to listen,

you can hear it quietly pleading, "Slow down! Enjoy. Let the world pass

you by just a few minutes more." This voice can be heard, not echoing

in our past or reflected in the hopes and fears of our imagined future,

but right now. And that brings us back to now.

We feel that if we take time to do nothing, that is time wasted.

This problem is not a matter of quantity but quality. Turning inward

rejuvenates the mind and body in a way that harmonizes them with the

outside world. Taking time to daydream or meditate will more than

make up for "lost" time in renewed energy and creativity.

Daily activity is inescapable, and while retiring from the world to

meditate will certainly yield benefits, we have missed a greater truth.

We have wrongly assumed that we cannot he both active and quiet at

the same rime. As it turns out, we can be both outwardly active while

inwardly at rest. Yes, you can have your cake and eat it, too. By virtue of

being human, you can actually rejuvenate as you go; you can maintain a

state of restful inner peace while engaged in your daily routine.
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Picture a man lying on his back looking up at the stars. He's been

lying there for a long time and his mind is like the quiet emptiness of

'pace. This is not the mind of a businessman or a factory worker. This

man wouldn't know how to open a door, eat soup with a spoon, or

utter a civil salutation. And yet he is fully aware and filled with a confi-

dence and calm that has previously been reserved for saints and great

spiritual teachers. This man died eons ago wrapped in animal skins and

grieved over by a handful of others like him—members of his clan. His

ontemplative life was in stark contrast to his present-day counter-

part whose thoughts reflect a knot of wriggling snakes rather than the

motion of the stars. Contemporary man's synaptic brain functions are

fervently firing from the first flicker of awareness in the morning to its

last gasp at night when the welcome silence of sleep releases him and

prepares him for the onslaught of the coming of day.

Our ancient ancestor was basically like us. For all practical intents

and purposes, he was us. If he were born today and raised in a middle

class family, I don't think you would be able to pick him out in a class

of his contemporary cousins. But here is the problem. The forces that

forged his large brain and upright body are not the ones modern man

knows today—not even close. Our bodies and minds, formed before

time was invented, are today subjected to foreign forces unknown to

ancient peoples. Pollution, high-stress jobs, the pressure to multi-task,

a soaring divorce rate, hours of sitting in front of a computer, and the

need to digest on a daily basis the negative news shared from around

the world were all unknown stressors our ancestors did not have to face

even a hundred years ago.

To say that we have created a hectic world is to state the obvious.

We are driven by an insatiable need to fill all voids. Knowledge is the

new god. We feel that if we know about something, then we own it

and can control it. And if we can control a thing, we can either use

it to further our knowledge and increase control or protect ourselves

from harm—both real and imagined, So our collective thinking goes

something like this; If we increase our knowledge about something,

then we can increase our control over it. If we increase our control over
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a thing we can use it for further knowledge or eliminate it as a threat to

our safety and continued search for knowledge. Do you see the subtle

insanity intimately woven into the very fabric of our thinking?

The question we should be asking ourselves is not, "How can I

get more control?" The primary question that every one of us should

entertain is, "How can I be free of the need to control?" Beyond the

basic needs for survival and life's creature comforts, why do we need

to make more money, drive a faster car, or feel compelled to share

our problems with the check-out clerk at the convenience store?

Abraham Maslow would say we have a psychological need to control

and he would be right. But that begs the question, "What causes the

psychological need for control?"

The need to control comes from the feeling that control is

needed. That is, we feel out of control. The feeling may or may not be

conscious. In fact, most often it is not. But that subtle, unconscious

need to be in control fuels most of our desires beyond mere survival

and basic comfort. (Now, I realize this model is a gross oversimpli-

fication of the intricate psychological interactions bouncing around

between our ears, but stick with me awhile and let's see where this is

headed. No pun intended.)

Ego is expressed in one of two ways. It can be at rest, feeling

expanded and complete. You experience this when you look deeply

into a star-filled sky or when you wake up and feel in sync—like every-

thing is just right with the world. The other expression of ego is the one

we experience 99% of the time. That is the ego that feels empty and

tries to fill that emptiness by gathering around it the things and people

that make if temporarily feel full.

That is the key word: "temporarily." We don't seem to be able to

appease the ego permanently. do we? When we buy a new car, our

ego is completely content only until we get a dent in the door or have

to make the first payment. By the time we make the last payment,

we can't wait to get rid of that car and buy a new one. New car, new

job, new foods, more money, more time, more love; our egos relent-

lessly seek more and new experiences in an inane effort to drown out
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that wee, tiny voice from somewhere deep within us that keeps whis-

pering, 'I'm not full yet.

You might think that this feeling of emptiness is not a good thing,

but it really is, Just like physical pain is a good thing because ifwe didn't

'eel pain, we wouldn't know that something was hurt. Imagine if you

had a neurological deficit or the genetic disease anhidrosis where you

could not feel pain. (Anhidrosis actually means the inability to sweat

which accompanies the inability to feel pain.) You couldn't safely drink

or eat hot foods, and even if you did, you wouldn't know if you were

chewing your tongue along with a fork full of steak. You wouldn't

know if you were developing frostbite from a leisurely walk in the park,

or if you were bleeding when you bumped your head on the corner

cabinet. Pain is a natural warning signal that something is wrong. So is

the feeling of empti ness. It is a warning signal that what we arc doing is

not taking care of the problem.

We try and drown out that wee voice that keeps reminding us that

something is missing in a multitude of ways. In fact, the modern human

is remarkably inventive at finding ways to squash that inner voice. Tech-

nology is our greatest tool and lends itself beautifully to the "bait and

switch" mentality we have developed to appease our hunger for more.

'fhe computer I am sitting at now is a perfect example. Functional, yes,

but also—when hooked to the Internet—one of the greatest playthings

devised by humankind. Shopping is another. How many of us have

Nought things we didn't really need? How many of you remember the

pet rock? How many of you still own one? Come on, now. Fess up.After

you pay real money for a garden-variety rock, it's kind of hard to just toss

it over the fence. bet you still have one in the basement somewhere.

We enlist diversions to tease our attention away from that feeling

of emptiness, loneliness, and loss. Shopping, food, extreme sports, sex,

television, and the list goes on and on. We can't even enjoy the fruits

of our efforts because almost immediately the desire for a bigger and

better model worms its way into our brains. We can never lilt the abyss

of emptiness by trying to load it with things, thoughts, and emotions.

That would be like marking out the red oil warning light in your car
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with a black felt tip marker so you aren't constantly reminded that you

are low on oil. Emptiness, boredom, restlessness, and anxiety—like

physical pain—are red warning lights. They are trying to tell us that

something is wrong. They are telling us that outward activity will not

secure inner peace. We have been going outward to gain more and

more when the answer lies in the other direction.

So, what is the problem? Why do we feel the unrelenting spur to

achieve and acquire more and more ? The problem is that we don't need

more. We need less. In fact, we need less than less. We need nothing. I

know it sounds crazy, but it is true. Here's how it works.

Qaantum physics tells us that there are two sides to life: 1) the field

of form and energy, and 2) the Nothing that it all comes from. Actually,

quantum physics wasn't the first to point this out. Spiritual texts like

the Vedas and Upanashads, Taoist and Buddhist scripture and Chris-

tian doctrine all refer to the void that existed before creation. So, what's

the big deal? It turns out that Nothing is not empty. Now stick with

me here; this is where it gets interesting. All the things of creation—

star dust and anti-matter and ladybugs and sweet dreams— exist in the

relative world of form and energy. Surrounding and interpenetrating

the field of form is Nothing. Nothing has all the building blocks to

fill our cosmic existence with an infinite multiplicity of things, but as

Nothing they have not yet taken form.

How do we know Nothing exists? Well, saints and scientists alike

have told us it's there. David Bohm, a quantum mechanical theorist

who was referred to by Einstein as his intellectual son, called Nothing

"implicate order." The first two verses of Genesis reflect, In the begin-

ning...the world was without form, and void." The echo of Nothing

was also heard over 3,000 years ago in the first line of the Taittiriya

Upanishad: "In the beginning, the world was not."

But, Nothing couldn't just sit there so it got busy with the business

of creation. Its first activity was thinking. Its first thought was about

itself. What else was there to think about? This first thought created the

sense of Self, that unbounded essence you know as "I: Then Nothing

though( about all the really neat things it could create. That is when                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
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Nothing became something. Genesis further observes, And the Spirit

of God moved upon the waters. And God said, "Let there be light;

.ind there was light. Taittiriya Upanishad also informs us, "From non-

existence came Existence. From itself Existence created the Self. Thus,

it is called the Self-Made: So you see, this idea of Nothing creating

everything has been around for awhile. And there is a reason for that.

When you add the idea if Nothing, along with the experience of

Nothing, it has a most remarkable effect on us. It removes suffering.

'that's right. Nothing eradicates anguish, misery, and distress. It balances

disharmony of every kind and invigorates the body and mind alike. It is

iruly the magic bullet that targets every malady and madness ofmankind.

And it does so effortlessly, eliminating the need for struggle and strain.

One size fits all. So, when the ego goes out to look for Fulfillment in a

new relationship or a new car, it had better bring along Nothing or

Will end up with something it doesn't want: suffering.

Crazy, isn't it ? We think we need to gather around us more stufflike

wealth and friends to fed complete. But as we all know, anything we can

gain, we can lose. We all know people who have lost fortunes and friends

that they once thought were theirs for life. It is not the losing that causes

suffering. It is, instead, the fear of loss and the longing for its return.

Things and people are not the problem. It is the mind's attachment to

them that creates the torment. The mind attaches to things because

it doesn't know the value of Nothing. IF you have Nothing, you have

nothing to lose. I think this last statement needs a little explanation.

Let's look at it in terms of peace. When we are peaceful, we are not

suffering, are we? Peace and fear cannot coexist. A quiet mind cannot

comprehend suffering. They are diametrically opposed. Peace doesn't

push out fear and suffering; it just won't allow them to exist in that

nurturing atmosphere. Peace is infertile ground for fear. It might serve

us well to understand a little more about peace if we are to ever get a

handle on suffering.

What is peace? If we look at it as an expression of, more or less,

mental activity, we would say that peace is less activity, right? When

you feel peaceful, your mind is quiet, isn't it? Think of Ivatching a
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sunset or sitting on a log in the woods as opposed to having an argu-

ment with your boss.

Even if your body is active, you can be at peace. Long-distance

runners often talk about having inner peace even while their body is

working very hard. The point is that true peace is reflected in the quiet

mind no matter what the body is doing.

So, we could say that less and less mental activity reflects more and

more peace. If this is so, then we might also he able to say that no activity

is absolutely peace. Activity is energy, and no activity is no energy. No

energy is Nothing. Therefore, Nothing is absolute peace. Clever, huh?

The ego is always looking to add something to enhance its exis-

tence. It feels that more education, better health, or more money

will create the peace and freedom from anxiety. The problem is that

adding things is adding energy, and adding energy, as we already know,

is opposed to peace. This is a very important point. If finding peace

were a mathematical process, it would have to involve subtraction, not

addition. Take a minute and think about subtracting things from your

life. Don't you feel even a little less anxious when you think about not

having to go to work or perhaps even not go on vacation? Even good

experiences like a vacation can cause stress. How many times have you

returned from vacation and felt you could finally get some rest? Well,

here is the good news. I have discovered a way that you can keep your

active life and still have a quiet mind—just like the runner whose body

is very active but his mind is at rest. It will take a little practice, but the

results are immediate and inspiring. Once you learn the simple process

of Qtlanturn Entrainment ((E), you will be able to effortlessly heal

yourself and your friends of the apparent disharmony of daily life.

Mathematically, the QE process works by subtraction. It offers

your mind less and less and less until Nothing is left. Then—and this is

the really neat part—it holds your mind at that most delicate level of

creation, where your inner Self abides, while at the same time allowing

it to goat gently back to the hustle and bustle of everyday living.

You truly have a foot in two worlds, drawing sustenance simultane-

ously from both. This is your key to unlocking peace and eliminating
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mIrcring. See how simple it is? Once you learn this simple two-step

rocess, you will be able to create peace and harmony wherever you

in whatever you do. You will be able to improve your relationships

As well as your emotional and physical health, financial condition,

.iiiiictic performance, and spiritual pursuits; you will even be able to

others do the same. Now, how incredible is that? Simply by doing

Nothing you set in motion healing waves ofchange that ripple not only

within your own life but throughout creation. Are you beginning to see

he power and potential of this effortless and most innocent process?

(Author's note: It is beyond the spirit and scope of this hook to venture

Inc) deeply into the fascinating study of the mechanics of life and living.

nut if you are interested in further exploring these and other ideas like

I icm, then pick up a copy of Beyond Happiness: How Thu Can Fulfill

) .our Deepest Desire, written by this author.)

I think I have talked about ego and peace and Nothing for long
rriorigh. It's time I offered you a chance to experience Nothing so that

what I have written above will hold meaning for you. Actually, you

won't be experiencing Nothing. Because it can only cognize forms like

"thought'. and "emotion" and translate what the senses bring to it from

he outside world, the mind cannot directly experience Nothing. The

mind needs No m e structure to attach to. Nothing is formless and as you

will see or won't see, actually), Nothing is known by the lack ofexperi-

cnce. So, let's get to it, shall we?
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Pure Awareness

...anywhere is the center of the zvorld.

Black Elk

No one has seen God and lived.

To see God, we must be nonexistent.

Hazrat Inayat Khan

H ave you ever wondered what lies at the bottom of your mind? If

you could tap into the source of your thoughts, would it improve

your sex life, your health, your ability to love and live free from worry?

Where do your thoughts come from, and what possible impact could

that knowledge have on your day-to-day, practical life? Let's take a few

minutes to explore these questions and see where it leads us.

k turns our that uncovering the source of your thoughts has a

definite and overwhelmingly positive influence on personal relations,

financial success, physical and emotional fitness, and even your love

life. It's simply a matter of slipping the bonds of energy/matter and

experiencing what lies beyond. All things are forms of energy. For

instance, the chair you may be sitting in has enough energy to effec-

tively suspend your backside 18 inches from the floor for an indefinite

period of time. Thoughts are mental energy, sparks of spirit, igniting

die mind and everything it touches.

How do we know this? Any created thing—and that includes a

23
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thought—has two qualities. It is both energy and forte. For instance,

the chair you are sitting in is energy in the form of a chair. You know

it has energy because it is holding you up, and energy in that form we

agree to calla chair, right ? You could call your chair a "capacity support."

for instance, and that may lead to all sorts of interesting inquiries, but

in the end (pun intended, no matter what we call it, your chair is still

a specific energy with a specific form.

Thoughts are not as solid as chairs or hairs or Kodiak bears, but they

exist and therefore have form and energy. And being created things,

thoughts have to come from somewhere. That somewhere is actually

nowhere. That is, the source of thought is the same as the source of all

created things that we mentioned above. Thought comes from Bohm's

implicate order, the "void," the Nothing.

I'd like to borrow an analogy from Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and

liken the mind to a pond. A thought would be like a bubble rising

from the bottom of the pond expanding until it bursts on the surface

of the pond. The surface of the pond is akin to the conscious level

of the mind where we become aware of thought. The bottom of the

pond where bubbles come from is likened to the Nothing that gives

birth to all created things.

Like bubbles rising toward the surface of a pond, thoughts expand,

dispersing their energy and becoming weaker as they rise. The further

a thought moves away from its source, the more it exhausts its energy.

Thought is the precursor to action. So it is easy to see that weak thought

leads to weak and ineffectual action. If we follow this further, we can

easily see that if we could become aware of a thought closer to its origin,

then we would benefit from more energetic, less distorted thinking. All

of us could use a little of that.

Let me ask you this: Have you ever run out of thoughts? I didn't

think so. One thing we can say about thoughts is, from our first breath

to our last, they are there. If thoughts are energy, and we never run out

of them, then it stands to reason that the source of thought is an inex-

haustible supply of energy. It also seems that we might benefit greatly if

we could directly tap into our source of thought. I am certainly not the                              

'I                                                                                                                                                                                              
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first to point this out. Wise men and women have been trying to get

us interested in this very exercise for eons. If this were possible, every

pipect of our lives would be wonderfully transformed. Hold onto your

hi,its because it is possible!

Now, we can banter about abstract theories and fanciful philoso-

pllies until we arc blue in the face, but that only strengthens or weakens

belief. Experience is the proof of the pudding. My job is to see that you

get that experience. So, let's get started.

The Stopping Thought Exercise

Sit comfortably anti close your eyes. Note), pay attention toour

thoughts. just fo" llow them wherever they may lead. Sir/2ply

watch them come and go. After you have watched your thoughts

ore to ten seconds, ask yoursephe Plowing question, and

then wait, in a very alert state to see what happens right qfter

you ask. Here's the question: Where will my next thought

come from?

What happened? Was there a short break in your thinking while

you waited for the next thought? Did you notice a space, a kind of

gap between the question and the next thought? Okay, now reread the

instructions, and perform the exercise again. Eli wait..

Did you notice a slight hesitation in your thinking—a pause between

thoughts? If you were alert immediately after you asked the question,

you will have noticed that your mind was just waiting for something

to happen. Author of The Power cPfNow, Eckhart Tolle, says it is like a

cat watching a mouse hole. You were awake, waiting, but there were no

thoughts in that gap. You may have heard that it takes many years of

arduous practice to clear the mind of thoughts, but you have just done

it in a matter of seconds.

Please do this exercise again. Do it for 2-3 minutes with eyes

closed. Every 1 seconds or so, ask the original question or use substi-

tute questions like, "What color will my next thought be?" or "What
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will my next thought smell like?" The question is not important, but

paying attention is. Watch the gap closely when it is there. Look for

it when it is not. Attention will expose the gap—the space between

thoughts. This gap is the source of thought. It may be fleeting, but it will

be there. As you regularly become aware of this mental pause, it will

begin to work its magic on you.

OK, now close your eyes and do the Stop Thinking exercise for

2-3 minutes. I'll wait...

Finished? Good. How do you feel right now? Do you feel some relax-

ation in your body? Are your thoughts quieter? Do you feel stillness or

peace? How can this happen? All you did was observe the gap between

thought and automatically, without effort, your body became more

relaxed and your mind more peaceful. That is what happens when you

begin to Function and live in the quieter levels of the mind. The body and

mind are intimately related and when the mind stops thinking so hard,

the body gets to relax and become more rested. You already know how to

make the body tense and rigid by becoming mentally stressed. Tight neck

and shoulders, headaches, digestive problems, constipation, and hyper-

tension are all manners of physical ailments resulting from a chaotic,

runaway mind.' -ou have just discovered how to combat the problem of

mental/emotional/physical stress in three minutes. Remarkable, isn't it?

This is just the tip of the QE iceberg, but with this simple exercise you

can begin to get a feel for the potential of embracing Nothing.

Now, let me ask you this: "When you were observing the gap

between your thoughts, were you worried about paying your bills,

making dinner, or remembering your spouse's birthday?" Of course

not. Your mind was completely still and free of worry. It is impos-

sible to be completely aware of Nothing and suffer from fear, anxiety,

remorse, guilt, or any other discordant or destructive emotion. If you

did nothing else but learn this forceful lesson, you would be able to

dramatically alter your life's course toward more prosperity, creativity,

and love. But there is much more.

Let's continue to discover what additional pearls of percep-
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In await us from this enlightening exercise. First, tell me what was

tit i lhe gap? What did you say? A little louder, please...0h, you said,

- Ntithing." That's right, there was nothing in the gap. There was no

trim sound, color, smell—nothing! Or we could say Nothing was in

flit. gap and be equally correct. Are you beginning to see the magnitude

,)i this simple discovery?

For those of you who thought you were your thoughts and

motions, your memories, hopes, and fears, then maybe you have

im)ther thing coming. Thoughts and emotions come and go. They are

Lit ive and momentary. You, your essence is so much more than your

1111ild can even dream, and you just proved it.

When your thinking stopped, did you cease to exist? Did you go

it Ito a coma or somehow become unconscious or unaware? Of course

in a. You were still there, weren't you? Well, if you aren't your thoughts

Acid you were still there, then who are you? That seems like a fair ques-

t um, doesn't it? If you don't know who you are, then everything you do

baseless, without foundation. You become like a man with amnesia

who is trying to live his life but doesn't really know who he is. To plant

your feet firmly on the foundation of life, you must know who you

Arc. And I can guarantee that you are not foremost a person with a

lust and future. You will be surprised to discover that you are, in fact,

unbounded and beyond time and trouble.

Let's take a closer look to see how you are beyond time and trouble.

hi the gap between thought, there was Nothing. But you were still

Aware. You were watching when the thoughts first disappeared and

were replaced by the gap. But who was watching the gap?

Now, let's see. Nothing was there, but you were still aware. There

was nothing there but awareness. Not awareness of something but a

Imre awareness of Nothing. Do you have it? Do you see where we arc

hcaded? If there was nothing there but pure awareness, then you must

necessarily be that pure awareness. What else could you be?

If your awareness identifies with your thoughts, your memo-

' tes, and your future plans, you are referring to the "me." "Me" is the

ullected "things" of your life. "lie" is your age, your sex, your likes
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and loves, and your memories. But none of that exists at the moment

your awareness turns inward and observes the gap between thoughts.

To observe, you must be aware, right? So, at that moment when your

mind turned off, you were aware of the nothing we call Nothing. But

you found out that Nothing is not empty. Nothing is filled with pure

awareness. And now you have solved the mystery of who you are. You

are pure awareness!

Does that sound impossible? The fact cannot be denied. Your

direct perception has revealed you to be pure awareness. That's right.

Before "me" was born and built into the image you recognize as your-

self, there was the solitary, universal Nothing of pure awareness. Stop

and ponder the profundity of this realization for a moment...I'll wait.

Are you awed at your own immensity ? Are you getting a feel for your

boundless, ever-present nature ? Liberating, isn't it ?

Let's think on this a little longer. Remember a time when you were

a child. Now, stop to look at a time during your adolescence, young

adulthood, and the present. At each stage of your life, you had different

likes, desires, and goals. Your body, mind, and emotions also changed.

In fact, Nothing stayed the same. What has remained unchanged from

childhood through adulthood? It is your awareness. At each stage of

your life—no, each second of your life—while your body/mind was

busy becoming what it is today, you, pure awareness, stood silent vigil,

a timeless witness.

Through the Stopping Thought exercise you were able to "go

inside" as it were and watch your thinking. Then, while waiting ("Like

a cat watching a mouse hole"), you observed the gap between thought.

You recognized the gap to be pure awareness and pure awareness to be

your unbound essence—the foundation upon which the "me" part of

you rests. If you, pure awareness, is truly unbounded, then you arc not

limited to your mind. You, pure awareness, should be everywhere, all

the time, shouldn't you? As it turns out, you arc, and here is a simple

exercise that you can do to prove it to your "me."
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The Hand-to-Hand Exercise

I bold your arms outfidly extended and to your sides so you form

a human cross. Look at the back ofyour right hand. Note what

it looks like for 3-5 seconds. Now turn your head to the left to

look at the back ofyour left band. Now tell me, what was in your

mind during the time that you lookedfi-on2 your right band to

your left? of right? You were not unaware during that

lime, were you ? Ojecourse not. There was a gap in your thinking

while your eyes shiftedfi-om and to band, but your awareness

remained turned on. Do it again. See! Even when your mind

is turned outward into the world, it willstillfind pure aware-

ness. Pure awareness is always there underlying everything ijust

waiting to be discovered; waiting fo' r "me" to become aware of

you, pure awareness.

Let's not forget awareness is not an object. k is you, your unbounded

rmiciice. Your mind will not be able to completely accept this because

Ca IA conceive of Nothing. There must be a boundary, sonic form for

your mind to latch onto so it can do what minds must do—experi-

rim-, record, analyze, synthesize, and compartmentalize information,

II i% the ego that decides what to do with this information. So don't fed

mcerned if you keep identifying with your body/mind in the begin-

ning. This is the only option your mind has, and it takes time for the

to move aside and accept boundless pure awareness as the ultimate

C.1 lity and your primal essence.

by is revealing this truth so absolutely vital? When you come

to know yourself as unchanging, unbounded, eternal awareness, your

•Icpendence on the withering body and failing mind begins to loosen

N. hold. You become aware that you are beyond the field of change and

tkith. You become aware that, beyond all the things and thoughts that

-Ic" is, you remain fully unbroken and aware.

If just a few minutes of observing the gap between your thoughts

brought peace and relaxation, imagine what joyful adventures await

ytio when pure awareness infuses your thinking, eating, working, and
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loving. Discovering pure awareness at the bottom of your mind and

vibrating outward through the simplicity of atoms to the symph.ony of

the spheres is the first step to living a full and bounteous life. Teasing it

out to support and nurture your every activity is the next step.
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I Thought I Thought
the Thought I Thought

You cannot possibly say that you are what you think

yoursePo be! to know what you are, you must first

investigate and know what you are not,

Nisargulatta

When thought struggles against the results, trying to avoid

those unpleasant results while keeping on with that way of
thinking. That is what I call 'sustained incoherence:

David Bohm

As far as the mind is concerned, this gap between thoughts is not

much to write home about. It is just a space filled with, silence,

obvious only after one thought goes and before the next thought

appears. Looking back on the experience, your mind doesn't find it

very interesting. Your mind loves movement and form. The gap is free

of both. It contains Nothing. Nothing means, well, nothing to the

mind. But that is a big mistake. And here is why. All the thoughts in

the mind come from that nothing. Test it for yourself. Repeat the Stop-

ping Thought exercise and watch the gap. Automatically, and without

any effort on your part, the next thought spontaneously arrives. There

it is, bright as day—a brand new thought. That's pretty miraculous

31
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when you stop to think about it (pun intended). Each new thought

is a marvel of creation, and it comes from Nothing. So Nothing must

not be empty. There must be something in that Nothing; otherwise, it

could not produce a thought. Interesting, isn't it ?

One more time, perform the Stopping Thought exercise for a

minute or so. wait...

You were aware of the gap, right? While you were "in the gap" there was

no thinking going on. Then after some time thoughts started up again,

didn't they? Now, while you were in the gap, did you say, "Hey, I'm just

hanging our doing nothing. I think I'll start thinking again"? Then did

you decide what your next thought would be ? Of course you didn't.

Thoughts just started up again all by themselves. And that thought

could have been about the gap or your Aunt Tillie's mustache. There

is just no knowing what we will be thinking about because we have no

say over the matter. Our ego-oriented "me" has been taking credit for

thinking for as long as we can remember. But it just isn't true. You have

as much influence over your life—including your thoughts, hopes,

fears, and loves—as someone watching a movie has over the characters

reflected on the screen.

You will have the same "not in control" experience if you do the

"hand-to-hand" exercise. When you shift your attention from the back

of one hand to the other there is only pure awareness reflecting in your

mind. 'irou might ask, "How were my eyes guided to the second hand

if nothing was going on in my mind?" Or, "How did I know when to

stop?" These are disturbing questions if you believe "me" is doing the

thinking. It is also disturbing to think that pure awareness is in control

because that puts you, your ego, totally out of the picture.

The "me" does nor produce thought. We don't think thoughts.

Thoughts arrive spontaneously out of pure awareness. The ego does

not produce thought, but it takes all the credit for thinking. A thought

appears on the scene without any great fanfare. It is born of silence and

moves effortlessly in the quiet depths of the mind. If we become aware

of a thought as it is born, then we appreciate it as a creation of pure

i IL
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.1wAreness. If our awareness is anchored outward toward the tumul-

tuous turmoil of sensory existence, it misses the creation of this delicate

Turk of life. Such an unaware mind picks up a thought far away from

t lie stillness that gave it life. This mind, when it is aware of thought,

Appreciates only its active and agitated form. This mind is ever striving

to control its can-of-worms desires, never finding rest. Awareness of a

hought at its conception takes place in a confident and quiet mind

completely at ease with its roll as witness to creation.

The further away from its conception a thought is realized, the

more weakened and distorted it becomes and the more trouble it gets

into. Every erratic thought implores us to turn inward and become

Aware of the autonomy of thought at its very point of origin. We have

been lazy in this regard and it has gotten us in a real pickle. You only

have to look around at the present state of our world to know we are

not living anywhere near our potential. The symptoms of egocentric

living are overwhelming and will overwhelm us completely in the end.

)sir only salvation is, as it has always been, to overcome authorship of

thought. By doing so, we hand the burden of thinking and all that goes

with it over to pure awareness.

I know this idea of not being in control of your thinking is a little

hard to accept, but once you are able to let go of that belief, you will

experience a great weight lifted from your shoulders. I'd like to spend a

few minutes taking a deeper look at this possibility. I would like you to

see for yourself the beautifully simple realization of life beyond effort

or control. Most of us fed we have mastered control over our thinking.

hat is, we can choose and direct our thinking as we like. That is a grand

illusion more easily maintained by the ego looking at the sheer volume

of thoughts and saying, They are all mine. 1 don't have to prove it

because everyone knows that it is true." If you arc, indeed, the master

of all your thoughts, then you should be able to exert control over one

single, lowly thought, shouldn't you? Let's see.

Wherever you are at this moment, think only one thought for one

minute. That's right, for one full minute, eliminate all other thoughts

except the one you have chosen. For instance, think the thought "tree"
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for 60 seconds. Were you able to effortlessly hold your mind still on

that single thought without wandering for a minute? You probably

could not do it without another thought slipping in for more than a

few seconds. It requires great effort to go against the natural flow of

thought from pure awareness. And did you notice how easily other

thoughts slipped into your consciousness? In this case, struggle is a sign

that you arc swimming upstream against the natural flow of life. But we

have been taught otherwise. How can we know when we are in the flow

and when we are creating disharmony? Let's look a little more deeply

into this question.

Let's start at the very beginning. We have no control over who we

are. We had no control over who our parents were, nor over which sperm

fertilized which of our mother's eggs. Did we oversee the construction

ofour bodies as the miracle of us unfolded cell by cell? At birth were we

able to choose the environmental forces, the climate (both physical and

emotional), the food we were fed, our siblings, and so on that would

shape the new born "me"? We have been pretty much at the mercy

of our genetic hardwiring and unique environmental forces that have

molded and tempered us into the individuals we are today.

When we take a broader view, we can see that we are reflexively

reactive. Even our current thoughts are in reaction to thoughts, condi-

tions, and stimuli that preceded them. Contemplating the solution to

a complex problem is still only reacting to a previous line of thinking

with another thought. How we react is completely dependant on our

genetic disposition and environmental imprinting. If I had exactly the

same genes and environmental structuring as you I would he you. I

would have no other choice, right? Being you in every way, I would have

to act and react just like you. Where would m choice to be different

come in? You see, we do not have the control we thought we had. It is

the grand illusion that feeds ego and keeps us chained to the cause and

effect "wheel of karma.

Karl Rent, in his book The Myth pfEnlightenment, puts it this way,

"Simply see that any contribution you made always happened on its

own. It operated on its own and didn't need your decision. You fear
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hat, without your decision, nothing would happen, but that's just an

idea." He goes on to say, "Nothing depends on you... very idea is span-

uneous, every apparent decision comes out of nothing, out of the blue,

{)m the great beyond."

Let's look at it from another angle. When has anything worked out

r xacdy as you planned ? I said exactly, not generally. Sure, you can say, "I

m....inted a new house and I have it." But I can guarantee you that specific

r lans were continually thwarted along the way—things such as unex-

pected bills, trouble with the bank, unexpected inheritance, illness,

and so on. Your life never works the way you plan for it to; sometimes

works out for the better, other times for the worse.

Lees say you meet someone new and desire to spend your life

together. Based on what you have shared and learned about them, you

have a pretty good idea of how your life will unfold together, right?

You have plans and hopes of how your life will play out over the next

few months, years, and decades. But has any relationship ever worked

out even close to what you had wanted or expected? I think not. In fact,

if you want to smooth the rocky ride of relationships, the best thing

you can do is to sit back and let the relationship take its own course.

Micromanaging, knit-picking, and nagging only makes things worse.

Oddly, it is in the letting go that we get. Effort and control are contrary

to fulfillment and peace.

So, what's the point? What value is there in challenging ego and

establishing a concept that is so foreign as to be ludicrous? When we

realize and accept that we arc even a little less in control of what we

think and do, we find that peace starts to get a grip on our mind. Every

impulse to be in command has as its ultimate goal: inner peace. Fighting

to keep control keeps us flailing around on the surface of our minds like

a drowning man awash in an ocean of colliding forces. Paradoxically,

when we stop struggling and let go, we do not drown. True, we sink

to the silent depths of our ocean-like minds. There, in the non-moving

profundity of complete stillness, we are astonished to find that every-

thing is permeated b pure awareness. There we find perfect harmony

devoid of even the impulse of effort. Nisargadatta, one of my favorite
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20th century saints, describes how he found Freedom from control in

his book I Am That. To one seeker who approached him the desire to

remove inner strife he lovingly imparted, "While the mind is centered

in the body and consciousness is centered in the mind, awareness is

free. By looking tirelessly, I became quite empty and with that empti-

ness, all came back to me except the mind. I find I have lost the mind

irretrievably."

This is the goal of Quantum Entrainment (QE). QE entertains the

mind and satisfies the needs oldie ego while simultaneously showing it

that effort is not needed to get what we want. In fact, efFort makes any

task harder than it needs to be. It is a hindrance to the outward flow

of creativity and the inner knowing of personal peace. In time, as one

plays with the infinite possibilities of QE, the lesson of effortlessness

slowly integrates itself into our thinking, our actions, and our interac-

tions with those around us.

When we begin to live life free of the desire to control, we not

only have inner peace, the goal of all desire, but we are rewarded

outwardly in a way that defies conventional thinking. When the desire

for things begins to die, we are given those very things without asking

and without effort on our part. These gifts arc not sought, and that

increases the joy of receiving them. It also fosters humility and a sense

awe for the perfect harmony of pure awareness and its manifestations.

Any idea of control is as out of place as a fiat party in a monastery, and

about as welcome.

The following is an excerpt from Beyond Happiness.

To ask why things are the way they are reflects a desire to see

beyond your slice ofh f „ and know the primal mind and ulti-

mate makeup qf the universe. Somehow we fret that if we can

understand the cosmic mind, we will then understand our

own. From there it should be a short leap to fixing the wrongs

of our life and then we can live in peace and harmony. While

a noble undertaking, it is completely fruitless and still adds up

to nothing- more than ego's influence born of the need to collect
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enough pieces to make one whole. But you don't need to do that.

The phrase, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it comes to mind. If we

feel incomplete, we try and fix the perceivedproblem. The cosmic

joke is on us, the thinking species. It is only the thought that we

are not whole that makes us feel that we are not. When we let go

of that thought, we immediately realize that everything is just

as it should be. You are already whole, not because I say so but

because that is the fict. How could any product of Wholeness

not be whole? Which is more likely—you are the incomplete

product of the complete Creator or you just haven't realized

your connection to that iinho unded Fullness? There is no why or

bow to be answered. Everything in this wide beautifu. I universe

is what it is, just because it i.c, nothing more. There is no arguing

with what is. How can you say that what is, is not? Have you

put peace in your pocket so that you can have both hands free to

rummage through thoughts and things looking for peace? The

oral  thing- that stands between you and peace is the thought

that life needs fixing Accept that life is what it is and you give

up the struggle to make it otherwise. What takes the place of

strugee is peace. at is it. End of story. End ofsuffering.

Realizing that thought is beyond the influence of "nee" is to

surrender to what is. This surrender requires awareness of pure aware-

ness, allowing that pure awareness to be in control. Actually, that is

not at all true. Pure awareness, by its very nature, can't be in control.

We have been discussing the two worlds; absolute pure awareness and

t he rest of creation. In actuality, there is only one unmoving, indivis-

ible, whole, pure awareness, which appears as many. We cannot give

Anything to pure awareness. Pure awareness just is. It is everywhere,

.111 the time and therefore cannot get or give anything. Because of the

limitations of language, we will sally forth as if pure awareness could

be separated from our minds. This will foster the illusion of turning

inward to heal outwardly and that is OK, for those are the rules. of the

game_ Soon, by practicing QE, we will learn to split ourselves, one half
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playing, while the other quietly watches. In time, the two halves will

reunite and heal in full awareness, and life will be at once mundane and

awe inspiring. In our palm an ordinary stone will sing the siren song of

deep and lasting peace. Then our world will contain not a blemish of

disharmony, and we will be at last free.
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Getting to Know Your Self

ibis thing twiled the may - where does it exist?

Tung-kuo Tzu

All truth passes through three stages.

First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed.

Third, it is accepted as being se evident.

Arthur Schopenhaucr

s aerates, by most accounts, was a pretty sharp fellow. He is credited

with saying, "Know thy Self." Many of my professors translated this

As "Know thyself." That is the little self of id, ego, and super-ego, the

"ine" previously mentioned, collecting kids, a mortgage, and retire-

ment plan. But this is not our concern today as we have a bigger fish

to fry. We are going to discover our big Self and explore its place in

the universe. You might ask why we would want to do that. Why did

Lulerates feel it important? What possible benefits would befall is if

we become chummy with our big Self? And what the heck is our Self

An yway? Let's take a look.

If our ego-oriented mind does not create thought, and pure aware-

ness does not create thought, then who or what does? That would be

our Self Our Self is unique in all creation. It has a foot in both worlds—

t he absolute sea of pure awareness and the multi-splintered expressions

1 f the created cosmos.

39
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Qanturn physics has several names for Self. It can be likened to

the zero point or the vacuum state but shouldn't be confused it with

implicate order. Implicate order is analogous to pure awareness. If your

interest goes any deeper than this then I encourage you co do a little

research on your own for we will not spend further time on this fasci-

nating, but altogether too vast a subject for our purposes. The point is

that both the Self and pure awareness have been recognized theoreti-

cally by quantum physics.

The Self has also been recognized by those who turn inward within

the mind—the saints and seekers of inner peace. They have called the

Self by many names including spirit, divine spark, higher Self, vital

force, and soul. I do not use these words for they are fraught with

misunderstanding and laden with emotional charge. Knowing thy Self,

as you will soon see, is the most natural, delicate, and nurturing expe-

rience a human can have. So I don't want to get all balled up in intel-

lectual or emotional wrestling marches. Our Self is simple and so will

be our discussion of it. Simpler yet will be our experience of Self just

a short chapter away. Awareness of our Self is the birthright of every

human being. It is also my strong opinion that becoming aware of our

Self is our greatest responsibility.

I think the best way to get a handle on understanding your Self is

with an analogy. We'll start with an updated version of Plato's Cave.

Picture yourself sitting in a movie theatre while the movie is playing,

You are looking forward as the Film flows across the vast white screen.

You don't notice the screen because you are focused on the charac-

ters, the scenery, and the plot as they totally draw you into the experi-

ence. When you become completely absorbed in the intrigue of the

unfolding story, you become less aware of your surroundings. That is

as it should be. After all, that's why we go to movies—to get away from

the "reality" of our day-to-day lives.

But if I were to ask you to shift your attention away from the

film, you could become aware of many things surrounding you in the

audience. You might become aware of a cough in the back row, the

munching, slurping, and rustling from your immediate neighbors, and
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y other stimuli like the firmness of your seat, room temperature,

It:. But I would like you now to focus on less common objects.

When you arrive before the movie starts, you note with absolute

i r tainty the mammoth size of the white screen, a mute testimony to

thr bigger-than-life entertainment just ahead. AN soon as the movie

.41 arm the screen is completely forsaken for the play of light and shadow

Ton it. If you sit in the first couple of rows and you don't let your eye

h illow the movement of your favorite hero as he rolls across the floor to

Avoid being ventilated by bullets from the villain's Uzi, you will see that

lie screen is still there, behind the scenes silently supporting your hero's
I forts. Without it, the movie would be lost in the vastness of space.
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Now break with convention and turn around and look at the

little square hole high up the back wall of the theatre. There you can

see a white shaft of light, sometimes tinged with blue and black hues,

twisting and flicking on its way to the screen in front. If you are posi-
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tioned just right you will see the lens °Eche projector and behind that

the pure, bright light that brings the film to life.

Obviously the playing of the film on the screen symbolizes the

comedy and drama of your own work-a-day world. The blank screen

upon which the film is played represents the screen of pure awareness

such as you experienced when you stopped your thinking just a short

time ago. Stopping your thinking is analogous to stopping the movie

and allowing the white light to fall on the blank, screen. The screen

represents the reflection of pure awareness in the mind. Pure awareness,

when reflecting outward in the mind, I call consciousness. Conscious-

ness is awareness directed at things and thoughts. If you had always

entered the theatre after the movie had started and had never seen

the blank screen, it would be almost impossible to discover the white

screen under the colorful, moving forms cast upon it.

Now once again, turn around to look at the light as it exits the back

wall. The shifting, flickering shaft of hght represents the finer levels of

creation beyond the sensory. This light represents the waves, particles,

atoms, and molecules that finally weave their way into form on the

surface of the screen.

Emanating from the projector, before it passes through the film,

is the "Self-Made" white light. It is this white light passing through

the film and projecting its images onto the screen that makes the
movie possible. We could not be conscious of the screen itself wirhout

reflected white light. The creation of the movie depends solely on this

white light. The white light represents unbounded pure awareness.

When the white light passes through the film, it apparently changes

into color, light, and shadow. I say apparently because it is still light but

it appears to the eye to be otherwise. Refracted white light is still light

at its essence. This analogy will help us better understand how pure

awareness can manifest as those things around us which appear to be

houses, mountains, friends, and family. A mountain is made of mole-

cules, atoms, subatomic particles, and waves, which are refractions of

the implicate order of pure awareness. The white light is to the movie as

pure awareness is to all created things. It is their essence, their very core,
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wiihout which they would fade into the beckoning void of Nothing.

At the point that the white light of the projector .strikes the film

is where this apparent transformation takes place. Like a pencil placed

lit a half-full glass of water appears to be bent, the white light of the

priojector passes through the film, taking on altered vibrational quali-

ties. At the exact point of transformation, a rather miraculous event

in:curs. The white light and its color manifestation are held in suspen-

sion. They are neither white light nor color. Or they are both at the

',Mile time. Like the back and forth movement of a child on a swing,

ilicre is a time when she is neither moving backwards nor forwards but

is suspended motionless in mid-air. This is the rejuvenating power of

illness that we know between each heartbeat and each breath. White

light enters this sphere of stillness and exits color. This is where creation

takes place—between pure awareness and the first impulse of created

life. This is the realm of the Self.

This reflection of awareness in the mind is called. consciousness

or focused awareness. The shaft of flickering light that the white light

makes as it passes through the film on its way to the screen would be

analogous to consciousness. Consciousness is forever changing but it

is fundamentally white light. Outward-oriented consciousness is ego

driven. It rakes ownership for thoughts and deeds alike. It is restless

and rarely content. It is like the beam of a flashlight, and ego is the hand

!hat is holding it. It shines on all the things of the world and fails to

realize that without the light of pure awareness from which it is made,

consciousness cannot fully appreciate the eternal nature of a budding

rose or flowing stream. Consciousness is looking for pure awareness in

the things and thoughts of the relative world. It is like the man in the

Waylon Jennings song who is "looking for love in all the wrong places."

All the beauty, variety, and excitement of the world splashes across
the screen of your mind as consciousness flickers outward. But when

your conscious mind turns back on itself, as it did in the Stopping

Thought exercise, it realizes its true nature as pure awareness. This

would be like the ego-aimed flashlight pointing at a mirror. The true

nature of your consciousness, the dazzling radiance of pure awareness
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could he seen in its naked beauty without the distraction of form.

It is impossible for our minds to understand either pure awareness

or our Self An idea is really a hollow reverberation of the truth of Self:

But we will have to be satisfied for now with this house of straw the

mind has built. In the end, it really doesn't matter how we think about

Self for it is the experience of that universally unique presence that will

open our minds and hearts to healing and harmony in our lives.

Before we go on and experience our Self: 1 would like to explore

more about what Self is like. Self is unlike anything else in creation.

It is the only manifestation that is totally harmless and completely

nurturing. To my mind, the perfect word for Self is Mother—

unbounded love, wisdom, and support. Mother Self is always there

sustaining and guiding you even when your attention is turned to the

more mundane matters of daily living. She has created this vast world

for you to play in. She is watching, waiting for you to grow, not in body

and mind but in awareness. She is waiting for you to turn from your

toys to find her benevolent smile and sparkling eyes watching over you.

She is waiting to enfold you in arms of pure awareness.

You are the child of your Self when you are lost in the world. But

the moment you become aware of your Self, you become your Self. You

reenter the womb of Mother and arc born anew into undying aware-

ness of pure rove and peace and joy. It is your responsibility to "know

thy Self" and become free of the fetters of outward living. Free from

the restrictions of your ego-driven mind, Self-awareness lightens the

load of living. In fact, your feet barely touch the ground.

Another word for Self-aware is "enlightenment," but again I hesi-

tate to use this word because it has been explained in so many different

ways from so many dilferent teachings and burdened with so many

conflicting emotions that I seldom refer to it at all. It is my intention

to clearly define Self-awareness and what it is to live Self-aware so that

there will be little room for misinterpretation. Why do I insist on so

precise a definition? How else will you know where you are headed or

even ifyou want to go there? Besides, being Self-aware is the foundation

for a productive, prosperous, fun-filled life and the heart around which
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INLintuni Entrainment (QE) orbits. Knowledge conies in two pack-

Ligev—understanding and experience. First, we will gather in the pieces

iii I•t. learned about Self:awareness. Once they form a cogent whole,

w• will then fly on the gossamer wings of Self-awareness, observing our

wni Id from the inside out.

Living in Self-awareness is not at all what we usually think it to be.

We listen to the words of the sages and it sounds like heaven on earth.

Ir k, but we tend to accent the "heaven" and deny the "earth" part of

ilk. equation. We get the feeling that our every desire is immediately

fulfilled, Well, it is, but again, not the way we think. Here's what I mean.

Let's say that you are living in ignorance of your Self. That puts you

Mn the 99.9 percentile of the human race. That is the world you seek

14F Ilcc because of the pain and suffering you feel. Your suffering mind

ns away from the hardness of the world toward the illusion of salva-

1141n. It takes up overeating, extreme physical activity, drugs, sex, televi-

w on, and any number of the myriad diversions meant to deflect our

4 'Pi -viciousness from what we have come to know as stark reality. But as

in have come to realize, deflection does not work.

The world out there is not the problem. Your problems are not the

pniblem. Inability to be aware of pure awareness is the problem, and

41 will soon learn how to solve it. Once you discover how to be Self-

.1 NY Are, what will your world be like? How will you change in relation to

vutir world? I think you will he surprised.

When you realize that life has a mind of its own and you arc pretty

much along for the ride, you can relax and, as the old Greyhound

tinmercial promised, "leave the driving to us." Us is actually Self As a

1.menger, the scenery is the same but now you can enjoy it fully with

no concern for direction-finding or getting snarled in traffic. You are

in holiday even when you are hard at work in the office.

Symptoms of Sainthood
How will you act when you are Self-aware? You will act just about

tlie same way you acted before. You may be a little more loving, kinder,

.ind easygoing, but don't expect to become something you are not. You
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will still be you, only more so. You will be free to be the real you and

not he worried about doing what others think you should do. You will

perform (and this is a biggie) spontaneous right action. That's right; you

can do no wrong. Because your self is at the seat of creation, it knows

how things are working out, and you will instinctively act in your—and

all other's—best interest. That does not mean that others will neces-

sarily agree with your actions, but then they will be looking through thc

distorted lens of ego, following the road of self-preservation. They sec

rights and wrongs everywhere. It is what they do because they break the

world into helpful and hurtful pieces, people, and events. But through

your Self-aware eyes, you see only harmony. How, with such vision,

could you do anything wrong? The universe will not allow it.

Be careful not to place Self on a pedestal. It doesn't like it there

separated from the rest of creation. Creation is of the Self and It loves I

Its creation. You see, we don't have to change what is; we only have to

appreciate it. Suffering starts when we try to change or deny what is. The

gift of your Self is the ability to see perfection in the mundane present.

Will we be "saintly" when we are Self-aware? The idea we have of

the saintly saint is a bit of a misnomer. By the way, all saints are Self

aware by deEnition. So, when }rots become Self-aware, you will be a

saint whether anybody else knows it or not. Chances are, they will not. I

The Self-aware come in all shapes and sizes. I know of people who

were settled in the Self who were also grumpy, unhealthy, and over-

weight. The Self-aware love to eat, make love, make money, drive cars,

play practical jokes, and watch television. In short, they are just like

the unaware with this simple and succinct difference; they are totally

accepting of life just as it is.

That means that the unaware will miss the blessing that is you

because you are dressed in a plain brown wrapper with no bow. I know

this description breaks with the traditional idea of the soft-spoken,

slow moving benevolent saint, with the cherub smile, luminescent eyes,

and soft, wisdom-laden speech. Most saints travel through life unno-

ticed because we are looking for an ideal, something they are not. We

are looking for enlightenment because we think that once we achieve
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Ilip,htenment, we will rise above the huddled, struggling masses and

.1$ liver us smack-dab in the middle ofheaven. Sorry, Charlie. The soft-

plwn saint was soft-spoken before she became Self-aware. It is blas-

pliri -Ily to think of our saints as being irritable or passing gas like the

1$ si or humanity. The ideal of the saintly saint is just another effort by

$ go to place something so far out of reach so as to be unattainable or if

it Limed place us in a special class above other human beings. Ego has

I. id its day and now it is time for it to expand to accept its inheritance

Imbounded witness to the wonders of creation.

' Mere is a downside to placing the enlightened above us. It is a prac-

that frustrates the seeker who tries to emulate the actions of those

unique souls in hopes of becoming like them. The gentle ones are not

erent from their more active, noisy Self-aware peers. But we have

Imied away from the latter to embrace the former ideal as the poster

hild For enlightenment. Both types, indeed all Self-aware, are acting in

pok ordance with their genetic makeup molded by the influence of their

roundings. Those of us still struggling with our identity would do

wt II to remember this and leave our preconceived ideas about enlight-

enment by the side of the road. It is not for their benefit but our own.

liclicyc me, the Self-aware will hardly notice.

Being Self-aware is a human experience, the birthright of every one

Illus. It should he a common experience—not one that is placed on a

pedestal beyond the reach of all but a few dedicated, if not stubborn,

..piritual aspirants. It is the common soul that will make Self-awareness

common occurrence in the coming decade, not out of some super- ,

Iitiman dedication to the struggle to be free but by simply and effort-

lessly turning toward pure awareness. We have that effortless technology

in the form of E. As you will soon see, anyone who is conscious can do

it simply by following that conscious awareness back to its source.

Self-aware Tony Parsons seconds this sentiment of the common

mint. In his book Invitaiion to Awaken, he advises, "We should drop

any fixed ideas we have about enlightenment, such as the illusory

belief that it brings total goodness, bliss, and purity. Life simply goes

on. Occasionally, I may get angry, feel anxiety.. When the contraction
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passes, I quickly return to an all-encompassing acceptance in which the

sense of separateness drops away.

So how does it feel to be Self-aware? You will still feel anger,

anxiety, and all the other emotions that make you human. The saint

is still basically human. Actually; you will be more "human" after you

become the silent sentinel of creation. Your body/mind is bound by the

same laws as it was before. You will fed everything you felt before, but

you will accept those feelings unconditionally as a natural expression of

life beyond your control.

What about the fear of death? I personally haven't died only to

become my own ghost writer so I can't say for certainty what it is

like to die. Viewing past lives is no help either. That phenomenon is

observed with detachment arid has no substantial value when dealing

with corporal flesh and blood. But I know how my perception has

changed since I have become conversant with Self I used to fight aging

and illness and deny my mortality. Now the thought of death is oddly

comforting. As I age and the reality of losing my body/mind becomes

more palpable (and many maintain that I am halfway there for they

are certain I have already lost my mind), I observe those symptoms of

aging with a kind of curious detachment or even fondness for a natural

process that all life innately understands. All saints, when it is their

time, succumb to the laws governing physical death. But a saint is not

attached to his body/mind in a way losing them will cause suffering.

It's like returning home after a walk on a wintry day and slipping of an

old overcoat for the last time. Your awareness then easily turns to the

warmth of your inner abode and the overcoat is simply forgotten.

That does bring up questions about being injured. When you are

Self-aware, can someone cause you pain? It is obvious that you will feel

physical pain, but what about psychological pain? Can you feel psycho-

logical pain when settled in the Self?

Remember we said that the saint is still human, right? The Self-

aware carry around the thin shell of "me." That is why the saint will pass

for a normal, everyday guy to the unaware. They cannot see past the

shell into the soul of the saint. In Sanskrit—thc ancient language of the

I
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V I I.1%. sacred Indian texts dating back 4,000 years—the term for this

'hill of "me" is "laish avidya7 While the essence of the saint remains

,1I1 4, his body/mind is subservient to the same laws that govern the

tiated. The shell of "me" can feel hurt. It can fed anger, sadness,

ilo•,IIPpointment, and the like. This shell is like a plastic bell. When it is

k by the words and deeds of man, its reverberations are weak and

milli led and cannot arouse the stronger passions of revenge or greed

sir guilt. Yes, the enlightened can fed momentary hurt, but this pain is

muffled in a blanket of bliss that is the Self. No lasting pain can reach

Imo the depths of a heart bathed in pure awareness.

One of the participants in my QE Master's Workshop had a sister

who was a driver for the Dalai Lama. One day she was holding the car

Moor open for the Dalai Lama, and as he stood up, he looked gently

into her eyes.

He asked, "You would like to ask me a question?"

She whispered, "Yes, sir, but we are not allowed to talk to you."

He responded graciously, "But you can ask me this question that

i in your heart."

She then asked, "Do you ever get angry?"

The Dalai Lama chuckled softly and said, "Of course I do. I am

hinnan. I just don't stay angry very long."

The Self-aware shell of "me" can be hurt, but it only serves to

wake you momentarily to the realization that you are still functioning

ulirough a body/mind that is subservient to all laws, natural and man-

made. You will feel anger and anxiety and all manner of desires. But

they are only flavors in the wine and will not linger long. They wake

you to the joy and the depth of what it is to be completely human.

When you know this world as perfect, then hurtful words and

wrongful deeds are recognized as part of that perfection. That realiza-

tion alone soothes the soul and makes retaliation impossible. How is it

possible to rise up against perfection? Any event or action will neces-

sarily be perfect beyond our individual and limited perspective. We are

saved from performing or receiving injury. Our egos are at peace.

How long does it take to become Self-aware? The short answer is,
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"You are already Self-aware. You just aren't aware of it." But that's not

very helpful and can even be frustrating, so let's appease the mind and

play in the river of time.

Some souls just pop into Self-awareness. They go to bed in igno-

rance and awaken awakened. Ramana Maharishi, who many fed was

the 20th centuries' greatest saint, fell into a swoon in which he felt he

was going to die. He passed out and when he regained consciousness,

he was unbounded consciousness. Eckhart Tolle tells a similar story

about how he, filled with fear, passed out and awoke free offear and full

of bliss. These individuals are the exception rather than the rule. Most

Self-aware souls seem to take their time getting there. It would not be

fair to leave you with the impression that the inner light instantly turns

on for all of us. Unlike Tom Baudette of Morel 6 fame, we cannot just

leave the light on for you." In most cases, the light of Self-awareness

is attached to a dimmer switch that slowly gets brighter over apparent

time. I have to sav that this is an illusion but one that we should address

for those of us who are caught in the "neither fish nor fowl" world

between all-out ignorance and being fully Self-aware.

I personally was stuck in a kind of limbo for manyycars.	 describe

it here for you because you may be experiencing the same thing. Actu-

ally, "stuck" is not really the right word. All the while you are in this

desert world, you feel stuck but in actuality are becoming aware of pure

awareness very quickly. Here is what I mean.

When I was a young man, I was confident that ill worked hard

and did all the right things, I would eventually get what I wanted and

live happily ever after. I'm talking about replicating the lives of great

athletes, business, political, and scientific minds, educators, and enter-

tainers. 01 course, like everyone else on this path, I was met with

frequent failure and disappointment and had to continually convince

myself that other people had achieved "forever after" happiness and

so could 1. 1 felt that my parents, teachers, and friends all couldn't be

wrong. As I young child. I wanted to be a firefighter in the worst way..

One day when I was five, 1 actually got to ride a fire engine as part of

a celebration. We went really, really fast with siren howling and bell
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lair ;wing and I had my head out the window feeling the wind against

n lace while looking for the imaginary burning building. That night,

.4‘ t r\ult of the wind blowing in my ear, I got the worst earache I'd ever

• ..141 rienced, and the next day I decided I really wanted to be a farmer

r^N l•I milk cows and grow stuff slowly and quietly.

I. arly on in our lives, we think big: professional football player,

onaut, movie star. But as we age and find that these things are not

tilt iv realistic, we lower our aim a little. When we oil our six-shooter

.•i I pack our saddlebags on our way to become a cowboy, we are

uuraged by cooler, more experienced minds drawing from a deep

few! voir of practical experience. They are certain that we would really

I better off- to consider accounting, perhaps specializing in cowboy tax

ri urns. Soon we buy into the idea that we will become practical. Then

vor decide that all that is really important is to make enough money to

tratre a great retirement so that we can live happily ever after.

I he thing is that every one of its has a place in this perfect plan.

Wt. have unique talents and skills, and if we don't use them, we feel

411mA:thing is missing—that something is not quite right. If we yield to

• !invention, the dissatisfaction grows until it manifests as physical or

•motional discord. We get sick and we inject that illness into our world.

We are like conductors of electricity—like light bulbs. lithe elec-

t' way passes through us without resistance, we shine bright and long.

the slightest interference with the natural flow of electrons will

•mist! more heat and less light. Pure awareness is our electricity. Most

the world's population are poor conductors of pure awareness and

u\sarily create struggle and strife, not only for themselves but all of

low many times have you seen people make the same mistake time

dill time again and not learn from their mistakes? Why does an abused

wifc stay with her husband? by do we continue using fossil fuels

when we have the technology to be free of them? At present, dishar-

tilony far outweighs clear thinking and supportive action in this world.

I he simple reason is that we are disconnected. We lack the free flow of

iiive.irericss of pure awareness.

To follow through with our light bulb analogy, those of us unaware
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of pure awareness are like incandescent light bulbs. We spread a little

light over a wide spectrum of wavelengths while wasting much of our

energy as heat. In short, we are incoherent expressions of the infinite

order in life.

Laser
(Coherent)

Light

Incandescent
(Incoherent)

Light

Those who are aware of pure awareness are like laser light. A laser's

light is coherent. That is, all of the photons are in harmony with one I

another. Instead of shooting off in all directions at all speeds, laser

light's photons are completely in sync, like an army marching in time.

They are of single mind and remarkably powerful action. Our laser-like

awareness is finely focused and completely in tune with Self and envi-

ronment. The Self-aware engender harmony without harm.

As a child, I, like any healthy youngster, was relatively happy, inter-

active, and eager to explore my environment. But by age ten, I had

begun to succumb to the practical voices of my parents and teachers. I

began to enjoy learning how to control through knowledge and power

and was applauded when I showed promise. Yup, this was going to be

a good life, and I was going to get all the things I wanted through hard

work, strong will, and force. I had not yet seen that the very people who

JI
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11.1d promised me the good life were struggling to find it themselves.

I was living in Japan then, and every evening after dinner I walked

into a neighborhood where the houses were cramped and crooked like

I no many teeth. I would wind my way back and forth until I found,

iimost by instinct, the dojo where I learned judo. My sensei was one

the most proficient players in the world, but his teaching surpassed

I i vs expertise at judo. One night, after a particularly demoralizing expo-

ience, I was sitting on the edge of the tatami mat. I had just tried to

liverpower a much smaller, younger opponent and decidedly lost my

snatch. I was simultaneously angry, embarrassed, and humiliated, and

I had no room in my heart for healing. Sensei saw my suffering and

hose that moment to teach us a mind-over-matter technique. In order

Inc the technique to work, we had to get free of mental entanglement.

In seconds, the anger and frustration drained from my mind and my

ki)dy became relaxed and alert. The only embarrassment I felt was that

die other boys would see the tears of joy welling up and think they

were formed out of humiliation. I wiped the tears on the sleeve of my

indo-gi while no one was looking.

immediately, I was struck by the simplicity of this stare of inner

t rcngth. I didn't have to work or plan or manipulate. On the contrary,

I only had to let go of all those things. I didn't understand fully what

Ii ad happened to me, but I knew that the noisy, conflicted world of

adults could nor work in the stillness of my heart. It did not have all

!he answers. Although there were many other similar experiences

during my childhood and teens, this single occurrence kept me from

completely buying into the precepts of power. On the edge of that

tatami mat, I found freedom forgotten. Now, whenever I began to be

Neduced by the glitz and glitter of the good life, a wee small voice deep

inside my breast restlessly stirs and whispers, "Do not go gently into

that good night.*

The Outward and Inward Paths
I didn't know it at the time, but the inner experience ofempty full-

ness I had in that Yokohama dojo decades ago set me on a path that
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would alter the way I thought and perceived the world for decades

to come. I turned away from the outward materialistic path of power

and problems. I traded it For the gentler inward path of peace and...

problems. Yes, that's right...the inner path and outer path differ only

in direction. They are ultimately paths pot holed with problems that

only give the illusion of movement toward the resolution of suffering.

A path, by any other name, is still a path, and paths cannot rake you to

where you already are.

Most of us align ourselves with one of two apparent directions

to fulfillment, The first is the most common. It is the outward path

toward more and more—the way of self-indulgence. This path satisfies

ego by adding more to the menu oil de—more money, more education,

more friends, more muscles, more beauty, more food, and so on. Here

our egos practice gluttony of all kinds, but the driving desire behind it

all is never satiated.

The second direction toward fulfillment is the apparent inward

path of self-denial—the path of less. Not so commonly traveled as its

evil twin, the inward path encourages fasting the ego of outward fare in

favor of unadorned "spiritual' practices. Here ego attaches to the idea

of sacrifice and other austerities. Removing one's consciousness from

outward temptations is an earmark of the inward path.

Both the inward and outward paths are paths nonetheless. Both

are telling us that where we are is not good enough and just by begin-

ning our travels we will be rewarded with a better life. But alas, both

paths arc ineffective in eliminating our most basic desire—the one for

lasting peace. There is a concise and poignant text that addresses this

problem of attachment to a path or attachment of any kind. Verse 9

of Isa Upanishad, somewhere in the neighborhood of 3000 years old,

tells us:

'Those attached to the material world [the outward path!

are damned. Mose attached to the spiritual world

[the inward path./ are doubly damned."
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I know that most of us think that materialistic overindulgence is

Hi. 1.re limiting than meditation and scriptural study when it comes to

I, it )wing Self, but Isa Upanishad begs to differ. Here's why.

You have probably noticed that it is easier to persuade an alcoholic

n a workaholic that their lives are in need of repair than it is someone

who is "spiritual." Anyone who leads the outward life already knows

'cep inside that it doesn't work. They fail to fed forever full no matter

I ikv much success they achieve. No matter how many French fries they

al., new cars they own, or people they love, they continually hear their

hint inner voice pushing them on, "Not enough. Nor yet full."

On the other hand, the spiritual aspirant, no matter what discipline

lir authority they follow, is convinced that they are on the perfect path

(1 salvation. Even their suffering and "spiritual" failures are interpreted

lessons along the path and encouragement to continue. Suffering

austerities are often worn as badges of courage to be displayed as

evidence of their devotion. In fact, failure only strengthens their resolve

.111(1 encourages more of the same. But the gates of heaven cannot be

opened through sheer will only. This is what prompted Jesus to tell us

t hat good deeds alone will not get us into heaven. Isa Upanishad takes

a step further when it warns that the person on the inward path is

ill iubly damned." It is almost impossible to shake them free from their

hrlief that they will reach complete salvation through dogged &to-ini-

tiation and spiritual practice.

"Well," you say, if both the inward and outward paths cannot

!tee us, are we doomed to suffer at the hands of ego's d isoriented drive

fi it distinction?"

Of course not. In both cases, the inward and outward paths will

!King us to the door of salvation but not how we think. It is not the

path that alleviates suffering or brings peace. In fact, the path works

iiy negation. It is when one pauses on the path that they are posi-

t lolled for success. Success is born of stillness, not movement. Let's

sue how this is accomplished.

The outward materialistic path works in two instances. When a

person fails so miserably to attain their vision of even a minimal exis-
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tense they will, after great hardship, just give up. This is referred to as

"hitting bottom." The other way the materialistic path works is when

someone gets everything they need and still they feel empty. They

find themselves asking, "Is this all there is to lifer Both complete

failure and complete success are valuable in terms of finding inner

peace because they shatter the illusion that the path will free them

from struggle. All the travelers in between are lost in the illusion that

reaching the goal will end their distress. That is called the "rat race

Are you beginning to see the subtle insanity that has worked its way

into our thinking? Let's go on.
Instead of focusing on materialistic wealth, the inward path targets

Self-awareness. It can also work but only in spite of itself. The transition

from ignorance to Self-awareness can take many years. Au least that has

been the general consensus up until now QE has a much abbreviated

timeline in mind. The inward path to peace is directed toward devo-

tion, meditation, prayer, charitable acts, scriptural inquiry, etc. If you
were on the "path to peace," traditionally you would meditate or pray

quietly and endeavor to experience a peaceful, blissful state, the result of

connection with a higher being or energy. Then your hope would be to

carry that inner quiet and guidance, unspoiled, into the shameless outer

world. Unfortunately, when inner guidance was lost in the outer world,

it was seen as failure and more stringent austerities were prescribed. The
veiled thinking was that you could overwhelm the outer world with

inner peace if you could only make your peace strong enough.

This approach appears to work only occasionally and over a long

period of time. If one becomes Self-aware, it is in spite of the process,

not because of it. One reason it takes so long is because the inward path

sets the world at war with itself Peace and divine guidance become the

good guys in white and materialism and negative behavior the bad guys

in black. Where is the perfection in that? Anytime you have two of

anything, you cannot have complete peace. One cannot be unified by

dividing and conquering. If you have only one, it must be at peace with

itself. There is nothing to oppose its oneness. What more peaceful state

could there be than one? Furthermore, there can be only one "one."
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1 lire awareness is one. When our common awareness becomes aware of

pm(' awareness, it is reflected in the mind as eternal peace. Awareness

4i lire awareness is nothing more than the realization that common

Atilt' i (TICS'S is pure awareness. To become aware of pure awareness and

csultant Self-awareness, all one need do is stop trying...stop doing.

So, in terms of finding everlasting inner peace, neither the outward

11111 he inward paths are very efficient. There is a reason for that. There

14 no need for a path. In fact, following any path will ensure that you

wiThiol arrive at Self-awareness. If you believe you must go somewhere

obtain pure awareness or that you can even acquire it in the first

i liacc, you have already lost your way.

Either path—inward or outward—is struggle. Despite our expe-

1 hilice to the contrary, we believe that struggle will eventually buy us

.1ing peace. Peace cannot be found along the path or in reaching the

That's right. Reaching a goal does not bring peace. This is perhaps

die grandest illusion of all. As soon as we reach one goal, we turn our

minds to the next one, isn't that true? The 20th century philosopher

Nisargadatta pointed out that anything you can get, you can lose.

I ,isting peace is no different.

'But wait a minute," you object. "If I don't have lasting peace now,

II id I can't get it by effort, then why should I even try?"

That's it exactly! You shouldn't try. In Fact, you can't try to get

perpetual peace because you already have it. It is the trying that creates

'lie waves of distortion on the waters of peace. You see When you

Ntop...stop...stop....peace is there.

It's not the goal that brings peace but rather the momentary

s pc nsion of effort after reaching one goal and before starting another.

h is the pause that refreshes, perpetually. It is akin to the gap between

your thoughts. In this still silence, one is at peace if only fleetingly so.

When one stops, there is nothing to do, nowhere to go. All burden has

hcen lifted. Only then are we free of the illusion that the path will fix

problems. It is ego—not recognizing that the journey has ended

aild there is no need to continue—who restarts the motor of mind and

I'oints it again outward or inward.
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So, if the materialistic outward path and the spiritual inward path

don't work, are we doomed to flail forever in the waters of discontent?

Of course not. Could I let that happen to you? There is a third path

that works easily and quickly because it is not really a path at all. QE is

unique in its approach to Self-awareness. It is the technique-less tech.

nique. QE is successful only when it eliminates itself as a technique and

we are left with neither need nor inclination to try.

But here's the neat part. You don't have to give up your path.

Whether you are inward- or outward-oriented doesn't matter. Both

will work beautifully as long as you add Self-awareness. So, you can put

your feet up and watch TV or sequester yourself deep within a cave,

and as long as you are Self-aware, either path will yield to inner peace

through Self-awareness. This way you really can have your cake and

eat it, too. Continue your lifestyle as you love it. There is no need to

change. Just become aware of Self and all will work out quickly and for

your best benefit. There are many ways to do this, but the QE process is

the simplest and most effective way I know. I guess that is obvious or I

wouldn't have written a whole book to tell you about it.

I am having fun with you, that's true. But all that I've said is also

true. QE actually combines the inward and outward paths simultane-

ously. What do you have when you go in and out at the same time?

You have no movement, right? The in and out negate themselves

and you end up sitting still. What's another word for non-movement?

We've already learned that no movement is absolute peace. So, how do

we accomplish this technique of non-movement? 	 explain it all in

my next	 Just kidding. All you have to do is turn the page and

then get ready to learn this most remarkable technique of not-doing-

the Quantum Entrainment process.



CHAPTER 6

REantum Entrainment

TR-ach your ever-changing life, probe deeply beyond the

motives beyond your actions, and you will soon prick the

bubble in which you are enclosed.

Nisargadatta

Doing can never get you to that which you already are.

Thwe the idea that starts the doing back to its root. There

you will find the end ofthe journey that is never begun.

H,L. Poonja

Let me underscore that being Self-aware is not a process but a percep-

don. it is the shift from trying to fix your world to completely

accepting it. And keep in mind, this shift happens automatically and

without effort. It takes place immediately without trying. When you

ilo uantum Entrainment (QE), you become aware of pure aware-

' icss and then become Self-aware. At that exact moment, you are in

I i.irmony with not only your life but every created thing that crawls,

ilacs, or twinkles in the skies. Pretty amazing, huh?

Once Self-aware, no problem will be more than you can handle.

luu may doubt it in the beginning, but soon you will languish in the

protective arms of peace while the fury of life rages on without you.

Viiii will begin to identify with silence more and activity less, You will

wonder why people are getting so upset, and then you'll realize that

59
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those same events upset you not so very long ago. Established in your

Self, problems are no more than impish children straining at the bonds

of convention. They are not good. They are not bad. They just are. You

observe the wondrous workings of the universe as it is right now. It is

exactly the same as it has always been and yet very different. Now is

Forever permeated with the indescribable fullness of peace.

Complete acceptance places you beyond the stroke or the sword of

suffering. Beyond the reach of your senses, you sense Perfection. You

are Perfection. Discovering your Self, shimmering silently in the heart

of every created thing, you come to know God. You come to know

your Self as God.

There is more, for there is more than God. God is defined by His/

Her/Its creation. God only exists because creation exists. Beyond God

is the Nothing from which God arose. And Nothing is absolute peace.

You do not need to understand God or Nothing. You do not need to

manage the pieces of your life to know Wholeness. You need only this:

to do QE and innocently go about your life.. That is the single mantra,

the sole sermon of peace. It is just that simple.

QE is a process that alters our perception by eliminating movement.

leaving us Self-aware. Then in that non-moving state of pure awareness

we add back the thoughts and things of our world. It's like turning the

movie of your life off and viewing the white screen that supports it.

Then turning your life-story back on you will have a different, more

expanded, even compassionate perspective of your life. You will begin

to appreciate the permanence of Self--awareness under the rocky road

you have come to embrace as your life's journey.

Also, without effort, this new perception creates feelings of peace

and love and joy. This is the reflection of pure awareness in the mind

that we have already discussed. This is the birth of Self and it feels very,

very good. These good feelings I call Eufeclings.

Eufeelings
A Eufeeling is unique in all creation. It is the first manifestation

of fullness through which the stuff of the cosmos must pass before it
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t miles a ranch-style house, a butterfly or a flowing river of lava. A

I II feeling is completely safe. It is the only created thing that is free of

Irstricrion and contradiction. It is completely open and free flowing.

the mind, the Eufeeling is rich dark chocolate, a new love, and a

ket ride to heaven all rolled into one. To be cognizant ofEufeding is

!ht. definitive goal of the mind. When it is, the mind yearns for nothing.

ablished in awareness of Eufeeling, the mind is safe. It can pick its

way between the horrors and hardships of life and always fed that

mother is watching, waiting with open arms to protect and comfort.

What exactly is a Eu feeling? Good question. Your mind identifies

I Feel ings as joy, peace, stillness, silence, unbounded love, bliss, ecstasy,

rc. Eufeelings are not to be confused with the everyday garden variety

rmotions we experience as happiness, excitement, anger, grief, condi-

liunal love, jealousy, fear, and so on. These emotions I call conditional

feelings because they are born of circumstance like getting money,

losing money, losing a loved one, getting a new job, etc.

Conditional feelings are also associated with the past or future.
We get anxious or angry or happy when we entertain distant memo-

ries or even those made seconds earlier and when we think about what

mir Future holds. The strength of these emotions is also conditional.

lie strength of a conditional feeling is determined by the mind, both

onscious and subconscious. Talk about your can oiworms. It all gets

pretty convoluted and certainly is not worth our exploring at this

juncture. Fortunately, Eufeelings are utterly simple and free of cause

and effect.

Actually there is only one Eufeeling which is too subtle to define

with a word and yet your mind must label. Change is the nature of

the mind. So that single, subtle Eufeeling is experienced by your mind

as different flavors or colors. It's like the ocean on different days. One

day it is deep blue ; another day it is gray/green and so on. That sole

Nufeeling reflecting From deep within the mind is recognized as peace

or joy or stillness. So, the primal Eufeeling is not really a feeling at all.

But it leaves impressions in the mind that are interpreted as quiet,

beautiful Feelings that uplift the spirit and fill the empty heart.
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ill let you in on a little secret. The Eufeeling is the Self That's right.

Your Self reflects in your mind as joy and love and peace. Remarkable,

isn't it? Your Self is beyond the sight of your mind just as the rays of
sunlight that color the ocean are beyond the capacity ofyour eyes to see

them. But the first stirring of Self in the mind can be recognized, and

that is when you fed peace.

Do you see the implication here? If your Self reflects as Eufeelings,

then your Self is all good. Let's not just toss this pearl in the mud. This

is a profound discovery and should be explored completely.

If you are thinking of your Self as something "over there" or at the

bottom of your mind, then you haven't realized who, or more accu-

rately what, you are. You are still identifying with your body/mind.

You are that Eufeeling, nothing less. Remember the Self is unbounded

and eternal. And we just found out that it is all good and reflects that

goodness in the mind. Only when the mind forgets the Self does the

body/mind feel pain and

suffering. When you forget

your Self, you are like a king

with amnesia. Until you

regain your memory and

reclaim your throne, you

will continue to live like a

pauper. And lucky for all of

us, regaining your memory

and reclaiming your throne

just happens to be extraordi-

narily simple.

If your mind were a light

bulb, then the electricity

passing into it would be pure

awareness. The clear light

that emanated from the fila-

ment would be the Eufeeling

which would travel outward
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strike the glass which represents the outer, individual mind. The

•tinded Eufeeling light passing through the mind-glass becomes

thilividualized. Here is where conditional feelings are created. If the

ithiY• was blue, then you would radiate depression. Anger might be a

l• 1 ► tilb while happiness might be yellow. As the pure Eufeeling passes

•l • ► gh the glass of the bulb, it is changed by the individuality of the

1011 bulb. This is where the Eufeeling becomes individualized as anger,

I lilancholy, or happiness.

floc point here is that Eufeelings are always pure and clear; always.

Nu matter what you feel or think or do outwardly, inside you is the

•lc-ar reflection of your Self, of Eufeeling. If someone were to judge you

I the color of your reflection, then they would miss the most beautiful

• ,tilression of you, and themselves—the Eufeeling.

Doing QE enlivens the mind with Eufeelings, and automatically

the mind becomes harmonious. From there it reflects harmony into

I lie environment for the benefit of all. Through QE, we spontaneously

ivy the Eta-Ming flavor of the moment reflecting in our mind. We

.11..0 learn to recognize this inner purity of others. We look past the

ilected imperfections and see the vibrating peace and stillness of their

I nfeeling and we recognize it as our own. It is on the level of Eufeeling

A w rene ss that we truly are all one.

I low I Discovered QE
We have spent enough time talking about pure awareness, Self-

Awareness, and Eufeelings. It's time to roll up our sleeves and...do

nothing. QE, you will remember, is a process that eliminates move-

111VEIC so that our perception—like a flat shell settling to the bottom

Ii die ocean—moves away from the concerns of the day to settle easily

in pure awareness. You will also remember that pure awareness is not

all that entertaining to our minds so it gets bored very quickly and

icturns—like a bubble from the bottom of the sea—to the much more

A tive level of consciousness.

Many very effective healing techniques do just this whether they

.ire aware of it or not. They drop into the perfect harmony of pure
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awareness and then return to a more active level of mind to administo

the healing. The very awareness that heals—pure awareness—is Icii

behind in favor of activating a healing process or modality. The rest.

less mind, unable to find pure awareness of significant interest turns

outward toward more entertaining endeavors. What power they would

wield if only they could find a way to stay attached to the source of

healing. The healing power of their procedure would be incredibly

enhanced. Such a procedure would nor only be effective at healing

physical and emotional concerns but would be the template for healing

every facet of one's life: spiritual, social, educational, environmental,

political, physical, and mental. Well, hold on to your hats, troopers,

because here it comes!

QE is just that process. it is (and 1 say this in all humility) an

astounding stroke of genius. I discovered it not through any superior

mental prowess or sharply honed powers of observation. (Anyone

who knows me will quickly agree on this point.) Quite  the contrary ;

I discovered the art of non-trying from years of failure at trying. (Sec

Appendix B.) I failed completely at both the inward and outward

paths. I completely gave up on both and that is when it struck me that

the hidden third path had been in plain sight all the time.

When I surrendered to what was and stopped trying to fix anything,

the heavens parted and a celestial sun shone down so brightly I had to

get sunglasses for my third eye. I felt marvelous! And when I exam-

ined that marvelous feeling more closely, it grew in intensity. There

was no reason for my elation other than stopping what I was doing

and observing to see what happened. I didn't try and find a reason for

what was happening. My mind was thrilled to be right where it was. As

soon as I did try to analyze what was happening, I lost my sense of joy

and unbounded presence. So, I stopped trying and again my Eufeeling

came flooding back. It was all so simple and so powerful. In the words

of Paclah.asta, it was as plain as the fruit in the palm of my hand.

In a very short time, I did learn to hold this state o fad-Ming while I

went about my daily activities. Slowly at first and then more vigorously,

I was able to be aware of pure awareness and the Eufeeling during the
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itisiNi dynamic of activities. Now few activities overshadow my percep-

iii$ri of Eufeeling, and when it is lost, it is only for a few moments. Then

u imtinctively returns and we embrace like the dear, old friends we arc.

I	 to Do QE
	I hope you arc ready to learn QE because	 ready to teach you. I've

I'rrn excited about this moment since I started writing this book and I

think I've been patient enough. Are you ready? Then let's let started.

In preparation, find yourself a quiet place with a comfortable chair

you won't be disturbed by family, friends, pets, or phones for a

Ii 30 minutes. You can also have somebody read these instructions to

wit as long as they only read what is written and do not engage you in

i inversation. Or you can record the instructions, making sure to leave

I im ik space when instructions call for time with eyes closed. OK, ready?

Sit comfortably and close your eyes. Just let your mind wander

wherever it wants to go for 15-30 seconds. Just watch your thoughts

they come and go. Now, become more aware of what you are

thinking. The content doesn't matter. just pay very dose attention to

y thoughts that flow across the screen of your mind. Watch them

with focused attention. That doesn't mean you should make an effort

in try and watch them or concentrate on them. Be easy with a focused

Attention like a cat watching a mouse hole. Continue to watch your

houghts with an easy, focused attention for one to two minutes.

Don't read any further until you have closely watched your

houghts for one or two minutes.	 wait...

OK, have you just finished one or two minutes, attentively watching

your thoughts? Good, then lees continue.

As you observed your thoughts, you will have noticed that they

hecarne quieter and slowed down almost immediately, isn't that right?

They didn't seem as loud. They became fainter and fewer in between as

your thinking became softer. Remember that whatever your thoughts

Are doing is just right. Whether your thoughts are noisy or quiet doesn't

matter., your job is to be the perfect observer. You just watch to see what
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they'll do next. That's all you must do; observe with quiet attention.

Did you happen to notice that at times your thoughts stopped all

together? As your thoughts became fainter, you may have noticed that

they died away and you were left alone with dust pure awareness. Neat,

huh? But we're just getting started.

Do you also notice that after you did the first parr of this exercise

that you felt more relaxed in the body and more quiet in the mind ?

These are delicious benefits of becoming aware of pure awareness,

whether you were aware of it or not. Soon you will be functioning on

this quiet, more refined level even while you are in rush hour traffic.

But we have more to do so let's get back to it,

Again, close your eyes. Innocently and with attention watch your

thoughts as before. This time it will be easier and you might find your

thoughts quickly settling down or stopping altogether. Attentively

observe in this way for a couple of minutes. After two or three minutes

note how you feel.

Again, I'll wait...

During those two or three minutes, did you feel some stillness, silence,

or peace? You may also have felt joy, love, compassion, elation, bliss, etc.

The good feeling that you experienced is your Eufeeling.

This time when you sit with your eyes closed, this is what I would
like you to do, Watch your thoughts and wait for your Eufeeling to rise

in your awareness. Remember, your Etifeeling could be something as

simple as stillness or silence or as profound as ecstasy. One Eufeeling in

no better than another. Whatever your Eufeeling is, just easily observe

it. If thoughts return, innocently Observe them. Then your thoughts

will give way to either no-thought, pure awareness or your Eufeeling.

Whichever is there—thoughts, Eufeeling, or pure awareness—observe

it with simple innocence and do nothing else. This is very important ; do

nothing but watch your thoughts and wait for your Eufeeling. When

your Eufeeling is in your awareness, focus on it clearly and intently.

At times you may have neither Eufeeling nor thoughts. That is pure

awareness. At that time you simply wait in pure awareness until your
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I LI lecling rises again.

I )o you see how simple this is? Whatever appears on the screen

.11 your mind, your position is always the same. You are the observer,
it ► t Fling more. Never interfire or try to control either your thoughts or
weir Euji cling. Believe me; everything will be taken care of for you.

1‘1 you have to work at becoming relaxed or feeling peaceful? No, it's

ill Automatic. Its all taken care of for you through the wisdom of your

I lifCcling once you become aware of it. Don't complicate it or you will

Nit]) back on the path to struggle and suffering.

Nov resume the QE process with eyes closed just as I have described

n Above. Do this session for about five minutes. When you are done,

lake enough time to slowly open your eyes and continue reading.

How are you feeling right now? Are you aware of your Eufeeling

light now? Guess what? Your eyes are open and you are aware of your

1 reeling. Isn't that remarkable? Before you had to close your eyes and

(live deep within your mind to find it. But look what has happened.

Your Eufeeling has followed you out into activity. How cool is that?

Remember that your Eufeeling is unbounded so it is always there.

'tr )11 have just been ignoring it most of your life. And you will ignore it

Again, but very quickly by doing QE regularly, you will always have it

ill a moment's reflection. You arc building the foundation for a life that

is beyond imagination. Somewhere in the not-too-distant future, you

will all of a sudden realize that you are living life in bliss, beyond your

greatest expectations.

Now we are not quite done. In fact, the best is just ahead. I'd like

you to continue with the QE process as you have just learned it. Close

your eyes and observe what is flowing across the screen of your mind.

Watch until you become aware of your Eufeeling and then observe it

with tender attention. Not interfering, look deeply into Eufeeling. If it

changes into another Eufeeling, then look deeply into the new one. Do

this for 3-5 minutes.

Then when you feel the time is right, slowly open your eyes and

ontinue doing E. Sitting with eyes open staring easily ahead of you,

become aware of your Eufeeling. Continue to do QE with eyes open.
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You will have thoughts, Eu feeling, and pure awareness all with your

eyes open. Continue for one or two minutes more and then slowly

stand and look at some object nearby. Look at the object and then

become aware of your Lufeeling. Then look at another object while

observing your Eufeeling.

When you are ready, slowly walk around the room. Fed your body

moving. Feel how you balance on one leg, then the other and the pres-

sure of the floor against each foot. When your Eufeelirig is not there,

just find it again through simple awareness. As you walk slowly around

the room, engage all your senses. Pay attention to the noises in the room.

Feel the air brush past your face. Run your hand over a plant or another

object. Engage your sense of smell and taste. All the while, continue to

return to your Eufeeling when you notice it is not there. Stop and become

solely aware of your Eufecling and feel how it intensifies or changes into

a different Etifeeling. In actuality, it doesn't really change in intensity or

kind. You are just becoming more aware of the infinite manifestations of

your Self This is You the way you were meant to be. Not all tangled up

in the ego-manipulated activities founded on fear but just simply being

with your Self. Nothing is more important or fulfilling.
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QE REVIEW

• iii comfortably with your eyes closed and let your thoughts

wAnder for 10-15 seconds

• Watch your thoughts with simple innocence like a cat watching

a mouse hole

• In time, your thoughts will become quieter or slower or disap-

!war altogether

• C,ontinue to quietly observe whatever happens

• Soon you will feel a good feeling, your Eufeeling

• Now observe your Eufeeling with clear but simple innocence

• It will get stronger or change into another Eufeeling or
thoughts will come

• Whatever happens, just observe it unfolding as if you were

watching a movie

• When you open your eyes, continue this simple process of

innocent observation

• Move around the room, slowly interacting with objects

• When you realize your Eufeeling has slipped away, just look to

see what you arc feeling. Observe it for awhile, then continue

to explore other object
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Applying QE

Whenever an answer, a solution, or a creative idea

is needed, stop thinkingfor a moment by focusing

attention on your inner energy field.

Eckhart Tolle

ifyohe inhibit thought (and persevere), you come at

length to a region qfconsciousness below or behind thought...

and a realization °fan altogether vaster self than that

to which we are accustomed.

idward Carpentier

Basic QE

0-1-1 he processyou learned above is basic Quantum Entrainment (QE).

It is the foundation for all QE applications. This is all you need to

be Self-aware. But if you want to apply QE in other areas of your life-

like improving relationships and eliminating physical pain—then you

will need to learn how to apply this basic process to common everyday

situations, especially if you what to help others enjoy the power of your
newfound awareness. I will explain the more specific applications of

QE in the appropriate chapters, but you will want to literally reach out

and help others. Doing QE for others is exciting and a lot of fun, so I

will offer you a few general rules to follow that will open your aware-

ness to the world.
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Authors note: Ifyou want to focus specifically on healing with E, then

I suggest you read The Secret of Instant Healing by this author. It will

afford the reader a deeper understanding of the specific healing applica-

tiOnS of"Q.E.

Physical QE
When you want to share QE with others, you can do so physically

or remotely. Physical QE means that you physically touch your partner

and Remote QE means that you don't touch them. That's pretty simple.

Let's take a look at how you do Physical QE.

Approach your partner quietly and let them know that you are

going to touch them lightly. tau can let them know that the whole

process will only last from a few seconds to a few minutes. By way of

explanation, you can tell them:

Rest is the universal healer. Everything needs rest to ha. The deeper

the rest, the deeper the healing that takes phac t.. 1 hare learned the QE

process that will allow your body a very deep rest in a voy short time and

permit deep healing to take place.

Now place your hand on your partner's body. nir touch should

be as light as a finger on an eyeball. When you ion( h diem, don't rub

or massage or move your hand in any way. It is in pi ortaiit to know that

it doesn't matter where you put your hands. Healing will occur even if

you don't touch them. Some people like the hands-on approach and

others prefer remote. Maybe because of my ( :11 in prat lie background,

I prefer to touch when I can. Some of my favorite places arc the neck,

forehead, lower back, and upper chest. I go to t hoc o u t of habit,

not because they help the healing in any way. Pule awareness doesn't

need my help.

Just make contact with both hands and
	

ihrtu Ma to try and

help in any way. Tell them, "just let youi 11111 u l wandci wherever it

wants to go.

Once your hands are firmly but gently on yi Hu pal I I let 's body, do the

QE process. And then—well, that's it. You don', tit any1IIIIig else but E.
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Maintain awareness of your Eufecling or pure awareness or whatever is

in your mind just like you learned. Remember you are not healing them

or creating energy that will heal them. Abu are doing nothing but QE.

les so cool. While their body/mind is going through a metamorphosis

of major proportions, you are just hanging out in bliss. Does it get any

better than that ?

You can move your hands occasionally but not too often as that

may be a little unsettling for your partner. I suggest you move one hand

and then the other, but not both at the same time. When you arc done

with the session, just step away.

During the session, your partner may begin to sway like a tree in a

soft breeze. Make sure he doesn't tip over. QE is very relaxing, and his

body may want to move in some strange positions as he releases the

physical knots locked in the muscle Ebers. Just be there to support him

and keep him from falling.

I went to visit some friends at an alternative healing lair. They had

a Kirlian camera that took pictures of the colors around people that

represent emotions. A woman had just gotten her picture taken and

she showed me the bubbles and balloons of many colors around her

head and shoulders. She asked me what I did and I told her QE. When

people hear this the most common response I get is a quick frown

followed by a vapid smile and an utterance of "Oh, that's nice." This

woman was no different, so I offered to show her what I did. As soon as

I touched her, she fell straight backwards. Had I not been prepared, she

would have fallen hard on the floor. I eased her down and then helped

her up a couple of minutes later. She said she felt fine and my friends

with the Kirlian camera suggested she take another picture. This time

she had only one color; a solid gold rainbow from shoulder to shoulder.

I'm not up on my Kirlien colors, but she and my friends seemed to think

the change was pretty nifty. The point, in a round-about way is that if I

hadn't been ready to catch her, she could have been hurt in the fall. Now,

this is an extreme case as 99% of the people who receive QE enjoy a soft,

gentle rocking as their muscles and emotions drain of stress.
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Remote QE
Remote QE is pretty much like Physical QE except you don't

touch your partner. If you are in the same room, this is not much of a

concern, But if your partner is in the next county visiting Aunt Tilley

and her three-legged dog on the ostrich farm, then Remote QE is just

what the doctor ordered. Here's how to do Remote QE.

When you do QE remotely, have your partner sit quietly, with her

eyes closed and remind her to let her mind wander where it will. Let

her know how long you are going to do QE and then have her call or

e-mail you after the session. Let her call you because she may want to

stay in that blissful state for some time after or she may fall asleep and

let deeper healing take over. It's also a good idea to do a pre- and post-

test on the problem, whether it is physical or emotional. You'll learn

how to do that in the next section of this hook.

I do Remote QE sessions with people all over the world. Some-

times I don't know anything about that person, including what they

want to heal or even what their name is. QE still works. That is because

pure awareness is not ignorant or directionally challenged. It knows

what to do because it created the apparent problem aild knows where

to go because it is already there. I am only a witiicsti to what is taking

place despite the urgings of my ego to the contrary.

Remote QE is great fun and just as benelicial Nil- the QE.-er as it

is the QE-ee. My wife Martina, a massage they visa for professional

athletes, works very hard to keep her clientele !hippy. Alter a strenuous

massage session with a many-muscled athlete, slit• will walk sweating

into my office and see me working remotely with .1 t 14• 11. I am sitting

quietly in a comfortable overstuffed chair decil i n lil i ss. As she passes by,

I can hear her humph me under her breat h as i I I I 1 kt iy, "(yet a real job.'

If you have a good imagination, you can 'invite your partner is

with you in the room or you are there with her ye n kith meet in an

imaginary Starhuck's for QE and coffee. A

	

yi	 imagination

you simply do what you would do lithe parrnrr w•re with you physically.

See yourself starting just as you would in pc rson t I it.1 QE. What
you do is not important. That you do QF, lit •wrvci, vii ally important.
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You can also use a surrogate like a doll to stand in for the absent

partner. Place your hands on the doll as if it were your partner. You can

,11 ,,o use your own body as a surrogate. The easiest way to do this is sitting

.m4.1 then contacting your thighs or somewhere easy to reach and then

QE. You can also use pictures or even write the partners name on a

i•icee of paper. Your surrogate can also be another human. Just work on

.tiriend as if they were the partner and all three of you will heal. Finally,

pm can do what I call "air Qr. much like the air guitar players who

lorgot their guitars at home, All these props are unnecessary except as

Ai I aid for your mind. So don't be fooled into thinking that you need a

ricture of the person or must know what problems he is working on.

lust remember that pure awareness will manifest the proper healing at

!he proper rime and the proper place. You just get to watch.

Extended QE
Extended QE. is also pretty much what it sounds like. Instead of

QE-irig for a minute or two, you do it for extended periods up to an

hour. Most often Extended QE is combined with Remote E. I usually

do 20 minute sessions.

Extended QR offers the partner—not to mention the initiator—a

Ilia -ice for longer exposure to pure awareness, opening his body/mind

m more profound healing. Extended periods are most beneficial for

deep emotional trauma and chronic physical conditions.

Start Extended QE as you would a basic session. As more time

unfolds and you remain anchored in pure awareness, you may find your

mind floating up to dwell on the levels of subtler energy and you may

SCe the patterns of creative healing forces swirling and flowing around

you. Here you may receive great insights as to how the universe works

or End solutions to problems on the grosser level of everyday life. You

may also be visited by angels or disincarnate masters and other distrac-

dons. Resist the urge to wander off from pure awareness and play at this

time. Your job is to do QE, remaining aware of your Eufeeling and pure

awareness. Everything else is just window dressing, You will gain more

than you can ever imagine by lingering on the finest level of the mind
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free of entanglement. You can play with the angels later, I promise.

With all forms of QE healing, the effects will continue to manifest

long after the session. Even if nothing seemed to happen right away,

20 minutes or 20 days later the healing may be complete. I often post-

test right after the session. Then after I talk to the partner for a minute

or two I test again and there is significant improvement. I once had

a woman in one of my seminars who had tinnitus for 30 years. I did

QE for about a minute and she had no change. Before lunch I asked

her to check her condition again and still no change. The same was

true at the end of the day.. Three days later, however, she called me and

said that when she woke up, her tinnitus was 80% improved and she

was ecstatic. So, just a reminder not to get too attached to results. Pure

awareness always works but almost never how we think it will.

REVIEW OF SECTION 1

• The primary question that every one of us should entertain is,

"How can I be free of the need to control?"

• The problem is that we don't need more. We need less. In fact,

we need less than less. We need nothing.

• When you add the idea if Nothing, Along with the experience

of Nothing, it has a most remarkable effect on us. It removes

suffering.

• The ego is always looking to add something to enhance its exis-

tence. Ego creates suffering.

• QE process works by subtraction. It offers your mind less and

less until, Nothing is left.

• You are the pure awareness of Nothing. the gap between

thoughts.
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• Pure awareness is everywhere, all the time.

• Thoughts appear spontaneously from pure awareness beyond

the control ofour mind.

• Peace dawns with the realization that we are not in control.

• When we live life free of the desire to control, we not only gain

inner peace but prosper outwardly as well.

• Our Self is unique in all creation. It has a foot on both worlds;

the absolute sea of pure awareness and the multi-splintered

expressions of the created cosmos. It is totally harmless and

completely nurturing.

• It is impossible for our minds to understand either pure aware-

ness or our Self.

• Paths only give the illusion of movement toward the resolu-

tion of suffering.

• Reaching a goal cannot bring lasting peace.

• QE actually creates no movement with the realization of pure

awareness.

• Eufeeling is Self.

• Eufeeling reflects in the mind as joy, peace, stillness, silence,

unbounded love, bliss, ecstasy, etc.

• QE is Self-awareness, anchoring the mind in the joy of

Eufeeling.

• Self-awareness, QE, enriches life on every level.

• Anyone can do QE. QE is the birthright of every human.
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SECTION II

Quantum Living

Arrows ofhate have been shot at me, too, but they never hit me,

because son:411°w they belonged to another world with which I

have no connection whatsoever I live in that solitude which

painfill in youth, but delicious in the years ofmaturity.

Albert Einstein

Two birds, inseparable companions, perch on the same tree.

One eats the frui t, the other looks on. The first bird is our

individual self feeding on the pleasures and pains of

world. The other is the universal Sgt; silently witnessing all.

Mu ndaka Upanishad

Overview
Learning QLiantum Entrainment (QE) is a revelation for most

people. They realize that despite what their parents, teachers, friends,

and civic, spiritual, and political leaders have been telling them, they

do not have to work hard for a lifetime to find the peace and content-

ment they crave. On the contrary, following the conventional outward

or inward paths will most often find a soul clamoring for the innocence

of childhood. When QE is experienced for the first time, most people

stand in awe at the simplicity and speed at which deep relaxation and

inner peace materialized within them and the outer healing it brings
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with it. It is at this moment that they realize it has always been within

them, waiting patiently for recognition. What an absolute joy to finally

realize that the kingdom of heaven is within you and you don't have to

do anything to get it.

In this section, you will learn how to enjoy your newfound inner

awareness while performing the mundane and not so mundane tasks of

everyday living. You will learn how to be aware of pure awareness while

traveling, eating, walking, making love, sleeping, and much more. You

will learn to heal emotional upset in yourself and others and administer

the soothing salve of pure awareness to reduce and eliminate physical

pain and problems.

In the beginning, as you practice QE you will start to develop a

sense of being at home. That is, you will feel that nature, people, and

even inanimate objects share with you the common bond of awareness.

Everywhere you will find friendliness reflecting back to you. Your ego

will expand beyond its individual need for power and you will relax

into the long rejected role of being fully human.

As you continue your practice of QE, your senses will refine and

things will take on a softer feel, a kind of porous shimmering as if every-

thing were alive. And it is alive with awareness. As your senses refine, you

will discover joy in the most unsuspecting places: a dead leaf struggling

to free itself from the branch and return to the earth, the lopsided gait of

a homeless man as he steps up on the curb, or heat waves rising from the

hood of your car in rush hour traffic. There is nowhere t I i.it pure awareness

is not. The more places you discover it, the more you will h surprised to

find your Sdf smiling back at you.
The following chapters in Section 11 arc arranged into four parts:

Mind, Body, Relationships, and Everything Else. 'Riese arc loose group-

ings and some overlap will be apparent. I suggest you NI read Chapter

8, Healing Negative Emotions. This chapter sets the ti Hie 1u td offers extra

information that the others will draw from. Then flee to read in

any order of interest to you. I recommend that you read each chapter

completely and then practice the QE exercise. Remitl the diapter after a

few days of applying E. This will help remove any cifort or alterations
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you may have inadvertently let creep into your practice. Remember QE's

Aver comes from its simplicity. The more you add to it, or think about

it, i he less effective it becomes. Less is better; Nothing is best. Effort or

ti yilig is opposed to QE. So the cardinal rule is, If it isn't easy and you're

it having fun, then you aren't doing QE."

Are you ready to go? Ready for me to stop gesticulating, pontifi-

i ming, and generally being a bother ? Well, then, what arc you waiting

I i)r? Turn the page and open an inspiring, exciting new chapter in

► niir life.
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Part I: Me Mind

Healing Negative Emotions

Great, you've lost all hope.

Frank Kinslow, Beyond Happiness

The harder the mind struggles to get rid afpain i

the greater is the pain.

Eckhart 'mile

Ra
eflexively, my head turned toward the sound of a breaking plate,

rid then more slowly back to the middle-aged woman sitting

across from me. We were at a small marbled table in a trendy cafe. It

was an island of equanimity cluttered with mid-morning deserters

from a chaotic world that waited, like an expectant father, just beyond

the glass doors.

She was a friend, visiting Sarasota for a few weeks to soak, up a

compassionate winter sun. We had been catching up on each other's

lives. She told me about her children, her job, and the health issues she

had been battling. She set her cup down and when she raised her eyes,

they had lost the sparkle that had played there just moments before.

I waited. When she broke the silence, her voice was muted and her

mood pensive.

She said with real concern, "You have said chat in order to have

inner peace, we must lose our hope. Hope is all I have with my diabetes.

If I were to lose hope, I would have nothing."

83
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"What is wrong with nothing?" I asked.

She looked at me in disbelief. "If I have nothing, 	 lose who 1 am.

Just thinking about it makes me feel empty, abandoned?'

She seemed to shrink before my eyes, a kind of caving in on her self

"Giving up hope," she shared, Is giving up life!"

"Let's try a little experiment, OK?" I encouraged her. "But you will

have to trust me and do exactly as I ask?'

She was apprehensive, but she agreed. I asked her to close her eyes.

She placed both hands on the table, laced her fingers, and let her flick-

ering eyelids close. Behind her lids, her eyes darted about, not willing

to be seduced by the soothing darkness that now surrounded them.

I said, "Let go of your hope. Let nothing take its place. What do

you fed?"

Aker a few uneasy seconds, she protested. "I feel afraid...anxious...

I am very uncomfortable. I don't like doing this."

"Stay with me: I encouraged. "Which emotion is the strongest?"

"Fear," she said quietly.

Gently, I instructed, "Instead of turning away from your fear, look

at it closely. Become acutely aware of your fear. As you watch it it will

change!
,

"What is happening to your fear now that you arc watching it?"

asked.

"At first it got stronger. I wanted to open my eyes," she replied,

"Now it is like a pale shadow. It is like my awareness is the sun and the

fear is burning away like fog!"

"Go on. Continue observing your fear," I clic4mraged.

A few moments later, I noticed a change in her breathing and 1

asked, "What do you see now?"

"Nothing," she answered.

"Do you feel fear?" I asked.

"No, I feel nothing," she repeated.

I said, "Pay attention to the nothing like you did the fear. What do

you feel?"

"I feel completely at peace," she said with swill. .,111.prise.
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Her body was relaxed and her face glowed. Her eyelids had stopped

I ickering and her eyes were at rest. They must have found what they

were looking for.

I asked her to open her eyes and when she did, her lips parted in a

huge, spontaneous smile. She asked, "What just happened?"

Fear is a shadow that creates other shadows like anxiety, dread,

and remorse. Shadows grow darker in the subconscious when the

conscious mind turns away from them. Hope turns the mind away

rom the present, where peace resides, and entices it to dwell on the

future. Hope, like the future, is an illusion, Hope, like happiness, is

conditional. Peace is unconditional and always present. Unconditional

means it is free from things and ideas and emotions; free from the

agony of opposites like right and wrong, birth and death. Nothing is

also unconditional and free from opposites. Nothing is the progenitor

of peace. We don't really fear nothing. We fear the idea of nothing.

Peace is the movie screen upon which these shadows are thrown to

create the illusion of life. Upon quiet inspection you will see through

the phantom of fear, and its specter offspring, to the peace that is radi-

ating just beyond. Peace is always there in the background, like a loving

mother watching her child at play.

We spoke of many things that morning and the time to part

came quickly. We stood up from the table and looked around the still

crowded cafe.

I said, "You still have diabetes, but without hope, you will be at

peace with it:

My friend gave me a big smile and a bigger hug. Then we turned

and stepped through the glass doors to embrace the chaos beyond.

Even in a crowded restaurant, a complete novice can become aware

of pure awareness. Why? Because is it the most natural state of being

for a human being. Does that tell you anything about the way most of

us are living our lives? We have lost our way, but pure awareness is a

homing beacon radiating peace from every created thing.

In the conversation in the coffee shop, the beacon was fear. Fear

is peace. You read that right. Peace resides within all emotions—nega-
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tive or positive. What we normally do is turn away from negativity and

look for relief in positivity. That is the nature of life. However when

we turn away from a negative emotion like fear, anger, grief, anxiety, or

guilt we actually increase the intensity and longevity of that emotion.

I know it sounds counter-intuitive, but if we want to release a destruc-

tive emotion, then we must not ignore it or run from it. Conversely,

we don't want to declare war on it either. That will only entrench that

emotion, ensuring it a safe haven for years to come.

So, what can we do? How can we neutralize the power negative

emotions hold over us? In one simple stroke of genius we can deflate

the negative influence of emotions like letting air out of a balloon. We

neither turn away from, nor wage war on, them. We take the neutral

stance of observation but with one very important addition. We

observe from the safety of the Self. Wrapped in a blanket of bliss, our

psyches are safe from emotional trauma. No negativity can penetrate

the mind that is settled fully in the Self. It is impossible. Do you doubt

it? Well, then, let's put it to the test.

Sit comfortably in a chair and close your eyes. If you have great

emotional trauma in your life, it might do to pick a lesser problem to

work on this first time. You'll get to the big ones soon enough and love

doing it.

OK, bring up a negative situation, memory, or emotion in your

mind. It could be something recent or from childhood, it doesn't really

matter. Pay attention to the emotions) attached to the situation. Let

them get as strong as they can in your mind and when they are as strong

as possible, grade them on a scale from 1-10, 10 being absolutely

unbearable. Once you've got a number that represents how strong the

emotion is, then let the memory go.

Now do Qaantum Entrainment (QE). Watch your thoughts with

simple innocence just as you learned to do in the first section of this

book. Remember that emotions are thoughts. Watch your thoughts/

emotions as they become quieter and begin to in intensity. Observe

as they disappear altogether, giving rise to your Fidel:1i lig. Consciously

identify your Eufeeling and watch it as it changes back into thoughts
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or other Eufeclings or disappears. Do this for a minute or two or three.

You will know when to stop. Then bring up the offending emotional

event or memory again—the same as before—and grade 1-10. You will

find the negative influence of the memory has significantly reduced in

potency or has completely disappeared! The most common response is,

- I can't even bring up the emotion attached to this memory."

Negative emotions are shadows that get stronger in your mind

when you fight them or turn away from them. QE is like having a light

attached to a rheostat. As you turn up the light in a dark room, the

dradows lighten and disappear. As the light of pure awareness grows in

he mind, harmful emotions dissipate like the harmless specters they

are. A Qy. mind becomes light and lively and full of mirth.

Angry Outbursts
Of course we just neutralized harmful emotions isolated in a safe

environment. But what happens when emotions like anger take hold

and carry us beyond control? QEers are human. In fact, they are more

human than before they became reunited with their Self Being human

'cleans experiencing the full range of emotions while Self-aware.

"But," you object, "Isn't that a conflict? How can vou be Self-aware

and angry or sad at the same time ?"

Hey, good question. Remember our discussion about the slow-

walking, slow-talking saint being only one flavor of sainthood? Saints

come in all kinds of packages just like the non-Self realizers. (I don't

think that's a word, but you know what I mean.) Start looking at your-

self as a saint at least when you are Self-aware. When Self-aware, you

are saintly so don't try to talk yourself out of it.

When you are fully Self-aware, you will notice that you still have

emotions—likes and dislikes, preferences and desires—but they are

blips on the radar screen; ripples on the ocean of pure awareness. The

kluestion is what to do when you have momentarily forgotten your Self

and you become overshadowed by an emotion like sadness or anger.

If anger overtakes you, what can you do ? Nothing. If it has you in

its fiery grip, you won't be able to do a thing until that grip loosens a
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bit. You can make things worse by trying to stop anger or feeling guilty

about it but then you can't stop those feelings when they arc in full

bloom either.

When you are overtaken by emotion of any kind, don't fight it—

just observe. The wheels of anger, anxiety, and remorse turn forcefully,

but pure observation will slow those wheels faster than anything else

you can do. It's like being caught in a thunderstorm. Just stay where

you are looking, waiting for a break in the clouds. Then when the

emotional storm clouds begin to clear, you can once again do QE and

the emotional clouds will dissipate like mist in the mid-day sun.

Doing QE regularly will tremendously reduce the intensity and

frequency of emotional trauma. In time, like the Dalai Lama, you,

too, will find the angry waves of an emotional storm have become but

ripples on a quiet pond.

Helping Others
You will be amazed at yourself when you apply QE for others who

are feeling emotional discord. QE takes the emotion out of the trauma,

leaving only an impotent impulse to mark where suffering once thrived.

Here's how you employ QE to help others with emotional upset.

Just as you did for yourself, have your partner close her eyes, making

the emotion as strong as she can and grade the upset 1-10. Stand or sit

during the process—whichever you prefer. Then place your hands on

your partner. It doesn't matter where you place your hands or if you

use your fingertips, palms, back of your hands, etc. I like to use palms

and fingers. I also like to place my hands on my partner's neck, lower

back, forehead, and upper chest. There is no reason for this other than

it is a habit of mine and it has absolutely no bearing on how effective

the healing will be. Practice Emotional QE in a way that is comfortable

for both you and your partner. Do this for 2-5 minutes and then have

your partner retest. If you are working with your partner remotely, then

instruct her to retest after she emerges from the session.

Emotional QE is especially effective when using Extended QE.

Increase the time of the QE session and make sure you give your partner
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more time to transition from the deep quiet of QE to the active world

will reenter.

A Word About Intention
There has been a lot of interest of late about the intention espe-

hilly around energy healing techniques. Some stress that the inten-

tion is of ultimate importance and should therefore be very precise.

Some say intentions must be stated free of fear or full oflove. There can

he many rules and restrictions around intentions. There comes a time

when there arc so many rules governing how your intention should

be framed that one begins to feel a kind of anxiety about proper use.

It also appears that the more the healing technique relies on control,

the more precise the intention should be. For instance, if you want a

new house, then you may be asked to imagine the house you want in

every minute detail down to the color of the light switches and the

squeak in the garden gate.

I am often asked by those who have done techniques that employ

intention how the QE intention should be structured. The answer is

simple: the intention is implied. That means that either you or your

partner will supply the intention simply by knowing what needs to be

fixed. When the partner comes to us and says, "I have a pain in my

knee," it's pretty evident to both of you that you want the pain to go

away. That is the intention —simple, short, and unobtrusive. It can be

nothing more than a fleeting thought such as, "Pain gone."

Since QE is not an energy healing technique, we do not need to

be too awfully concerned with intention. In fact, we don't even have to

know what problem is bothering our partner. This is especially evident

when we work emotionally with QE.

QE is not an energy technique, but it produces energy; otherwise,

no healing or improvement in our finances or relationships would

take place. The point is that the QE practitioner does not work on the

energy level. She does not work at all once the QE process is started.

When you want to plan a trip through an unknown city, you must

be very precise. You must plan the trip yourself, making sure you have
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enough gas and that the car is road ready, When you begin your trip, you

have to watch out for the time, weather, traffic, street signs, and land-

marks all while driving in unfamiliar surroundings. Or you could hire

a cab to drive you while you sit back and enjoy the ride. Pure awareness

is our cab. It knows where we want to go and how best to get us there.
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Creativity and Overcoming

Creative Blocks

A great many people will think they are thinking when they

are merely rearranging their prejudices.

William James

We no more know our own destiny than a tea leaf knot's

the destiny of the East India Company.

Douglas Adams

D oes anybody have any idea where ideas come from? How about a

hint? ideas are thoughts, right? And thoughts conic from...pure

awareness. So that means ideas come from pure awareness. Ideas arc a

form of creativity and so they must necessarily come from the source of

all creation. It stands to reason that if we want to become more creative,

then it would be good to get close ro pure awareness.

Odd as it sounds initially, less action (rest) is the springboard for

action. We see this principle being played out all around us but we

usually just focus on the action part. For instance, we sleep and then

perform activity. Our hearts beat after the rest phase, our eyes blink

and open, and there is a pause between every in and out breath. The

earth rests in winter, and I wonder if the expanding universe will some

day reverse itself and contract back into complete and utter awareness.

9l
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Another principle of rest and activity is apparent: The deeper the

rest the more dynamic the activity. The most obvious example is sleep.

When sleep is shallow and restless, we do not perform our best the

following day. We can also interpret this principle in terms of direction

by saying that when we want to exert an influence in one direction, we

must start by going in the opposite direction. We normally don't look

at life this way, but simple inspection will show it to be apparent.

If, for instance, you want to get up from that chair you are sitting in,

what is the first action you perform? You push down with your hands

and feet in order to stand up, right? If you want to build a skyscraper,

then you start by digging a hole. If you want to drive a nail, you start by

drawing the hammer in the opposite direction. If you want to shoot an

arrow toward a target, you must first pull it in the opposite direction.

If you want to build a bigger skyscraper, drive a nail deeper, or shoot

an arrow further, then you must dig a deeper hole, raise the hammer

higher, and draw the arrow further back. You can imagine what would

happen to a 20-story building if the foundation were only 10 feet deep.

Pure awareness is the deepest rest you can get. Awareness of pure

awareness will afford the most dynamic activity. Pure awareness is

also found in the opposite direction of any activity. Remember that

pure awareness in non-activity so it is always less than any activity you

perform. The deepest rest and the most dynamic activity conic from

being aware of pure awareness.

All of this is pretty obvious and intuitive but we seem to completely

miss this principle when it comes to creativity. Our minds most usually

chug along in a very active manner. We fire of one thought after another,

day after day, year after year, until the hotly/mind finally dissolves back

into the ocean of awareness from which it was born. All during our lives,

we pay little attention and less homage to pure awareness and its role in
creativity and yet there is no creation or creativity without it.

We become more creative the same way we slioot an arrow. When

we shoot an arrow, we draw it back, back, back until it is fully drawn

and at rest. At this point the arrow is non-moving bm lull of potential.

Now, what does the archer have to do to get the arrow to the target?
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he has to do is aim and relax. Once the arrow is fully drawn, at rest, and

properly aimed, all the forces of physics rally to support its unerring

flight to the heart of the target.

Creative ideas issue forth from the consciousness of a mind fully

drawn and at rest in pure awareness. The consciousness of a chaotic

mind is slightly drawn and resultant thought and activity is weak. We

don't have to look too far to see how common our senseless, irrational,

hurtful deeds have become. Acting from a chaotic mind is like pulling

an arrow hack only a few centimeters and letting it go. The arrow talk

pathetically at the feet of the ineffective archer.

My friend Don and I once took an archery class in college. He had

a good deal of trouble with all the fine motor skills that archery pres-

ents. The instructor, who was the basketball coach in the fall, had little

patience with people who did not show at least a modicum of athletic

ability. He continually pointed out Don's shortcomings to the rest of

the class, sometimes bellowing and waving his arms as if it were mid-

season on the basketball court.

One day the instructor was particularly disturbed and pushed

us all to perform with perfect precision. Most of us hit the ground

around the target and a few lucky souls actually stuck an arrow in

the target. Don was particularly determined this day to make the

instructor proud of him by putting one of his arrows dead center in

the bull's eye. He took a long, deep draw, holding his breath, arms

wobbling like the legs of a newborn calf. The rest of krs stood wearily

away from the action as Don took aim and released his arrow. Unfor-

tunately, the arrow fell impotently at his feet while the bow leaped

forward our of his hand, bounced forward, spun around, and came

to rest a Full ten feet in front of him. 'The instructor, face red and eyes

bulging, threw up his hands and stomped offthe archery court. We all

thanked the hapless archer for deflecting the wrath of - the instructor

and getting us out of class early that day.

I'd like to have some salient or profound point to this story but

1 don't. I was just writing about archery when this memory popped

into my head and I thought I'd share it with you. Now, let's leave Don
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and his bow and arrow on the archery field and get back the business

of being creative.

All this talk about ideas and weak thought and going in the oppo-

site direction to find fulfillment is all well and good, but does it have

any practical value? Yes! We can become more creative, or actually

allow creativity to flow through us more effortlessly, when we are aware

of pure awareness. Thankfully, we already know how to do that. A little

tweaking won't hurt, however. Let's take a closer look at how to inspire

more creativity in our lives.

How to Plant the Seed of Creativity
This is a pretty short procedure so don't blink your eyes. But you

can sit comfortably with your eyes closed. Review all the pertinent

points involved in the situation before you do Qaantum Entrainment

(QE). For instance, if you have writer's block, can't find the right color

for your canvas, or are lacking the musical notes for your stalled opus,

let your mind run over what you arc interpreting as failure. See clearly

where you are stuck and then let it go.

Now sit down and do E. Watch your thoughts as they refine

and finally disappear to be replaced with your Eufeeling. Continue to

observe your Eufeeling and it will become fuller. Now, while you are

completely wrapped in your Eufeeling, have a thought of what you

want to create. just produce one single, simple intention, image, or

idea and then step back to watch what happens. For instance, "opus

complete" or "canvas full of color." Once is enough! Don't muddy the

clear waters of pure awareness. A single, subtle intention v6ihile fully

aware of Self is absolutely all that is needed. Now, watch and wait.

One of two things will happen. Either the solution will present

itself immediately and you are done or nothing will appear to happen.

If you don't receive an answer right away then stay in that fullness a
little longer if you like. Contrary to those who believe that creativity

is born of suffering, creativity blossoms in the fullness of Self. If you

decide you must cut off' one of your ears, then at least do QE on the way
to the emergency room.
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Since creativity flows from Self, take time to get to know your

Self. Increasing creativity is far more effective when Extended QE is

performed. Five, ten, or even twenty minutes will help. With extended

times there is no need to repeat your intention, but you may find your

mind lazily examining the problem from different directions. Don't

initiate this examination. Let it take its own course. Don't interfere;

just watch. The solution may present itself slowly, but almost always it is

revealed in a flash of insight and almost never how or when you expect.

If creativity doesn't arrive immediately, than the seed thought you

dropped into the sea ofpu re awareness while floating on your Ell feeling

is still germinating. It is organizing, rallying all the forces of creation

111111b around your concerns. The answer is coming: just wait and watch,

whiling the time away with your Eufecling. If it doesn't arrive in this

session, take a break and do another session later.

This is a foolproof method of revving up the creative juices, but in

the beginning it may take time mainly because your mind keeps trying

to make something happen. I can guarantee your answer will come but

never as expected, so lighten up and just hang out. If your answer did

come as you expected, then you would not be creating anything, would

you? So once you drop your question into the fertile soil of awareness

don't bother with it again. Continually checking your intention is like

digging up a seed every day to see if it is germinating. It will never grow

if you continually disturb it. Just sit back and enjoy the delight °Fa day

on the ocean of bliss.

When will creativity come? Sometimes it will arrive bundled in

the light of recognition right away and sometimes later that day or the

next. When you get good at not looking for an answer, it will come

almost immediately.

When I write, I often get stuck for a word or how to lay out a

concept in practical, comprehensible language. Most of the time, I find

myself looking momentarily away from my monitor screen. I find my

Eu feel ing always waiting patiently for my recognition and the word or

concept or answer comes quickly and completely.

For instance, the whole idea of thoughts being like arrows that
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should he drawn back to awareness sprung spontaneously from a brief

sideward glance into nothing while the wheels of the mind stopped. The

seed thought, "How can I explain what happens in the mind using the

archery analogy?" Almost instantly I saw thoughts like darts shooting

up from pure awareness, each one hitting the target dead center. Total

time elapsed: four seconds.

Many times—especially when I am mentally fatigued from writing

and my back is a little stiff from hours of sitting—I will shuffle across

the living room to the couch and lie down. Sometimes I lie there For

less than a minute when the puzzle pieces fit perfectly together and I

march excitedly back to my computer eager to transform the concept

into words. The only problem with this rapid turn-around is that my

back is just starting to relax when I'm back to my seat.

Once I was wrestling with a particularly convoluted concept and

stayed at my computer way too long before I decided to do it the easy

way and found my way to the couch. I lay down with heaviness, looking

for physical relief as much as a solution to my quandary. When I hit

the cushions, fully expecting to linger at least for a few minutes, 1

bounced right back to my feet and returned to the keyboard because

the solution had settled neatly in my mind. My ego has habituated to

the release from conscious control and now actually enjoys the fruits of

pure observation.

When to Plant the Seed of Creativity
The active mind is planting seeds all day long. We call them desires.

If you listen to your mental chatter long enough, you will find it full

of judgment and desire. On the superficial and weaker level of the

conscious mind, many thoughts are directed at what we want and how

to get it. That is because at that level we arc isolated from awareness

of pure awareness and look outward for fulfillment in things, people,

events, and ideas. No matter how strong the •sire at this level the

action will be weak and fulfillment of the desire is not realized. Or it is

realized only after a great deal of work and will power.

The mind settled in pure awareness has few desires other than
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those that are beneficial for all. The word desire is really too strong.

'1 hese impulses are more like preferences. Rather than feeling, "I would

really love to have that red sports car," the settled mind would think,

"nice" and be able to enjoy it for what it is without a need to own it.

This approach saves on car payments, gas, and insurance. So right away

many of the strong desires that your active mind has are satisfied simply

by slipping below the waves of chaotic mental activity and dwelling in

the depths of pure awareness.

If you are one who enjoys artistic activities like painting, music,

writing, and dance, you are already familiar with being in the "zone."

With QE, you can overcome those frustrating times when your art

suffers from diminished creative flow. In writing, this is called writ-

er's block. I've never had it. I sometimes get tangled up with how to

say something or just don't feel like writing, but when I sit down, I

can write. Why? I let the content flow from pure awareness through

my Etifeeling and then "me" just records what is there. If you are in a

creative slump, do QE daily and often and then become more active

than usual. Walk or go dancing and then sit silently and do QE. You

will be quite amazed at how your creative juices will begin flowing. You

may need to carry around paper towels to soak up the excess juice.

If you are working on a math or engineering problem, the mechanics

of creativity are the same. Become familiar with the particulars of the

problem and then leave them for the quiet orderliness of Eufeeling.

The annals of science and technology are fraught with examples of

discoveries by individuals who found solutions to their problems while

daydreaming or when just falling asleep. It was Friedreick Kekule, the

discoverer of the benzene ring, who for months had been trying to

figure out its molecular structure. He finally gave in and sat exhausted

in his chair before the living room fireplace. His mind now free from

imposed effort, he watched as the flames lazily curled and licked at the

crackling logs. Then, in that silent state, the answer came to him. He

watched as a flame curled around itself like a snake swallowing its tail.

"Ah-ha: thought Kekule. "Benzene is a ring." And so it was.

It was in his quiet mind, settled in orderly stillness, that the answer
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took form and wriggled its way up into Kekule's disinterested conscious-

ness. He was fortunate to have been sitting in front of that fire under

those circumstances. You are far more fortunate. You have E. You can

visit pure awareness and wallow in the fullness of Eufeeling while the

forces of life hasten to do your bidding.

So remember, when you come up against a stubborn problem of

any kind, review the problems then do E. When you arc aware of

your Eufeeling, easily intend that the solution be forthcoming and

then wait disinterested in that fullness for the answer to appear.

Helping Others
If others are having a creative crisis, you can help. Just have them

think about what they want to accomplish and then you do QE. The

best scenario may be an Extended-Remote QF session, but that is

completely dependent on personal circumstances. Remote or other-

wise, extended QE will probably be the fastest road back to free-flowing

creativity. You will notice your own creativity opening as well.
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Healing Physical Pain

Today's need is not heroics but healing

Warren G Harding

At any one time your health is the sum total ofall the impulses,

positive and negative, emanatingfiom your consciousness.

Decpak Chopra

o be able to heal the body with nothing more than pure aware-

ness and a gentle touch might seem like science fiction but it is

an absolute certainty and it is literally at your fingertips. Q .Liantum

Entrainment (QE) is an exciting innovation in human awareness that

stimulates rapid, deep healing in a matter of seconds to minutes. If you

are an athletic trainer, physiotherapist, massage therapist, or any profes-

sional used to traditional hands-on healing practices, get ready to be

amazed. If you arc an M.D., D.O., EMT, chiropractor, acupuncturist,

nurse, or member of any of the healing arts, get ready to be amazed. If

you are an insurance adjuster, police officer, working mother, or anyone

else, get ready to be amazed. Why? Because QE is amazing.

Why is QE amazing? Because we believed our teachers, parents,

and peers when they told us that life is limiting. The QE process has
, opened a chink in the armor of ignorance that has been fitted around

our imaginations. The ability to heal deeply and with intention has

always been ours. We were just taught otherwise. QE opens a new way

99
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of thinking. Or more accurately, a new way of being for it is in being

aware that all things become possible. The proof of the pudding, they

say, is in the eating. And nowhere can the proof of healing awareness be

recognized more profoundly than in the human body.

You are already human so you already have the "equipment" to heal

physical maladies. The equipment I refer to is the ability to become

aware of pure awareness. All humans do have this awareness, but you

have something more that will permit you to heal right now You already

know CAF. And in just a few minutes, with just a few pointers, you will

be healing sprained ankles, headaches, back aches, tennis elbow, and

stubbed toes. You are limited only by your imagination.

Before we start, let's orient ourselves to what is really happening

when I say you "heal." When you perform QE and remove the symp-

toms of sciatica or reduce the swelling and bruising of a sprained knee,

you are not really healing. You are doing QE and healing is getting done

completely without your involvement. This is the only way it can work

so don't start puffing up your chest and snapping your suspenders. The

people in which you inspire a healing event will want to say you are a

great healer but don't let them. You are Nothing, and that is the greatest

compliment a human can be paid. We have taken credit for healing for

centuries and you see where that has led us. So get out of your head and

get out of the way. Do QE and let the healing chips fall where they may.

Here is an example of just how easy QE is to learn .ind how effective it

can be even the first time you use it. Rick relates his story:

Not long before bearing about QE, I noticed that one of my

cervical vertebras (0 or Ge0 was noticeably out of alignment.

It felt like the transverse process was hovering above my right

shoulder Accompanying this was a pronounced vertigo while

lying on my back and turning my bead to the leji —so intense

that I felt like I was going to pass out. I was worried nobody

would find me if I did.

I downloaded the e-book and used myself as the subject. I

placed my index fingers on the recommended frlrcres with the
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intention "Perfectly aligned cervical vertebra, and free from

vertigo." I did (2E for only a couple minutes, then quit. Before

I went to bed that night, I reached around and was surprised

that my vertebra was noticeably closer to being centered! When I

woke up the next morning, while still lying on my back, I checked

again. My cervical vertebra was completely aligned, but I still

had the vertigo when turning my head to the left. However, I

was now acutely aware of a very sore spot at the base opny skull

behind my lefi ear. Somehow, I instinctively knew this was the

source ofmy vertigo. I did QE on that spot and I've not had any

verttko since then.

I've done QE with severalhends and was pleased with how

effective it can be. I've also had success with try daughter from

distance for the migraine headache she had.

Rick's experience is not unusual. I receive stories like this from all over

the world. The incredible thing is that this potent hedge against pain

is so natural to the human condition it can be learned from an c-book.

I'd like to mention just a word about doing QE on yourself: Sonic

people have less success doing QE for their own problems than for

other people's pain. The reason for this is that it is harder to get out of

the way and let Self do its work when you work on yourself: What inev-

itably happens when we do QE for our own physical complaints is that

we keep checking to see if its working. Remember our seed analogy?

The seed will never grow if you keep digging it up, and you will not

heal if you keep looking for results. Just do QE and mentally walk away

from it. Rick did QE on his vertebra and then went to sleep. You can't

mentally walk much further away than that.

If you want to elicit a healing event for someone else, you simply

point your consciousness in the desired direction and pull the pure

awareness trigger. Let's say you call a friend and ask her if she wants to

play a little tennis. She says that she can't because she just sprained her

ankle walking off a curb. You say, "I'll be right over. "

When you arrive, she is sitting with her ankle on a pillow propped
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up on a stool. The ankle is badly bruised and swollen. You ask her to

stand and try and walk so you can see how badly the ankle is injured.

She stands and juggles on her good kg for stability. Leaning on your

shoulder, she gingerly places the heal of her damaged foot on the floor

and tries to put a little weight on it. She yelps and recoils in pain and

looks at you like you are a madman for asking her to walk cm that foot.

She sits down with a Forceful sigh and a defeated look on her face. She

places her ankle back on the padded stool.

You pull up another stool and sit next to her injured ankle, gently

wrapping your hands and fingers around it and...what? You tell me.

You already know. Do QE just like you learned in the first section of

this book. That's it, that's all, end of story.

With your hands in place, find your thoughts and watch them

until they slow down and stop. Then your Eufecling will waft into

your awareness. Easily be aware of your Eufeeling, or thoughts or the

Nothing ofpure awareness, whatever presents itsel fin your mind. While

you are doing this, healing is taking place. That's right; in a matter of

minutes, you will feel the swelling fall away under your fingers and the

dark purple bruising begin to lighten. As you continue to observe your

Eufeeling„ your friend may feel an intensification of her symptoms. The

pain and throbbing may increase for awhile but soon that will give way

to relief. She will report that the throbbing ache is almost gone. She

chances rotating her ankle and a look of surprise widens her eves as she

exclaims, "I can move it without pain. Look, the swelling is gone!"

You ask her to stand again and try and walk on her Coot. She flashes

you a brief look of incredulity which fades quickly as she rotates her

ankle Free of pain. You help her stand and she tentatively places her

heel on the floor, puts a little more pressure on it, and then lays her foot

down flat. Next she puts weight on the foot and begins to walk. Her

walking is almost normal.

You tell her that the healing will continue for the next day or two

all on its own and to use it as much as it feels good to do. She's not yet

ready to play tennis, but she tells you that dinner is on her and you head

out for sushi.
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Your friend's ankle will heal remarkably fast with just one session of

QE, but you can do subsequent sessions and the healing will be faster

and deeper. Did you need to go running over to her house to perform

QE? Of course not, because you know how to do Remote QE. QE

works just as well at great distances as it does hands-on.

Let me ask you this: What was your intention? You didn't have

one, right? You didn't need one because the intention was implied.

You both knew what needed to be done so you didn't even have to

consciously form it in your mind. Almost all of my QE sessions are

free of conscious intention. I either don't know what my partner wants

help with or she mentions it and I forget about it almost immediately.

You don't have to formulate a clear intention. Pure awareness is pretty

smart. It made you and everything in this world and beyond it. And it

did all that without your help. Cool, huh?

I think it is obvious, but at this point I just need to say it. Always

consult a duly licensed healthcare professional when circumstances

demand it. Don't take chances with your, or anybody else's, health.

One does not exclude the other. When you go to a doctor, also do

QE. That way you are covering all your bases. If you have to take

medication, QE will not only help the medicine do its job more effec-

tively but it will also reduce or eliminate side effects caused by the

drug. Be safe and play it smart.
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Improving Athletic
Performance

The greater the emphasis upon perfection, thefurther it recedes.

Haridas Chaudhur

Life is creative. it plays itself into existence, seeking

Out new relationships, new capacities, new traits.

Lifi' is an experiment to discover what's possible.

Margaret Wheatley

very much admire what athletes can do with their bodies. I've/

played sports all my life and love the feeling I get when I'm chal-

lenging my body to perform. I love working on a skill in practice

only to witness as it is spontaneously and flawlessly expressed during

competition. The athlete also has to maintain a highly tuned psycho-

logicai game. I know the hardship it places on the psyche when a

magnificent, athletic body is injured. Most athletic slumps are more

mental than physical. Q.Lianturn Entrainment (QE) successfully

addresses both mentaliernotional and physical problems. And of

course QE is invaluable for the completely healthy athlete as well.

Healing Athletic Injuries
1 don't think we need to dwell too awfully long on QE's ability to

105
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heal physical complaints except to say that every athlete, professional,

or recreational should know QE. QE really shines when it comes to

soft tissue injury like muscle and ligament sprain/strain, spinal disc

damage, and even nervous tissue repair. And the sooner QE is applied,

the deeper and more quickly that injury will heal.

Imagine a football player who, early in the match, pulls a hamstring

while running. He falls to the ground, rolls over, and grabs his upper

kg in pain. Immediately, he becomes acutely aware of the pain and the

thoughts that are swirling around the pain like angry bees around a

smashed bee hive. Very soon his thoughts stop their frantic buzzing and

begin to settle down. His Eufeeling pokes its head into his conscious-

ness and the pain and cramping subside. He limps slightly as he leaves

the field to sit on the bench. The team trainer places his hands on the

player's upper leg and joins the football player in doing QE. A few

minutes later he wraps the leg and has the player continue doing QE

for himself. Twenty minutes after, he sends the player back on the field,

free of any symptoms.

Does that sound crazy? It shouldn't. Our bodies have an extraordi-

nary ability to heal—an incredibly remarkable ability to repair damaged

tissues. The way we see healing today is so limited.. Our vision of healing

k pathetic and as long as we believe in that vision, it will remain pathetic.

Our potential is eons ahead of what we arc living but the astonishing

tiling is we don't have to evolve over generations iiiw super-healing. We

can do it today simply by turning our consciousness toward pure aware-

ness. And the more of us. who do, the more quit kly oi hers will abandon

their beliefs to the contrary. Once their blinder% Call ,iway, not only will

our bodies heal more effectively but so will oiii emotions, rela-

tionships, and environment. My goodness, whai 	 we waiting for?

Here's an example of what I mean. My wiCe Mart i na is a European

trained massage therapist and a large part IA her ptacrice is directed

toward professional athletes. One morning %/IC received a call from a

tennis player who was warming up on t 	 Piii t wlwii lie injured his

back.. He described his symptoms and askcil 	 she could give

him a therapeutic massage to help ease the p.oti 	 said that she
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couldn't work on him in his acute condition but her husband had a

special process that would help and she explained E. He said no

matter how "weird" it sounded, he would try anything to remove the

deep pain he felt.

When we arrived at his condo, I recognized his antalgic posture to

indicate a herniated disc. I performed enough of an orthopedic exam

to confirm my first impression. Standing, he was bent Forward and to

the right at almost 45 degrees and he absolutely could not straighten

up. He had his right hand on his bent knee for support and he could

barely shuffle if I asked him to walk.

Many years in practice as a chiropractor told nie it would take several

days ofbed rest and treatment to eliminate the pain and get him mobile

enough for therapy. It would take several weeks to get him anywhere

near a tennis court again. He confirmed my suspicion by telling me that

this had happened twice before and he was laid up for several weeks

each time. "This time was by far the worst," he told us. It had been a

couple of hours since the injury so I started QE right away. While he

stood bent almost in two leaning on his knee, I contacted his back and

began. Three or four minutes later, I asked him to stand up straight. He

looked at me as if I was from Mars and then looked at Martina as if to

say, 'What kind of madman have you let into my house ?"

We both encouraged him to try and he started to work the hand

he was leaning on for support slowly up his right thigh. At first he

was very tentative, but he grew in confidence as his back straightened

without increasing the pain. In fact, the straighter his back became, the

bigger his eyes became. It was a thing of beauty to behold. Free ofpain,

he stood almost erect. I asked him to return to the bending position

again and I did QE on him for a minute or two more and asked him

to straighten up again. He did so with confidence and straightened all

the way this time. We left him smiling broadly with instructions to take

it easy until he was certain he could return to the court at which time

he should make an appoint for athletic massage therapy. We got a call

from him two days later from the tennis court where he was hitting a

Few warm-up balls without pain or restriction.
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The value of QE for athletic injuries is unquestionable. Qli is fast,

effective, and non-invasive. It does not hurt to apply and cannot create

any further insult to the injured tissue. It is perfect.

Improving Athletic Performance
What does it mean to improve athletic performance? It means to

enhance coordination between body and mind. But what does coordi-

nation between mind and body mean? And why do we need a body in

the first place? Silly question? Let's take a look.

Most of us live in a world that is not too physically challenging. We

don't have to climb hills and trap game and throw spears to survive. We

learn most of the survival motor skills when we're young, then coast

the rest of the way. But athletes have chosen to up the ante by pushing

their bodies, honing them into finely precision instruments.

Athletic performance starts in our mind. Our mind is the container

for thoughts. We look outward into the world through our senses.

Sensory impressions come into our mind, are processed, and then,

if we decide to execute some necessary action, our body responds to

fulfill that action. Of course, this is a gross oversimplification but it

will do for our purposes here. Our mind is like the driver and our body

is like the car. Our body is the vehicle for our consciousness. It drives

it around so that our consciousness can experience through the senses

and increase our relative knowledge of the world we inhabit. When

consciousness is ego-driven, we are motivated by fear and can't really

enjoy the ride. It's like driving in traffic when you think that every car

is trying to hit you. When Self is in the driver's seat, the body/mind are

relaxed and easily reactive. So it is with athletics. An athlete settled in

the Self is also relaxed, and spontaneously responds physically. You will

hear a Self-centered athlete say about their performance, "I was in the

zone. My body performed flawlessly and I was perfectly calm."

When an athlete is Self-aware, they arc fl u id and free-flowing. They

are less likely to injure themselves. They often feel as if their bodies are

on automatic pilot. Playing Self-aware is an effortless delight and one

of the greatest joys of life.
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Many athletes turn professional for the wrong reasons. They see a

chance to do what they love and get paid for it. But if they fail to culti-

vate Self-awareness outside the playing field, they will inevitably focus

on fame or fortune and the joy of performing is soon lost. They burn

brightly and then burn out. The softness of Self is traded for the hellish

hard life of sharp edges and straight angles. QE will bring balance to

an athlete's life, harmonizing his personal and professional life while it

protects the joy that playing brings to his heart.

The following is a story of one such athlete. Julian Link has main-

tained his exuberance for life and his excitement for his sport in the

very competitive and stressful arena of professional tennis. Julian is

from Germany and plays in the 35 years and older league. But that was

all threatened when he sustained a knee injury while playing fatigued

under trying circumstances. Here is Julian's story in his own words:

I am a professional tennis player in the over-35 league. At the

end of the year, Iftlt burned out and very tired. It was then that

I hurt my knee playing tennis. I tore a ligament and couldn't

touch the p-ound with that leg. I treated it with ice and anti-

in mmatory drugs. iffier a week of treatment, the knee was

no better and they wanted to do an MR! on it. That week I met

Dr. Kinslow. I le did a QE treatment on my knee/1r about five

minutes and immediately I felt a little better. When I asked for

more sessions, he told me that I would be able to do it myself. ,

After reading a copy ehis book, I started doing QE on my knee.

After only a couple of days, I had the Eufieling and was

working on may knee. Every time I did QE, my kneefrit better. I

knew the knee was healing itself I worked on the knee daily and

after 40 days it was completely free ofpain. Now I am playing in

tournaments—and tvinning—and I have no problems with my

knee at all.

But there is a bigger benefitfi.om working on my knee. Ever

since I learned how to use QE, every part of my lift has gotten

better. I find immediate peace whenever I need it. Since I am a
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professional athlete, I heavily rely on an inner calm and peace in

order to bring out the best in me. Since using QE, I am able to

feel that flow nearly on a daily basis. But this summer I started

having a fluid and flowing experience in me like never before.

Playing tournaments I had an incredible peace and strength

that let me reach new heights in my play* and joy inside.

Julian not only overcame the physical damage to his knee with QE

but he also realized the joy of doing athletics when Self-aware could

also be realized off the tennis court as well. As he continued to be Self-

aware he found that QE improved his competitive edge astonishingly.

In 2007 and 2008, Julian became European Champion and in 2008 he

defeated the best player in the world in his age group.

Julian is living the vision I have for all athletes: Self-healing both

in and outside of their athletic endeavors. But the vision goes beyond

athletes. Whether we are athletes, computer wizards, CEOs, or welfare

recipients, integrating QF... into our lives must necessarily raise us above

the struggling human condition and free us to be naturally who we are

to do instinctually what we love to do.
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Space Walking

Humanity's survival depends on all dour-our willingness

to comprehend feelingly the way nature works.

Buckminster Fuller

Nature' We are surrounded and embraced by her:

powerless to separate ourselves from ber...She has neither

language nor discourse; but she creates tongues and hearts,

by which she/eels and speaks...She is all things.

Goethe

Walking is excellent for rejuvenating the body. Our beating heart

and circulating blood infuses our tissues with energy-giving

oxygen and removes the toxins that cause physical and mental discord.

What most people don't realize is that walking can be an excellent exer-

cise for our other heart—the one we often refer to as our soul or spirit.

I call this space-walking, and the benefits go far beyond a traditional

stroll in the park. Let me explain.

To the casual passerby space-walking looks the same as plain old

everyday one-foot-in-front-of-the-other walking. But, inside the space-

walker, the symphony of the spheres sings in perfect harmony with the

sparrow's song; the wind through the grass; the beating of every heart

of every created being. Sound impossible? Not at all. Space-walking is

not only possible but it is also easy once you know how.

Ill
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As we navigate through our daily routine, our senses remain engaged

by things and our minds by thoughts. For instance, when we enter a room

we note the things that occupy that room. We see the coffee cup on the

table next to the couch on which Aunt Tilley is blissfully entangled in

her afternoon nap. But there is something in the room of great value and

it rarely gets noticed: space. That's right—simple, all-enveloping space.

When we pay attention to space instead of the objects that define

it, something very magical begins to take place. Our minds slow down

and our bodies relax. Then we begin to see our world in a most beau-

tiful and wondrous way. Our lives are forever and incredibly enriched

simply by acknowledging space. Here's why.

Both saints and scientists tell us that all things come from nothing.

You remember David Bohm, a quantum mechanical theorist consid-

ered by Einstein to be one of the best in his field. He coined the phrase

implicate order" to indicate the nothing from which all creation is

spun like the web from a spider. From the nothing comes the basic

building block of life, the wave. Waves create particles and particles

create atoms. Then atoms create molecules which then create stars and

cars and candy bars. That's Creation 101 in a nutshell. Everything we

see conies from primordial nothing.

When we become aware of nothing, we travel back to our birth-

place as it were. Coming home nurtures both body and soul. It feels

good and, as we will see in a moment, is so good for us.

Now space is not nothing. It is simply the emptiness between two

objects. Space can contain air, radio waves, odors, dust mites, water

vapor, and so on. But to the mind, space represents nothing so we can

use space as our gateway to bliss and harmony. So now let's lace up our

walking shoes and learn how to space-walk.

Start out with a gentle walk in pleasant surroundings. As you walk,

begin to notice not birds or cars or plants but rather the space between

these things. Find the space between the trees, between the branches

and then locate the space between the leaves. Don't look at the clouds;

look into the vastness between the clouds. Anywhere you see two

things, note the space between them.
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You can use sound to find space as well. Listen to the even fall of

your feet on the ground, then find the silence, the space, between your

footfalls. Listen to the distant whine of a siren. Listen intently until the

siren finally fades into silent space. Space is everywhere. You only need

to become aware of it to begin space-walking.

Are you getting the idea? Now you are ready for the final step. This

is the most important part of space-walking. Once you find space, don't

look at it as if it were just another object to be identified. Your mind

will become quickly bored if all you do is identify space. The mind likes

stunning vistas and juicy problems to sink its mental teeth into. Space

is neither of these.

Here's the trick, the magic of finding your soul and filling your

heart. Once you find space, peer intently into it as if it was a thick fog

and you are waiting to see what will come out of it. Look into the depth

and breadth of every space and pay close attention to not only what

you see but also to what you feel. That's right. Find your Eufeeling in

the space between two objects, It will melt your heart.

Here is an excerpt from an e-mail I got from Nancy, a new space-walker.

After our conversation this morning, I went outfor a run. I was

much more aware ofmy body during this run: the flout ofit, the

rotation of upper body in combination with the easy move-

ment of my lower body. I needed no warm-up. I just set out in

an even light run. The movement was so majestic it brought

tears to my eyes. The most profound phenomenon during this

run was that all the animals I passed did not move away. The

swan, the egrets, and the herons gently gazed at me as I passed

them Several times during this magnificent hour, I held back

tears of:joy. I noticed the air wasn't 7ust air"; it was a silky,

living presence waving its way around me.

Nancy was actually a space-jogger. O f course you can do space-walking

with any activity like tennis, roller blading, or just sitting and watching

Aunt Tilley enjoy the bliss of stolen sleep. It is the space between the
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moments of our lives.

If you remember, I had you do a little space-walking as part of

learning Quantum Entrainment (QE). After you learned to hold

Eufeeling sitting quietly with your eyes open, you then got up and

walked slowly around the room examining objects. Even though you

were focusing on the objects, your mind was filled with pure awareness

and so you recognized that pure awareness was also vibrating in those

various items. Observing the space is easier to begin with but as your

mind becomes more infused with pure awareness, it will feel equally at

home with space or substance.

Start space-walking slowly and become more active as you learn

how to hold the silence within the space. Many people will actually

do QE before space-walking. This has the advantage of reminding the

mind of the space between thoughts. It is a short step from there to see

and feel the space between things.

See how many activities into which you can introduce space-

walking. Consider space-working or space-cooking or even space-

brushing your teeth. Have fun with it, but do it often and in time it will

become effortless. Then you will be the one "holding hack tears ofjoy."

Helping Others
You can help others space-walk by going with diem and describing

what you are doing. Make sure they are quiet to begin with and keep

idle chatter to a minimum or even start with a Q1', session at home

before you venture out. If you really want to have lull, take a group out

space-walking. Pure awareness is more easily realized in a group. Elimi-

nating idle chatter in a group is almost impossible so have silent time

followed by short discussion periods. Groups 01 - X are good. If you

have more than 8, break into two groups.

This exercise is especially valuable for el l If you take out a

group of children, encourage them to talk .ibont	 I r experiences as

they occur rather than waiting for a formal d 	 ydi period. Chil-

dren naturally take to the spaces and may eveil t CAL h you a thing or two

about the joy of space-walking.
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Sex, Love, and Universal Love

Love is not a mere impulse;
it must contain truth, which is law.

Rabindranath 'ragore

At the start of sexual union, keep attentive on the fire in the

beginning, and, so, continuing, avoid the embers in the end.

Shiva Sutras

Lme has been a topic of interest and concern since the first caveman

bonked his mate on the head with his club and dragged her by the

hair into his bungalow-sized cave. That is before she planted petunias

and had him build a white picket fence. I say love but I could have as

easily said sex, for the two words are often used interchangeably. I am

not a psychologist, scientist, or talk show host, so I am no expert on

love. But I have fallen in love a time or two and that should count for

something. For what it is worth, I will now offer my two cents on the

topic of sex, love, and Universal Love.

First, I would like to untangle the arms and legs of sex and love to

see if, in fact, there is a difference between the two. Then I would like to
contrast sex and love with Universal Love—the goal of every spiritual

aspirant on the path to salvation.

Sex is one ofour greatest primal drives. I don't think I can add much

to the libraries of information that exist around this topic. Amazing

115
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how such a simple, three-letter word can cause so much commotion. I

teach Alternative Healing at Everglades University in city, state. When

the collective consciousness of a class tends to wander away from the

topic at hand, all I have to do is write "sex" on the board and within

2.35 seconds, I have every student's complete and undivided attention.

As they say in the advertising business, "Sex sells."

Sex is biological. It is hard wired into our brains for the survival of

our species. But there seems to be more to sex than a simple pleasure

impulse designed to inspire us to repeat the process over and over until

we populate the earth. In light of our present over population predica-

ment, it is a shame we didn't come with some kind of reset button. But

that is another story for another day.

Sex is an intricate part of falling in love. When we see someone

who is attractive to us, our senses stimulate our brains to release sex

hormones. We become sexually aroused and can be satisfied with just

the physical release or we may feel all warm and fuzzy, the precursor to

what many call love.

This warm, fuzzy "romantic love" can overwhelm us during the first

few months of a new relationship. We may become consumed by the

fires of love and while under its spell, make life-altering decisions like

eloping and joining the circus as a husband and wife knife-throwing

team. (Sorry, I didn't mean to dredge up my person.il history.) Anyway,

what I'm trying to say is that out of the physical act of sex, we humans

tend to experience strong emotions for our partner. We collectively

refer to these emotions as love. In fact, sex is a good barometer for how

well a relationship is doing. When a relationship experiences difficulty,

sexual intimacy is usually the first causality. On the other hand, when

things are going very well between partners, thoughts of sex bound

unbidden into our minds to quickly find fruition in our bodies. There

they stay until the desire is again doused by the doldrums °Nail)! living.

When the emotions of a new love wash over us, we feel like it will

never end. We think that we will always fed this way about our partner.

But, as anyone who has fallen in love can attest, (11.11- "new love" feeling

doesn't last. That incredible, bombastic, rocket I RA' uno the wobbly
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world of love just doesn't last; it can't. And here is why it can' t.

Romantic love, whether born of sexual union or not, is conditional

love. In fact, the term "making love" infers that we perform sexually

and then love is produced. Love is a condition of sexual union. But

there are many other aspects to romantic love. It depends on many

circumstances like beauty, form, functionality, and any traits that trip

psychological triggers that, when triggered, we can hear ourselves say,

"I don't know why I love him; I just do." The poets and songwriters

never tire of extolling the virtues of this lofty love. They might say, "Her

hair is the golden light of morning, her eyes soft, luminescent pools of

compassion, and her smile fills me with the radiance oflife." Or simply,

"I like the way she walks. I like the way she talks."

Conditional love waxes when our partner does loving things and

wanes when they don't. Isn't it true? The first blast of bliss is slowly

replaced by the complacency of a more practical love with time and

circumstance. Stress, anger, resentment, discouragement, anxiety, fear,

desperation, depression, and emotional over-reaction all weaken our

ability to love. Despite the loftiest of intentions, love embers slowly

cool and in over 60% of our relationships, if government statistics are

accurate, dies. At this point, the drained relationship continues out of

convention or it ends and we go eagerly off in search ofanother partner

to fill the empty space vacated by conditional love.

Here is the point. Conditional love is inspired or caused by some-

thing: holding a child, caring for a pet, selflessly giving of yourself,

caressing a lover, exercising, praying, meditating, etc. We humans

are capable of performing a plethora of actions that create chemical

changes in the body and increase feelings of love. That makes love

conditional. There is a spiritual saying that speaks to this condition of

conditionality. It goes, "What you will get, you will lose." We gain love

for a reason and we lose love for a reason. Conditional love is tied to

conditions and conditions are always changing. What is born will die.

Love born of conditions is born to die.

But there is a deeper love that underlies conditional love. We can

never recapture the intensity of the first few months of a new love for
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one single and simple reason. We are meant for something far more

fulelling and important than conditional love. This love is uncondi-

tional. It is universal. it is the foundation for all spiritual pursuits and

yet cannot be gathered in by the efforts of even the most adept devout

aspirant. It is practical and primordial. It is Universal Love.

Universal Love has no gender. k belongs neither to man nor

woman nor to the union between them. Some say it is of the heart, soft

and filled with adoration. It is said that if you love deeply enough, you

will transcend carnal love, merging with Universal Love. This thinking

is often referred to as the devotional path to enlightenment. Enlight-

enment is another word for living Universal Love. But I see a red flag

whenever a path to universal anything is suggested, If something is

universal, like unbounded love, then it must be everywhere all the time,

right ? If Universal Love is everywhere, where could you possibly go to

get it? Wherever you are, there it is. A path can't take you to where you

already arc. We know this.

You see, Universal Love is already there wafting for you if you know

how to embrace it. We don't need a path or a process. We just need to

become aware of where we arc, right? That is because Universal Love

is also where we are. The whole problem of being in Universal Love is

not so much a matter of doing something as it is a matter of not doing

something. Not doing allows the dust and clutter of our minds to settle

out. What happens when the mind settles down ? Viola, Universal Love!

The real purpose of a loving relationship is not to fall more deeply

in love with the other person. The purpose is simply to become aware

of Universal Love. As we have seen, romantic love ebbs and flows with

the rides of condition. While the promise of conditional love is an illu-

sion, the promise of Universal Love does nor exist at all. That's right.

Universal Love does not promise anything. It already is complete as it is,

at this very moment. It couldn't be otherwise or it wouldn't be universal.

All we lack is the realization that this is so. Once done, we are done, and

the perfection of the present is realized in all its ni .undane beauty.

Once we become aware of Universal Love, sex and conditional love

still remain a part of our everyday world but with one very monumental
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difference. Anchored in Universal Love, sex and love and family; and

finances, life and death are no longer separate events. They become part

of a symphony. They are notes played on the background melody of

Universal Love. Each note, by itself beautiful, adds to the wholeness

of the piece. If we know only individual notes, we miss the harmony

of the work. Becoming aware of Universal Love, we become aware of

the melody behind the madness of conditional living. And, becoming

aware of Universal Love is easy, effortless.

QE effortlessly elicits awareness of Universal Love. Once thought

refines and finally dies away, it is reborn as Eufeeling, the first glimmer

of Universal Love. In time and with practice, you will be able to recog-

nize your Eufeeling in every aspect of your relationship, including

physically sharing love with your partner. Eufeeling awareness adds the

missing element to love, broadening and deepening its meaning and

intensifying its physical expression. This is how sex and love find full-

ness in Universal Love. This is where humanity realizes its divine spark.

This is where love becomes Love.
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The Perfect Relationship

Where 'my" and ar.your" stop,  love begins.

Karl Benz

A loving heart is the beginning of no

'Tho mas Carlyle

ri the Beginning...

... \vas the word...and the word was Love; unconditional, bound-

less Love. Then, in Love, the One created the many. Love was frozen

into form and creation was born. That Wholeness splintered into infi-

nite expressions of Itself. Each splinter separate, yet whole. Love saw

the multitudes and called them Self. Each Self appeared outwardly

unique, but all were woven from the same al l-permeating essence. From

the faintest subatomic shiver to the silent power of revolving galaxies,

the cosmos was filled with the infinite, flawless expressions of Self.

In the Present...

...our world, your world, is crammed full of things. Every thought

and emotion, friend and foe, mountain, mosquito, and slice of cold pizza

is the complete expression of Self born of Love. The problem is that MOSS

of us don't see it that way. We see the pieces but miss the Love waiting

within. Let's look at love and Love from a little different perspective than

we did in the last chapter. Let's consider conditional love as "me" and
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universal love as Self.

When we meet someone and fall in love, what is really happening?

That depends on the kind of love we have fallen into. Love comes in

two apparent forms: "me" love and Self love. "Me" is everything that

makes a person unique. "Mc" is made of thoughts and emotions, expe-

riences, memories, hopes and fears. "Me" love is conditional love and

changes as conditions change.

Self is the unchanging part of you that was there in childhood,

adolescence, and is there now, never interfering but supporting all

that you are. Your Self is your expression of Love but is not limited to

you. Your Self, the Self of others, and even the pizza delivery dude that

transported the cold pizza to your door are all one. The love of Self

knows unity in diversity. It is unconditional.

Self loves without reason and "me" looks for reasons to love. When

we "fall in love," it is "ine" that does the falling. New "me" love is fiery

and all-consuming; and doomed to mediocrity. Why? Why does it

always happen that way? No matter how long the relationship lasts, we

never recapture the sheer power of the first days oflove.

When we believe in the "me" image of ourselves, we separate us

from what we perceive as other images and we miss the unifying Love

within. I do not see you as you really are. I sec you as my mind wants

to see you. While I am creating an image of "you", you are busy creating

an image of mc. We are like two puppeteers, each feverishly working

our own puppet. So engrossed arc we in making the puppets relate, we

never get to know the other puppeteer.

Krishnamurti told us that relationships arc formed between two

images that the mind has created. He further revealed that the two

images have their own needs and desires. They have their own agendas

and live virtually isolated, within their separate worlds, taking comfort

in the illusion of agreement. Krishnamurti said 'I_ the images run

parallel , like two railway lines, never meeting, except, perhaps, in bed

What a tragedy it has become."

Most of us enter into a relationship for a reason like love or friend-

ship, protection, money, excitement or danger, intellectual stimulation,
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or physical pleasure. Then, is the purpose of forming a relationship

v)lely for gain?

Yes! The answer to the question, "Why do relationships exist?"

is that they do so solely for gain. But they do not exist solely for our

selfish gain, quite the contrary. Relationships are not strengthened

by more money, control, or time. They are nor even justified, as is

commonly thought, by increasing the intensity of love between two

people. Eckhart Tolle hit it right on the button when he said, "A rela-

tionship is to make you aware—nor happy." Relationships are perfect

opportunities to become Self-aware,

The flirtatious conditional love cannot last. We cannot live the

illusion of conditional love when Universal Love is only a heartbeat

away. Our Self will not allow it. Something will always go wrong.

When it does, we wake up. Aker awakening, we usually try and fix

the apparent problem. The waking up is good; it is the fixing that is

misguided. Trying to fix a "me" relationship just leads to more prob-

lems that need to be fixed. Isn't that your experience? You can't fix an

illusion with an illusion.

The real problem is the illusion that the relationship needs to he

fixed. We want to make things right when the truth is, they already are.

This is not a case of the glass being half full or half empty. This is a

fundamental and profound shift in our perception. This is where "me"

awareness grows into Self-awareness. Perfect Love created every Self in

perfect harmony with every other Self. Simple awareness of this simple

state yields complete freedom to Love.

Our part in a relationship is, to take responsibility for our own

awareness. The rest will take care of itself. This is a leap of faith for many.

Our partner doesn't need to stop his annoying snuffling or her contin-

uous chatter, We need to be aware. That is all. That is how simple it is.

The perfect relationship starts and ends with awareness of Self. When

Self-awareness dawns, the two "railway lines" meet, not on the horizon,

but at our very feet, and Love shimmers on the surface of every Self.

Quantum Entrainment (QE) exposes conscious awareness to Self.

QE gently disengages consciousness from the playthings that litter our

-
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playground world and allows it to settle on Self as gently as a butterfly

on the petal of an exotic flower. Relationships are all around us. We

fon-n relationships at the office, the grocery store, at the doctor's office.

No matter how they fare in the particulars, all of them are perfect rein

tionships when we have fallen in love with our Self.

Helping Others
If your spouse or significant other is being a bit of a pain (and we

don't have to go into specific details here), then QE can help. In this

case, you will help them to get through their discomfort remotely.

Remember, you don't have to have their consent to do QF, for them.

But the most important and effective help you can provide for them is

to do QE for yourself. Your change will greatly inspire change in them.
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Part 1V.- Everything Else

CHAPTFR IS

Sleeping and Insomnia

Sleep is the best meditation.

Dalai Lama

Sleep, the most beautifid experience in qi....except drink.

WC. Fields

F ailing asleep is a natural, beautiful process. I say natural because

when conditions are prime, you only have to lie down and do

nothing and sleep comes. I like activities that involve doing nothing.

When mastered, sleeping makes you feel great. You have more energy,

think more clearly, and look better (at least some of us do).

Here's a hint for those of you who sleep pretty well but want to

get a little more rest out of a night's sleep. When you get into bed, just

before lying down, do Quantum Entrainment (QE) for 2-5 minutes.

It is a wonderful way to wash away the superficial stress gathered during
the day. It allows your body to throw off those tiny knots it is been

tying all day and puts your mind in neutral, resetting your internal

sleep meter to aaahhhhh! Then lie down and drift into the heavenly

bliss of deep sleep.

For many people, however, sleeping is hard to do. I used to be one

of those people, but now I sleep like a baby. (Maybe that's not the best

comparison as any bleary-eyed parent °fa newborn baby can tell you.)

There are all kinds of reasons people don't sleep well—like consuming
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stimulants, eating poorly, and not getting enough exercise. Jet lag.
hormonal imbalance, and other medical conditions, such as pain or

mental/emotional stress, can also interrupt sleep patterns. The list is a

long one and it doesn't seem fair that something so vital and enjoyable

as a good night's sleep can be so easily disturbed. Insomnia is a symptom,

and if you are sleeping poorly, make sure you find out why and then fix

it. If you drink too much caffeine, then cut back. If you need more exer-

cise, then get off the couch and walk around the block. If you can't fix

the problem or even find our what it is, then its time for QE.

One of the most common causes of sleeplessness is emotional

stress. Sometimes you will know exactly what is bothering you and

sometimes you won't have a clue. QE works beautifully in both cases.

Since QE works to harmonize your whole being, it is perfect at getting

into those hard-to-reach corners of your mind where undiscovered

stress hides. For general stress, I recommend you do QE throughout

the day. You can do it a minute at a time or for longer periods as much

as 10 to 30 minutes. My favorite time for extended QE is first thing

in the morning. It really sets the tone for the day. Done just before

bed, I believe QE helps balance hormonal activity including mclatonin

secreted by the pineal gland regulating your internal night/day clock.

Getting to sleep and staying asleep can be a real problem—espe-

cially when something is bothering us. Maybe you had a fight with your

boss or are struggling with the bills. Or perhaps your teenager just got

a tattoo of all the members of her favorite heavy metal band up both

arms, around the neck, culminating in the grand finale with the drum-

mers crossed sticks perfectly aligned in the center of her forehead. Shc

says she'll love them forever. And you wonder why sleep eludes you.

Stress can kick the mind into overdrive. Thoughts blur like the

whirring blades of a fan, and we hear ourselves begging for just a few

minutes of blessed mental silence. Now is the perfect rime for E.

QE quiets thought simply by observing it. You have already expe-

rienced the no-thought state of pure awareness and how thoughts

softly gather around your Eufeeling. This will work in times of stress

as well, but differently.
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When you arc in the thick of a stressful event and you do QE, you

will find the experience somewhat different than when you are more

settled. It is all very relative. When your thoughts rattle like machine

gun bullets on a tin roof and you begin QE, you might find that your

machine gun thoughts punch holes in your awareness. Your thoughts

run away with your awareness and QE is forgotten sometimes for many

minutes, If this happens, that is just fine. Even though you don't feel as

settled as at other times, a great amount of healing is taking place. You

will see that you will recover from the incident far more quickly than

you otherwise would have even if you don't feel settled. In QE, we take

what we get. It will always be far better than if we hadn't done QE.

What you don't want to do is make feeling peaceful a goal. As you

already know, this creates a polarity which pulls you in two different

directions. Yes, it's great to feel peaceful and free of discomfort, but

working in the direction of peace is still working and (hat is opposed to

peace. All that is needed is simple observation. Watch and wait. When

you turn off the electricity to a spinning fan, it still takes time for the

whirring blades to slow down and stop. And so it goes when you do

QE in the midst of great agitation. Emotional stress is like the elec-

tricity that spins your thoughts. QE turns off the stress, but it takes

time for the whirring thoughts to slow and stop. Just do your QE with

no expectations and you will be really amazed.

Of course, doing QE while you are not agitated or under pressure

is money in the bank. Then when the stress hits the fan, you'll only be

inches from pure awareness and the soothing influence ofyour Eufeeling.

Helping Others
QE can truly help others get a good night's sleep, sometimes in

just a few minutes. If you share a bed with a restless sleeper, just reach

over and place your hand on his forehead, chest, or back and do QE. It

won't be long before his breathing becomes deep and regular. Even if

he doesn't fall sleep right away, he will get a deep rest just from the QE.

Of course, QE is made to order for helping people suffering From lack

of sleep due to illnesses.
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Children who have a hard time settling down to sleep or who wake

with nightmares respond exceptionally well to a gentle session of QE.

When you arc comfortable with the QE process for yourself, you can

even read the little ones a bedtime story while you do QE.



Good and Poor Eating Habits

From food are bon, all beings, which being born, grow by food.

rlll beingsfeed upon food, and when they die,fiodiiiedc upon

them.

Taittiraya Upanishad

When your stomach disputes you, tie down

and pacib it with cool thoughts.

Satchel Paige

Most people usually pay little attention to eating. We look on it as

a necessary activity that is pleasant enough but many times takes

us away from other activities like work. In the US., we tend to eat on

the run, gulping down mouthfuls of burgers and burritos, steering with

our knees while careening through rush hour traffic. We tend to focus

mostly on the quantity and convenience of food rather than quality,

ambience, and the actual process of digestion.

Nutritionists maintain that most diseases and conditions of the

body arc caused by, or complicated by, poor digestion. "Well," you say.

"I don't have any control over my digestion. I swallow my food and

digestion takes place automatically." Well, I'm here to tell you that

you do have a good deal of control over your digestion and Quantum

Entrainment (QE) can play a pivotal part in the process.

First of all, digestion begins in the mouth. Chewing and mixing
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your food with enzymes starts the digestive process. Also chemical

messages are sent from receptors on the tongue to the brain, telling it

about the kind of food in your mouth. Your brain tells your stomach

to prepare for food.

A lot goes on in the mouth, and chewing is a very important part

of digestion and assimilation. If you don't break food down to almost

liquid status, it may not be properly digested and cause all kinds of

problems from allergies to eczema to fatigue to arthritis to emotional

disorders and so on.

I have a habit of watching people eat. I know it's a little weird but

the physician in me seems to come out in restaurants. I am forever

surprised at how little chewing goes on. I will watch a diner take a full

bite of burger, cheeks bulging, chew three or four times, then raise their

chin toward the ceiling and swallow. You can actually see the congealed

mush of wilted lettuce, pickles, white bread, and meat chunks work its

way down the gullet like the vanquished prey of a boa constrictor. My,

what we do when we choose not to chew.

So, how can QE. help with eating and digestion? QE creates

balance. A proper functioning digestive system. like every system of

the body, must be in balance to function free of malady. Doing QE for

30 seconds before you eat will set the tone for your meal. It'll slow you

down so that your digestive system can prepare for the meal to come.

It will encourage you to chew your food longer and more slowly. But if

you don't seem to be able to remember to take 30 seconds before a meal

to do QE, then just do it as you are preparing to eat. Become aware of

your Eufeeling and then allow your mind to think about the meal to

come. If you like, you can add an intention that the food will nourish

and support your body/mind in every way needed.

If you have a digestion-related condition, do QE any time. For

instance, if you've finished your meal and your gall bladder has left

you bilious and nauseous, reach for a handy-dandy bottle of E.

You will be amazed. Symptoms like nausea, burning, and gas can be

quelled in seconds to minutes. I had a client whose stomach blew up

like a balloon every time he ate. It was accompanied with pain and gas
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and the symptoms kept him from enjoying a dinner out on the town.

The first time we did QE, it took several minutes for its effects to be

noticed. But slowly, at first, and then more rapidly, you could actually

see his distended stomach melt like butter on a warm skillet As his

tummy got smaller and smaller, his smile got bigger and bigger. Mine,

too: no more gas.

He learned QE and now does it for himself. His condition is

improving remarkably and so is his state of mind. Now he goes out to

eat whenever he wants, enjoying both food and friendship.

QE affords not only a deep, healing rest for your body but also

exerts a harmonizing influence over your emotions as well. Emotions like

anxiety and anger have a negative impact on your digestive system. QE

balances emotions that seem to have an effect on eating and digestion. A

quiet mind is paramount for both effective digestion and assimilation.

just because we eat something does not mean that the nutrition

contained within that food will be assimilated into our cells. Eating

while in a hurry or emotionally agitated has a devastating effect on

whether or not nutrition reaches our cells. Eating under stress can cause

ulceration of the stomach lining, constipation or diarrhea, gall bladder

and pancreas problems, torsion of the bowls, inflammation of the

pockets and folds of the intestines (diverticulitis) and so much more.

Although it is often overlooked, eating is extremely important to

our overall health and productivity. We usually think of nutrition as

something good for our bodies, but our minds, emotions, and even our

social interactions are affected profoundly by what and how we eat and

how it is digested and assimilated. I strongly suggest doing QE before

a meal, during the meal, after the meal, or all three. What have you got

to lose but a little dyspepsia?

Helping Others
First of all, a quiet dining partner will go a longway toward helping

someone calm down while they are eating. If the person you are eating

with is shoveling down food as if he were in a contest at the county fair

and if he is are not open to doing QE himself, than your QE, will help
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him to slow down. Even though QE is not an energy technique. QE

creates wells of positive, soothing energy around anyone who does it.

This soothing energy will work its way across the dinner table to quiet

the offending diner. During the course of the meal, he will quiet down

and act more appropriately. If you find his obnoxious behavior is not

responding fast enough, then just get up, walk around the table, place

your hand on his forehead, and do QE. This behavior on your part is

guaranteed to get him to stop eating, if only momentarily., but he will

get the point.

By the way, the more aware one is of pure awareness, the more
peace she generates. But don't be fooled by thinking that peace is a

barometer for awareness; it isn't. The Bhagavad-Ghita, an ancient text

that poses and answers all the general problems facing humankind,

warns that we can never tell how evolved someone is by observation of

outward appearances or how we feel in their presence. However, insuf-

ferable behavior at the dinner table is a pretty good indication of lack

of awareness.

Ofcourse, you can also help others by doing QE to help their poor

eating habits and symptoms improve. You do not need to get permis-

sion to do QE for anyone, anytime. That is because you are not doing

anything. You are only becoming aware of awareness and watching

to see what happens. Your intention will not work if it is, in any way,

harmful to that person or to the environment. You are safe to QE your

little heart out on anything you like. In fact, I encourage it.
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Effortless TravelTravel

It is better to travel well than to arrive.

Buddha

Though we tra vet the world over to find the beautifig4

we must carry it with us or we find it not.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

S ome people find traveling fun while others find it inconvenient or

even terrifying. Let's look at all three, in turn, to see how Qiantuni

Entrainment (QE) can help make travel more fun, fulfilling, and effort-

less. While I will focus first on traveling by airplane, any of the QE tips

for air travel can be applied to travel by car, boat, train, foot, donkey,

and ostrich, to name a few. If you enjoy air travel, or at least tolerate it

because it gets you where you want to go quickly (most of the time),

then here are a few QE tips to make the event easier and more fun.

If you are traveling across rime zones, you are open to the phenom-

enon called jet lag. Jet lag is a disruption of your circadian rhythms,

which arc regulated by a tiny area of your brain in your hypothalamus

called the suprachiasmatic nucleus. Now you can take that informa-

tion and stuff it in your ear for all the good it will do you, but I thought

I'd show off my ability to Google "circadian rhythms."

I do know this: when I travel by air—especially across time

zones—I QE most of the time. For the most part, I don't read, engage
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fellow passengers in conversation, or look out the window until I've

had my fill of QE. I just love the quiet and peace and full feeling I get

QE-ing while traveling, but the real bonus is when I reach my destina-

tion more refreshed and, after a stretch and a yawn, am ready to take on

the world. How does QE help reduce the effects of jet lag? Well, here's

what I think.

Every 50 miles there is a change in the forces, for lack of a better

word, that govern that region of Earth. We arc becoming more aware

of these subtle forces of nature—the vibrations and vortices that influ-

ence the subtle realms beyond our senses. While western science has

not mapped them out with any certainty, eastern cultures and animals

are very attuned to their presence.

Animals are at home with these electromagnetic and subtler force

fields and use them to guide their activities. Birds fly thousands of miles

along magnetic grids without getting lost. Animals know when there

is abhorrence in the energy fields. If we know what to look for in their

behavior, we can tell when a storm or earthquake is coming. My wife

and I have a little white Shih Tzu named Daisy who will often bark at

the front door five minutes before I get home. Likewise, if you watch

children, you can tell when the ice cream truck is coming. (While this

is not news for parents, I thought the rest of you would like to know so

you don't chance missing the ice cream guy.)

My Transcendental Meditation teacher Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

taught us that these forces he called "devas" influence the way energy

manifests in a given part of our world. "Every 50 miles or so: Maharishi

explained, "the influence of one deva yields to the influence of the next

deva and so it goes all over the Earth." Growing up in one place sets

your body/mind in harmony with those local laws. This is why you feel

at home when you return to where you grew up.

When I was studying to become a teacher for the deaf, I learned

that a good linguist could place a person within 50 miles of where they

grew up just by listening to their speech patterns. These local laws of

energy mold our minds and bodies and speech to be unique to that

area. I had always wondered how the first English settlers speaking
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proper English could have ended up with a thick New York accent or

the long, smooth drawl of those colonists inhabiting Georgia.

When you travel beyond your home deva's influence, your body is

under more stress to adapt to the new energies affecting it. If you are

walking, your body has time to adapt to the new laws. Traveling by car

puts more demand on your body/mind to adapt to the quickly fluctu-

ating subtle energies. Traveling by air has a much greater destabilizing

effect as you pass through these energetic areas of influence. They tug

and pull so quickly your body/mind is continually kept of balance.

Flying across time zones adds the additional stress of perverting your

circadian clock.

Doing QE while you fly, and to a lesser extent while you drive, will

keep you in relative harmony with the local laws as they go whooshing

by. Being aware of pure awareness creates a kind of superconducting fric-

tionless flow that allows stress to pass around and through you without

interfering with the normal functioning of your nervous system, cell

metabolism, or thought processes. Traveling still takes effort and energy,

but at least you are not creating harm by breaking the laws of nature.

Doing QE while you pass through each deva's domain is kind of like

having your passport in order so you don't get hung up at customs.

If flying causes you anxiety, then QE is made for you. Have a good

long Emotional QE session before you leave for the airport, while

waiting to board, and all the while you are on the plane. Remember, do

not turn away from your fear but look at it easily while you are aware of

pure awareness. Peace or stillness or some other manifestation of your

Eufeeling will grow in your awareness and anxiety and fear will fall away.

If you become air sick, then QE will help there, too. You may

initially find that the nausea will get stronger For few minutes. Stay

with it as healing is taking place and soon you will be able to control

the nausea with awareness alone.

When traveling by car, QE can be a great comfort. I rarely drive

with the radio on. I love the silence and find pure awareness a friendly

and supportive passenger. And not once has it told me that I'm driving

too fast or that I just missed a prime parking spot like a wife I know (Not
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you, honey. I was thinking of another wife who does that.) Get used to
driving aware. Once you break the "gotta have sound" habit and turn off
the radio, you will love the fullness of silence that surrounds you.

Speaking of parking spaces, try QE, when looking for a parking
space or when caught in traffic. Just have the easy intention for a clear
space or for the traffic to yield to your intention and then forget about
it from there. More often than not, you'll be surprised at how your
Eufeeling works things out for you.

Helping Others
Wrhen you know QE, helping others travel makes it easier for

them and fun for you. Of course, you will have to be on the lookout for
excuses to don your cape and tights and appear as QE Man to save the
day. The most common problems noted in an airport, for instance, are
travel fatigue, irritability, and the "I'm late, I'm late, for a very impor-
tant date" syndrome. You can help fellow travelers you don't know with
Remote QE. You can do the same for family and friends by light touch
or remotely if you like. Are the kids getting a little restless? QE! Have
to go the restroom but can't get out of your seat ? QE! Hungry, bored,
or sick? QE, QE, QE! Just think QE first and then everything else. QE
always helps, never hurts, and feels so good.
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Overcoming Financial Woes

Money will come ifwe seek first the Kingdom of God

—the rest will be iven.

Mother Teresa

Me glow of one wann thought is to me

worth more than money.

Thomas Jefferson

Money: a boon and a bane. Money has the power to light up man's

mind and ignite his passions. It symbolizes both charity and

lust, good and evil. When we have enough, we invariably want more.

Rarely do we need it. At the very least, affairs concerning money are

disruptive either in the acquiring it or its spending. Money is stored

energy. Money, money, money, money, money. Could there be a more

tantalizing topic?

As I write this chapter, the worlds financial picture is not a rosy

one. People the world over arc experiencing financial hardship. Multi-

millionaires have lost their fortunes and the average wage earner is

struggling to keep his head above the sea of debt that threatens to wash

over him. Financial concerns are demanding a great deal of mental

energy and there is much anxiety and even fear surrounding the indi-

vidual, national, and world financial condition.

A financial concern almost always has two parts to it: 1) the actual
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logistics of the problem, and 2) the worry or fear that the m i nd attaches

to that trouble. Quantum Entrainment (QE) can be applied to both.

Let's discuss the second part, emotional attachment, first,

We already learned that fear is born of duality_ That is, ego sepa-

rates from awareness of pure awareness and sees the world as separate

from its Self. It must fight alone against the infinite perceived threats

to its existence. I say perceived threats because a change in perception

can transform a foe into a friend. For example, if you find a coworker

you thought was your friend acting suspiciously, whispering to other

coworkers behind your back, then ending the conversation when you

approach, you may have negative thoughts about their intentions. That

is right up until the time that you open the door to the conference

room and everyone yells, "Surprise!" and "Congratulations on your

promotion." In the time it takes to exhale, your dubious coworker has

become your best friend. You see, it is all a matter of perception, and

perception follows awareness.

If ego has lost awareness of pure awareness, then its perception is

one of deficiency. Desire for more than we really need is due to ego's

misguided search for the ultimate treasure: pure awareness and its

reflection in the mind the Eufeeling. Anchored in pure awareness the

ego is fully expanded and feels no need for more money, more power,

or more love.

When we perceive a lack of money, we also feel fear or one of its

subservient emotions like anxiety, frustration, and anger. Obviously

feeling fear will not resolve the problem of low funds. In fact, it makes

the problem worse by creating mental and physical stress and inter-

fering with more reasonable attempts to resolve the problem.

Fear all by itself can create a problem where there is none. We may

fear that we will lose money or possessions or even loved ones even

when there is very little chance of it happening. QE works beautifully

and quickly to relieve fear born of financial difficulties. It pays of the

ego's debts in the only currency it truly understands: pure awareness.

lust that quickly, fear is replaced by peace.
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Following is a testament by a woman living in Austria who was aim' pd

paralyzed by the fear of her financial predicament. I first taught her

and then did a Remote QE session with her. Here's what she had to say

about the session:

Worries about money had been a part of life for a long time.

Then one day, I had the chance to experience a combination

Knowledge/QE session with Dr Kinslow on this theme. In the

first step, Dr. Kinslow asked me to bring up the emotions

associated with my fear about not having enough money. On a

scale from 0-101 had a 0+.

After that he taught me how to do QE for myself' After just

a few minutes of practice, I again tried to bring up all the

emotions that go with my financial worries. When I did, 1 was

very happy and surprised. The emotions felt so far away that I

couldn't even bring up these old feelings. They have stayed away

since that time.

Then Dr. Kinslow did a Remote QE with me. We worked on

a solution for my poor financial condition. After the Remote

QE session, I had the deep feelings of peace instead of ie. ars

and worries. Now 1Pei deep trust and I am not worried about

money. A huge change has happened. Than you so much!

Well, that was easy. Without effort, QE alleviates what is most often

the worst part of financial difficulties: debilitating emotions. Nov, let's

turn to the actual circumstances that have created the loss of revenue.

Here we don't have to attend to particulars. We'll let the manifes-

tation of pure awareness through the lens of Self do that for us. The

hardest part of doing QE with a particular result in mind is to be able

to let go of that perceived outcome in our mind. It seems counter-intu-

itive to just step back, wait, and watch as forces seemingly maneuver

against us and circumstances unfold. But that is how it is done. Waiting

and watching only seems counter-intuitive to a mind eager to manipu-

late circumstance in its favor. So you have a choice. You can use the

limited resources of your individual mind, which is motivated by
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fear of failure, or you can do QE and let Self draw from the infinite

resources of creation while centered in peace. So, are you ready to take

the plunge into Nothing?

Sit in a comfortable chair where you won't be bothered for 5-10

minutes. Do QE and enjoy your Eufeeling. Become very aware of your

Eu feeling. When you become more aware, it feels like your Eufeeling

is getting stronger. But the Eu Feeling is always perfectly strong. It is

only how clearly you are aware of your Eufeeling that determines how

strong it feels.

Once your awareness is very clear and your Eufeeling feels quite

full, have a very simple intention poised in the present. Use something

uncomplicated and positive—like "financially free" or "fulfillment of

financial goals." Don't get greedy. If you do it right, Self will give you

Car more than you expect. You might even imagine yourself doing some-

thing you like that indicates that you are free of money worries. However

you do it, do it simply and without expectation. Have fun with it. If fear

and anxiety won't allow it, then do QE on the attached emotions.

Now, the hardest job is staying out of the way and waiting to see

how Self will arrange for the payoff. 'fhat doesn't mean you don't work

to get out of debt. You must do what is necessary. After the silence of

Self comes the dynamic activity of its expression in your life. Do what

seems right, but keep open to new and unlooked for opportunities.

You may be offered unusual and even bizarre prospects. Look them

over rationally. If they do not offer a workable solution, then they may

lead to one. This is how Self works. Be ready. Looking back, you will

marvel at the road taken. It will be easier and more exciting than the

one you had planned...and far more successful.

I can add a personal note here. Two years before this writing, I was

laid off from my work. I had a very, very large debt and the prospects

For finding work for an old fogy like me were pretty poor. I was desti-

tute and depressed—the perfect case for E. One month after being

laid off, I developed QE and began to test it on myself and others.

One of the first things I worked on was my financial condition. Four

months later, I wrote The Secret of Instant Healing and I QE'ed that
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I lie book would sweep the world helping all to learn this remarkahly

powerful healing process. Now, as I write the follow-up to The Semi of
In viz& Healing, I realize that every seed I planted in the early days 411

QE has germinated and are beginning to blossom fully. There is no way

in heaven or hell that I could have worked this out by myself. Looking

hack, I am amazed at the convoluted path, the unforeseen gifts and

kindness of strangers, not to mention the plain old dumb luck that

it took to realize my intent. The moment 1 started was also the end.

I was able, for the most part, to stay out of the way and let my Self

work. When I took control, I only served to create effort and stress and

slow down a process that was well oiled and running smoothly. Nov
you have the technology, the simple and sweet truth for realizing your

deepest  desire. That is, to be free of desire wrapped in the benevolent

arms of your Self.

Helping Others
With QE you can help people with both parts of financial diffi-

culties: the emotional and thepracticathurdles. The emotional work is

explained in detail in Chapter 8, Healing Negative Emotions. To work

on the specific condition surrounding a person's financial concerns,

have her use the intentions I've mentioned or you can use them for

her. Remember not to be too complete or complex. Pure awareness

likes it simple.
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Children

The pursuit of truth and beauty is a sphere ofactivity in which

we are permitted to remain children rill our lives.

Albert Einstein

The most interesting info' rmation comes from children,

for they tell all they know and then stop.

Mark Twain

Sweet hittle Martina mail the Menu OM Odpe

0 rice upon a time there was a busy little village nestled just over1
a hill from a beautiful blue hike. There was a long, long wooden

bridge that went from one side of the lake all the way over to the other

side of the lake. It was so far that no one could see the other end of the

long, long bridge.

.1 he people of The village were very. very busy all the time. What did t hey do?

Why, all sores of important rhintrs like delivering mail and building Rouses and
ti

writing lots and lots of numbers to keep track of everything that .was important,

I hcv also ate lots ofcasty fonds like doughnuts and cupcakes and ice cream, -they

especially loved ice cream. I think runt raisin was their favorite.

Every Sunday the people of the bum! little villa;;' -would meet in the town

square under the wide oak tree and talk about the beautiful blue lake just over the

143
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hill from the town. Some would tell about- men who had visited the lake latlY

years before and brought back stories about how beautiful it really was. They told

dhoti r how clear and deep the lake was and how laughing rainbow-colored catfish

would swim right up to their boat, roll over, and ask them to pet their soft little

They cal lied 	 how the ducks and mules would sing a song to the AU

NO Ile doOsh barked and wagged their tails in time to the music.

Ike people of the busy little village were happy 'hen they talked about the

lake on St indays. But the next day Line.. all through the week, they forgot all about it

and went back to the wevries °fixing busy.

In the busy little village there lived a quietly happy girl named Sweet Little

Martina. She had sunshine blond hair which flowed and jostled around her shoul-

ders ikiirihenever she turned her head. Her deep brown eves t..i-,listened like water in

sunshine whenever they were open and probably did so when they were closed

as well. Sweet Little Martina had tiny wooden crutches to help her walk because

her legs were very, very weak. Nit she didnt SCC111 to 110 tiCe much for she would

play with the other children of the busy little village from sun up to sun down. She

never complained or said that it wasn't lair that she could not run or jump like the

other chi Id ten. Sweet Little Martina always greeted everybody with a bigsmi le and

happiness in her voice.

One reason that Sweet I :ittle Martina was so happy was because her father

and mother had taught her how to be brave and after that she was hardly ever afraid.

And when she was afrai d ofa really, really bad storm with scary flashes of Iighten i 114

and loud thunder, or if she thought that a monster might he living under her bed.

she would remember what her mother and lather had taught her and the scary

parts would all go away. It even made the hurt in her legs go away. And if she fell

over her crutches and scraped her hands and knees, as she would sometimes do

when playing with the other children, she would do what her Either and mother

had taught her and the pain would stop. Her mother alnd faller called it (..)1lanruin

El 1 traillMCnt (QP, bur Sweet Little Martina liked to think of it as her happy place.

She loved going to her happy place and would even go there when her legs weren't

hurting or when she wasn't afraid. Her happy place was the reason why people said

she had sunrise eyes.

Event morning Sweet I Attie Martina would sit in front of her mirror and

brush her hair 100 times while she sang this hair brushing song:
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Didly-doo Didally-dee

trioni you please look at me?

Im a Najd ass you can seer

1 brush my hair down to my knee.

Diddly-doo Diddly-dee

Di (Idly, diddly. diddly-dee

Sweet Little Martina was very polite and very, very inq uisitive. She loved to ask

questions. Sometimes she would ask," Where do clouds conic from? or "What is

at the end of all the numbers?" or "Why can't 1 fly like the birds do?" If she could,

she would fly high up in the sky with her arms stretched way out and when she got

tired, she would lie down on a fluffy white cloud and look down on die people of

the busy little village as they scampered around like wee little ants on a sugar cube.

One Stinday whi le her elders were telling stories about the beautiful blue lake,

Sweet Little Martina tugged at the sleeve of the eldest elder and asked in her wee

little voice, "Please excuse me, kind sir, but why don we pack a picnic basket kill of

doughnuts and cake with bottles of cherry root beer, that tickles your nose when

you drink it, and have a picnic by the side of the beautiful blue lake?"

A hush fell on all the town's people and they looked very serious indeed and

the eldest elder said, "We call never go to the beautiful blue lake for under the

long, long bridge lives an evil ogre:II-icy told Sweet Little N/lartilia that they never

spoke about the ogre because they didn't want to scare little children, but he was

twice as tall as a man and as big around as the big oak tree in the village square that

they were sitting under that very moment. 1 lis skin was purple with green spots

and it was slimy and smelly and bumpy. He had jagged green teeth with strings of

old spaghetti hanging down because he never brushed after meals. 1 le was a really

naughty ogre, His breath smelled like tuna fish and broccoli and dirty socks all

mixed together. The ogre had one red eye and one black eye and could see where

he had been without turning around. That's why you could never sneak up from

behind to catch him. Many brave men had tried and no one knows where they are

now. His name was Ego the Ogre.

That night her daddy had read her a bedtime story about the good old days

on the beautiful blue lake before Ego the Ogre came to live under the bridge,

Sweet Little Martina wanted it to be that way again so that all the people of the
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busy little village could go on a wonderfill picnic by the side oldie beautiful blue

Like. So as soon is the rooster crowd and the sun peeked its bright eye over the
Long-way-away fountains, she slipped out of bed, quiet as a mouse and put on

her fuzzy slippers and outside clothes. 1hen she slipped into her wooden braces

and started out for die long. long bridge over the beautiful blue Like on the other

side of the hill at the edge ()frown.

On her way she listened to die birds singing to their babies in the nest:

Get up. get up yore sleepy tint&

Shake your bide taiga. ' 'Ars and open your be,rks.

time /Orr your wiggly breakftg worms

frith nhirmilarle aml day-0111114i

She giggled at the laughter of the I(.-aves in the trees that were tickled by the

quick morning breeze as it brushed against their bellies. By the side of the field

where the old badger lived, she bent over and picked a single sunshine daisy, then

she shambled down the dirt road all the way to die long, long bridge.

When she got to the long, long
}

 bridge, Sweet Little Martina stopped and

listened and looked just like you do efore crossing a street where cars go by.

Everything was quite peaceful. She thought that maybe Ego the Ogre had met

a lady ogre and had Totten married under the tall, tall bridge in the big busy city

beyond the Long-way-away Mountains. She thought that maybe they moved

tinder a respectable bridge in a good neighborhood where they could raise a family

of two little ogres and own a pet nimplcdedurnpleshnick, an oge% best friend.

She shuffled slowly and quietly up to the end of the lone, long bridge and

waited. Nothing. Then she looked way across the long, long bridge but could not

see die other side so she stepped forward. As soon as her tiny tippy-toe couched the

First step on the bridge, she heard a deep rolling grumble like thunder coining from

a dark basement. Tie bridge shook and swayed but the water beneath stayed calm

and clear. Instead of running away, Sweet Little Martina (did I mention that she

ivas a brave little girl?) said in her wee little voice, "Whos that under the bridge?"

he voicc grew louder and grumpier and said. "It is I. Ego the Ogre. Do you

want me to eat you up

"No:shivered Sweet little Martina. "l only want to introduce myself and say
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"Go away before I have vou mith my breakfast of snakes and sawdust and. of

coursc.m one-a-day niiiltiplc vitamin.

Sweet- l _ink Mart Ina %US VVIN afraid. bur she went to her happy place and then

she wasnt afraid anymore. She stood her ground and said in a pretend angry voice,

will not leave until you come our and greet me like a proper gentleman."

The bridge shook more violently this time and Ego the Ogre's voice boomed

and bounced °If the I .ong-way-away Mountains into the faraway lands beyond

t he village. All the villagers heard the noise and came our of their houses III their

iughrgowns with cups of coilec sloshing on the ground. except the farmer who

had been up for hours milking his cows. Everyone had nervous looks on their laces

and worried tones in their voices. 1 hen Sweet I Auk Marrinis father and mother

came running out of the house screaming, %%here, oh. i.vlicru can our Sweet

'Ade Martina be She's nor in her bed and she has had no breakfast."

Then all of the town's people looked all over their ‘'illagc for Sweet Little

Martina, bur slit was nowhere to be found:then die eldest elder said. "I think she

I his gone to the long. long bridge across the beautiful blue lake over the hill at the

edge of the village," 1 he others agreed and they gathered all the weapons they

could find. - 1 licy got brooms and tennis rackets and willow branches and boxing

gloves. (inc man even took the wobbly old sword from the statue of I toracc the

Ogre Slaver, which stood in the town square next to the wide oak tree.

While. the towels folk were arming themselves and deckling who should be

in the front of the line to rescue Sweet little Martina, she was dealing with her

own problems. As she stood with one toe on the bridge. Ego the Ogre was rising

tip from the mu vck mud under the bridge to come and eat her. He crawled slowly

our from tinder the long, long bridge with the mud Licking and slurping at his

hands and knees. Men he shill lied and s111Iilled sideways as ogres always do, right

up to the tiny little girl. Ego inflated himself- like a great green goblin oo/ing purple

slime. From his teeth. which looked like broken green glass, long st rands of smelly'

old spaghetti dangled over his lips and down his chin just inches from her tiny little'

kip-milled face.

Ho bellowed...lin going to eat you up."

Sweet L ittle Martina started to get afraid again ..1% titIC looked up at that scary

old ogre. but she was already in her happy place so she was curly afraid for the blink

of an eve. then it was gone. She stood there midi her hands behind her hack and
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said nothing at all, She knew it was wise to wait for someone who is angry to stop

yelling before speaking, BLit the angry old ogre roared even louder, "Run away now

or I will cat you this very moment,"

Then in her reciw-tiny voice, Sweet Little Martina asked a question that

stopped Ego the Ogre in his tracks. She asked, "Why?"

"Why?" he growled, his aN,vrtil bad breath wrinkling Sweet l..ittle Martinas

I'1 ose. "Why? What do you mean why?"

"Why do you want to eat me?" she asked quietly'.

'Because, because, Lill. I want to eat you because..." But he couldn't finish

the sentence. His mind just couldnt think of an answer In fact, his mind couldnt

think at all, This was most unusual, for Ego the Ogre always had thoughts. I-le had

thoughts about eating little girls. He had thoughts about throwing mud on clean

white sheets and stomping on butterflies and eating with his mouth open. He
r
 had

all kinds of thoughts, but now his mind was completely still. And you know wat?

It felt good to stop thinking.

Ego the Ogre stuttered a little flustered,	 can 't think of it right now

but I know I have a good reason rucked away in my memory somewhere. LI just

know I do.

But he didnt feel quite ,so confident now as he did a kw moments ago.

Then S‘Yeet Little Martina asked him something that made him go all jell-o

like inside.

She asked in her teeny-tiny voice, 'What do you want most ofall?"

It was a simple enough question but somel low no matter how Ego the Ogre

tried to answer the question. it didn't seem quire right. Did he want a treasure fit

fora king? No. Did he want to eat Sweet I attic Martina? Not really, He kinda liked

this pale little human girl. Did he want more food, a dean new bridge to live under,

or even a red toy fire engine that could go really, really fast? No, no, no! When

he thought about it, he really didn't know what he wanted most of all. Maybe he

wanted nothing.

Ego the Ogre looked down upon Sweet Little Martina sok, innocent face

and he felt confused because he really didnt want to hurt anyone or anything. As

he looked at her, Sweet little Martina brought her hands from behind her back

and handed Ego the Ogre the single sunshine daisy that she had picked from the

meadow by the side of rhe road.. A giant green glistening rear formed in the ogre's
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black eye, rolled off his pointed cheek, and fell to the ground, making a crater in

the dust.

Sweet Little Martina said, "Don't cry, Mr. Ogre. I will teach you how to find

the happy place inside you and you will never be sad again."

And she did,

lek felt his heart getting bigger and bigger like a balloon filled with helium

gas. It felt like it was going to fill his whole chest so that he conic float all the way up

to I ICAN1211. lele was really, really happy for the first time in his life and he was very

thankful to Sweet Little Martina for leading him to his happy place.

Then lie bowed deep and Swept his huge green arm toward the long, long

bridge. And then he spoke in a gentle voice chat made Sweet Little Martina feel

even happier than before.

I le said softly, "You may pass."

And she did.

Meanwhile, the town's people were moving slowly alon g the mad to the long,

long bridge to save Sweet little Martina From the evil old ogre. They. didnt know

that she was already on her way over the long, long bridge to the other side of the

IN:atrial' Hue lake..lhey were movin slowlygbecausehe ones in the front of the line

kept findin;4 excuses to go to the back of the line. Twenty-three towns folk had to

stop and tic their shoes while the rot of the villagers walked past. Fourteen got rocks

in their shoes or complained of blisters and had to sit down, and seven had sudden

attacks of lumbago. Eleven just remembered that they left the burners burning on

their stoves back ii-i the busy little village. Most of them were men who never cooked

a day in their lives but promised themselves that they would start cooking this very

day as long as they did not have to come face-to-f-aec with mean old Ego the Ogre.

Finally, the villagers arrived at the long, long bridge over the beautiful blue

lake. They saw E.go the Ogre standing at the entrance of the long. long bridge

smelling a daisy. They knew right away that it must he Sweet Little Marrina's daisy

because no self-respecting ogre would hold, much less smell, a dainty daisy.

The towns folk were very upset and very afraid and one yelled, "What have

you done with our Sweet Little Martina?"

Ego the Ogre answered, "I let her go over the long, long bridge."

"Liar!" yelled one villager, "You have eaten her." And all the others joined

in yelling and screaming and shaking their brooms and tennis rackets at the
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surprised ogre.

"les true," he said, "She went over to the other side oldie beautiful blue lake."

The villagers became more angry than chew were afraid and pressed in towak

Ego the Ogre. -1 he man vvich the wobbly old sword staved right behind the people

in front, I is thought that F (._.go Lie _.) ,icfc was busy eatin g the people in front

he would have time to run away. Even though he had the wobbly old sword, lie

wasnt very brave. He only wanted people to think that he was J.rave

lust then Ego the Ogre stepped forward to show the rown's people the dais\

and tell thheill that Sweet Little Martina gave it to him and she showed him where

his happy plat-A. was and that she was now his friend. 11e wanted to tell diem how

she had cleared his mind of bad, bad thoughts aura bow he felt a funny feel ns id

that made hull happy and want to help instead of hurt. Whcn he stepped towaril

Cheri to show them the daisy, the people in the front of the line fell backward and

the people behind the man with the wobbly old sword pushed him forward at the

same time. The mail with the wobbly old sword si iimbled and forward and (lit.

sword stabbed Ego the Ogre in the left kneecap,

Now, if you or I were stabbed in the kneecap with a wobbly old sword, it

might hurt a lot kir mg: WOUld be just afrer a little clean water and a bandage.

But this is not so For ogres. The 	 kneecap is the only place that you can hurt

ogre. And a stab from a wobbly old sword is the only thing that can kill an ogre.

As the villagers watched, they saw Ego the Ogre fall down holding his knee

and then a very strange thing happened, Ego the Ogre's body starred to get lighter

and lighter like it was turning into angel dust. Presently, it turned into litter and then

disappeared into thin air. One monient it was there and the next—pool—it was gone.

When he got stabbed in the IA- kneecap, Ego the Ogre felt a strange scnsJ-

tion like his heart really was expanding and he really did begin to float up to

Heaven. On his way to Heaven, Ego the Ogre was looking down and saw the

who had stabbed him step forward and raise his wobbly old sword in the air yelling,

“I did it! I killed the mean old ogre with my skill and minim! I am the bravest matt

in the village and you should all buy me snuffalid be nice to me forever and ever.'

Right then another strange thing happened. but the villagers were gettin,, '

used to strange things happening by now because this had been a day full of strange'

events and it wasnt even lunch time. What they saw happening to the man with

the sword made them step back and .say, "Oh."
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The man with the wobbly old sword who was bragging about bravely killing

the mean old ogre was chaiiging. His skin was growing purple with green spots and

it was becoming slimy and smelly and bumpy. He grew jagged teeth like broken

green glass with strings of old spaghetti hanging down. His breath began to smell

like tuna fish and broccoli and dirty socks all mixed together. And his eyes changed

Color: one red and one black. The town's folk began pointing and chanting, "Ego

die Ogre, Ego the Ogre, Ego the Ogre."

The wobbly old sword fell from the man's hand, slid down the bank into the

clear deep water of the beautiful blue lake, and was never seen again. And the

bragging man really did turn into a mean old ogre. He was so ashamed, he clinked

down the bank to hide under the long, long bridge. Later that night he stoic away

to live in a cave deep in the Long-way-away Mountains and was never seen again.

Then another strange thing happened. OK, OK, this is the last strange thing

for this story, I promise. There, walking back Fro' n the other side of the beautiful

blue lake was Sweet Little Martina smiling more sweetly than she had ever done

before. And guess what? She was walking without crutches! All the V i l lagers ran

around her and lifted her up on their shoulders and her father and mother hu(wd

and kissed her and told her how happy they were that she was alive.

They asked, "Where have you been?"

And Sweet Little Martina answered, 'You know, I will tell you."

And this is what she told the villagers about her journey across the long, long

bridge.

I walked a long, long way and 1 didn't think I would be able to walk all the

way to the end of the long, long bridge on my crutches, I stopped to look into

the water of the beautiful blue lake and 1 could see shimmering fishes singing and

playing among the blossoming lake flowers down below. It was all very beautiful

and I wanted to stay, but a little voice in my heart urged me to go on. So I did. I

walked and I walked and I walked some mow and then 1 finally saw the end of

the long, long bridge. When I got to the end, I looked our over the land and there

was nothing there. I peered into the nothingness for some time but still could not

see anything. Then 1 stepped off the long, long bridge into the land of Nothing

and I felt my feet get all tingly and begin to dissolve. It wasn't a bad feeling. It was

wonderful—like stepping into a warm bath but without getting wet. Ilien my legs,
dissolved into nothing and my tummy and chest and arms and then my head all
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di.ssolved into nothing_

I don't know how long I was them but I didn't- fall asleep. I was awake but I

didnt scc or hear or feel anything. All of a sudden. I found myself ,standingback

on the long, long bridge facing home_ My crutches were lying on the bridge by my

fixt but I didn't need them anymore so 1 left- them behindi starred walkiiig the

long way back home and then something- remarkable happened. My feet floated

of Ithe long, long bridge Lip into the air. Up, up. up I went like a beautiful bird. I was

flying! I Ilew over the clear waters of the beautiful blue Like but all I could scc was

a reflection of iny Self looking kick at me. It was so wonderfully wonderful. I felt

brave and bright and very. very happy and it was like I loved everything. It was like

D/ happy place had grown and grown to fill the whole wide world all ar once.

I flew high up to the clouds and I didn't even get tired. I bounced from one

cloud to another like trail with my hair al1110Cf bouncing of my head, Ir

was so much fun. .1 hen I lay on my hack on a big billowy white cloud and looked

straight up into Heaven. And you know what? I saw the most beautiful angel

floating by. He had wide feathery win us of light and strands dangling from his

teeth that looked a lot like strings of spaghetti made of angel light. He waved and

blew me a kiss as he floated up and out of sigh[_

Then I rolled over on my tummy and peeked over the edge of the cloud and

you know what I saw? I saw the beauriflil blue lake with the long, long bridge going

all the way over to the land of- Nothing.- Most of all, I saw all ofyou standing by the

long, long bridge and you were all so very sad. So I flew down to sec what was the
matter. But now I am here_ I see you arc all very happy  and that makes me happy, too.

^the whole village started home again. Sweet Little Martina held her parent's

hands as she walked. She looked lovingly tip at her mother and then her father and

when she saw them both at the same time, a deep unending love rose up in her
heart. Her love engulfed her parents and when it spread ro all the people of die
busy little villages they became happy without needing to be so very busy. Sweet

little Martina walked with  her mother and Either and all the villagers back to the

peaceful little village and hey all lived happily ever after.
Back by the beautiful blue lake next to the long, long bridge at the very spot

where Ego the Ogre's tear fell in the dust, there grew a single sunshine daisy.

Cie crib
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'caching Your Child QE
The mind of a child naturally moves toward awareness of Eufeeling.

this becomes less evident as a child grows. This is because of the influ-

nce of their control-oriented parents, teachers, and even their peers.

As a child grows she forsakes the complete helplessness and freedom of

infancy for the ability to manage and organize more and more the things

and people in her environment. She must learn to live within imposed

boundaries. This growth is necessary and good. We must learn to be self-

sufficient if we are ever going to be Self-sufficient. We must give in to

the pressures of adulthood. That is not the problem. The problem is that

once we have learned how to control our lives, we must go on to reclaim

the lost joys of childhood—the natural awareness of Self.

A child left on his own will perish. He must learn to survive.

Once those skills have been mastered, that child becomes an adult.

To complete the cycle of life, that adult must then revisit the magical

realm of childhood and become reacquainted with his Self. There, the

two halves become whole. The inner child has grown up and the adult

becomes more childlike. The sum total is freedom expressed within

boundaries, which is the best of both worlds. In essence, we can have

our cake and eat it, too.

Out of ignorance or sloth, most adults do not return. This is the

second most grievous crime an adult can commit. The first is to keep a

child in ignorance of her Self. All the ills of humankind—and I mean all
our ills—would vanish in a generation if our children could only learn

to become free adults fully aware of their Self: that most refined level

of creation, the home of Eufeeling. I am offering you that choice. Teach

your child—teach every child—the simple rules of Self-awareness.

Give her a chance to become free now and the choice of maintaining

that freedom into adulthood. Let her learn that her Self is permanence

permeating all change. Give her the greatest gift she could ever receive,

then stand back and watch as peace quietly descends on Earth.

The ages at which a child can learn QE will vary depending on the

child. You can start preparing your little one to learn QE as soon as

he can identify feelings. If your child is very young, you may need to
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help him learn to identify positive and negative feelings before learning

E. This is especially valuable for the male child whose culture may

encourage him to repress his emotions in preparation for manhood.

Once a child knows what he is feeling, he can learn QE.

Kids' QE
• Do an activity that elicits a positive reaction in your child like

happiness, fun, excitement, love, etc.

The quieter the emotion, the easier to look inward, so happi-

ness and love would be preferable to excitement or fun.

Reading a book like Sweet Little Martina and the Mean Old

Ogre where the characters express feelings is an excellent quiet

activity for our purposes.

• Once your child is feeling a positive emotion, ask him or her to

identify that emotion.

• Then ask him to be very quiet and look at or feel that emotion

to see what happens. Do this for only 5 or 10 seconds as the

child's mind will want to wander to other things.

• Point out that when he quietly watches his feeling, he begins

to feel quieter or happier inside.

"When you quietly watch your good feeling, see how it makes

you feel happy inside?"

• Ask him to watch the happiness, or whatever Eu feeling he is

having, and tell you what happens. He may then tell you what

he is thinking or sensing or tell you a story.

• Let him talk for a minute or so, then have him pause and ask

him if his good feelings are still there. f lc will say, "yes:

• Ask him to again watch his good feeling and point out how it

makes him fed happy inside.
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• Continue with this cycle even after the activity has ended. In

a short time, you will only have to remind your child to look

inward for their happy feeling and they will have it immediately.

Soon your child will come to realize that their good feeling

(Eufeeling) is always there. This joy they will carry into adult-

hood and share with the rest of our Eufeeling-starved world.

The Beginning...
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I Can QE help me love myself?
I ride to work on a bicycle every morning. Its a my nice trip about

10km through a lovely wood. When I'm there, rrn in touch with a lot

ofenergy. Yeskrday I spontaneously had these goodfeelings and so I said

to myselfthat it should be possiblefor me to breathe deeper and stronger

now. I just Q.E"ed in my mind and aft; w moments later any breathing

felt i.'ery much stronger I thanked the univmefor this experience.

I have two questions. For ale w months, I have had ie. dings ofdepres-

sion about not being able to love myself My parents taught me that

important to do your best fir others but not Jo' r myself Is it possible

that I can heal myself with QE? Ifso, hour? This problem bolds much

emotion for me and I do not have the right energy fir doing QE.

The second question is easy. Am I allowed to do QEjo r people without

their knowing about it? On do I have to ask their permission? I fief QE

alit? help us save ourselves and our Earth.

Answer: Thank you for your kind words. The world, like

you and I. is pure awareness. On one level, there is no need to

save anyone or any thing. It is the perception of differences that

allows ego to separate and categorize into negative and positive.

It will all work out in the end. Our best bet is to do QE and

increase our awareness of pure awareness. Really, that is all we

can, or need to do. The rest will take care of itself. You will see.

Now, let's address the problem of loving yourself. There arc two

selves: the little self, or me, and the universal Self that is undying,

pure Love. The little self I like to refer to as "me" to eliminate

confusion. "Me" is the relative, changeable part of us that has a

past and future. It doesn't have a present. The present is where

the Self lives. "Me" is what you think you are. You might say you

arc a woman, 35 years old, a mother, who doesn't like your work
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but who loves to walk in the woods. Do you see? The "me" is

restricted and changeable. The Self is not. The Self is the first

glimmering of awareness in form. Do you know what another

name for the Self is? The Self is also known as Eufeeling.

That's right. The Self is Eufeeling. So, Self love is simply aware

ness of the Eufecling. Isn't that (rue? When you are aware of

Eufeeling, you feel good, don't you? You fed quiet or peace or

joy or bliss. First, become aware of pure awareness and then pay

attention to the feeling you get; that is your Eufeeling or your

inner and infinite Self. You will always accept your Self when you

are aware of it. It is just that easy. QE is a direct method of Self

love. Just keep doing QE in all its forms and you will fall more

and more deeply in love with your Self.

You do not need the permission of anyone when you do QE.

That is because you are not doing anything. You just have your

own intention and then become aware of pure awareness and

let pure awareness do all the work. In reality, there is no you

or me or them. There is only one awareness and one does not

need permission to do anything to Itself. Actually, one can't do

anything but we'll save that story for another time. Me and you

and all this stuff of the apparent universe is only an illusion; it

is a dream of separateness. Pure awareness and Eufeeling allow

us to wake and watch the dream unfold. It is like when we are

asleep and start dreaming and are aware that we are dreaming

(lucid dreaming). Only we become aware that we arc dreaming

the waking dream. We dip into pure awareness, which cleanses

any negative or wrong intentions. We can do no harm with QE

so if we arc not supposed to QE someone else, it will not work.

It is just that simple.
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2. Can QE help emotional problems?
My partner stOrsfrom emotional problems. Can QE hdp?

Answer: We don't have to worry about why someone is

suffering, for instance, from a bad childhood or self-esteem

problems. We don't even have to know what caused a physical

complaint like back pain or a sprained ankle. We only have to

know pure awareness. Once we become aware of pure aware-

ness, healing takes place all by itself, for both our partner and

ourselves. Pretty neat, huh?

You see, when we turn our awareness away from pure awareness,

then we forget that it is the harmonizing power of all things

created. We get swept away by the waves of our everyday lives.

When we anchor to the ocean of pure awareness, then the waves

of worry and woe cannot wash us off course. Well, I guess I've

pushed this analogy a little too far, but you see what I mean.

Your partner is overwhelmed by the results ofhis actions missing

the deeper meaning...absolute peace.

QE does not heal anything. People and techniques don't heal.

Awareness ofpurc awareness heals. QE shows us how to be aware

of pure awareness. If your partner becomes aware of pure aware-

ness, then he will heal. He will heal by the wisdom of pure aware-

ness and not our timetable. So be prepared to do QE and then

just watch to see what happens. For this reason, I can't tell you

how many QE sessions it will take. I can only tell you that all

problems eventually yield to the ultimate healing power of pure

awareness. And they do that faster and more fully in every way.
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3. Can QE effect the weather?
We have very strong weather— hot and thundery—and I find it very

stressful for my emotions and my body. Will E help?

Answer: Rig Veda pundits can effect the weather. A friend

of mine told me how he watched them make clouds appear and

disappear right overhead. If they can do it, why not you I once

did the same thing but then got so excited and full of myself that

I could never duplicate the feat. Here's how to go about effecting

the weather. Briefly think your intention and then do QE. If you

find yourself sitting in a puddle of your own sweat and swatting

mosquitoes, then do QE again. Sooner or later, the weather will

change. It always does. You can take credit for it if you want,

but better you just do QE and then count the rivulets of sweat

running down your face.

The weather and other environmental factors will always have

an influence on your body/mind. Even in the midst of all your

emotional discomfort is peace. Look for the stillness and in that

stillness, you will find peace; it may be sweaty peace, but better

sweating and at peace than sweating and angry or fearful.

4. Do I really have to touch the partner?
I am a psychotherapist in Germany and have a question Jo' r you. Is it

really necessary to touch the client? Doesn't it have an effect am just

in awareness during while the client tells me the problem? Shouldn't

luvareness find the right solution and show the next step_for the client?

I work with my normal methods, but I trust in another power Mat

leads the process.

Shouldn't pure awareness accompany us the time and be able to

heal other people without knowint anything about it? A kg problem
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and danger is, in my opinion, that our ego immediately wants toglum

successes as a personal achievement.. The ego says, "7 Aimrf big healer

now!" I think somebody must be very mature to work u'ith that method.

Do you think that the ego also could grow with the QE-Method?

Answer: No, it is not necessary to touch the partner. (See

the chapter on Remote QE in The Secret of Instant Healing.)

When you do QE, there is really no "other" power. There is only

pure awareness. In reality, there is nowhere to go and nothing

to do. But it appears that healing needs to be accomplished and

that we start the process and then watch as it unfolds. I have

to teach this way to build a bridge from common thinking to

no-thinking.

Do not mix Q.12.inturn Entrainment (QE) with other concepts,

ideas, feelings, sensations, or anything else. QE is most effective

as it is. If you want to add another technique, do it after QE.

Using ideas or feelings brings you back out into the mind—the

playground of ego. When you do QE exactly as taught, ego will

let go, not get stronger. With time, QE will eventually allow ego

to play and have fun in the field of relativity but not take control.

The ego becomes more like a pet dog that is lovable, mischievous.

and loves to play. This is a joyful state of  being and not beyond

the grasp of the person who does QE often throughout  the day.

5. Do I have to know the reason
for the problem?
I have been practicing applied kinesiology under Dr. Klinghardt.

Every emotional problem or every disease cannot exist without a

re4son. Now, fi you are healing someone with .Q.E, the reason for this

problem already exists—and so I think the problem may return i the

person doesn't change the reason it is there. Am I right?
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Answer: As for emotional problems...well, any problems, it

doesn't matter what the cause. The solution is more pure aware-

ness. Traditional thinking is cause and effect. And, ifyou find and

remove the cause; you can eliminate the effect. This works on the

relative level of life, but we have found a more fundamental way

to approach the problem of problems. We let Eufeeling do the

healing. We don't have to change our ways... Eufeeling changes

them for us. You can, and should, continue to do your relative

healing techniques. Just add QE to the beginning and Eu feeling

will guide the results. Those physicians who take this approach

find that their practices are improved. They don't work as hard

and the results are deeper and more far reaching.

It has been my clinical experience that the changes arc remarkably

stable. But of course we need more research to firmly make this

statement. My suggestion is to do QE and observe the results. The

more pure awareness one realizes, the more harmony one appears

to radiate. Let me know what your investigations turn tip.

6. How many QE teachers are there
in the world ?
My sister told me about a man who is teaching QE here in Germany.

She said he was trained by _ you to teach QE. I was not sure about this.

Can you tell me how many teachers for QE are in the world?

Answer: At present, there is only one QE teacher in the

world and guess who that might be...Right! That would be me.

While the QE rapid healing process is easy to learn, one must

not only be clearly and deeply aware of pure awareness but they

must also understand how it apparently manifests in all levels of

our lives. I doubt that a person who is teaching a technique and
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calling it QE is really expressing the deeper %%dues of ilic

process or experiencing pure awareness clearly. If they were. then

they would develop their own technique instead of 1)4 )rrowitig

from another. When we are fully aware of pure awareness, there

are no limitations. There is enough to go around for everybody.

I wrote this book so that anyone who wanted to could 'cam to

do QE by themselves. That is what I want, above all else—to see

millions of people becoming aware of pure awareness and the

best and quickest way I know to do that is through Q.E. Aware-

ness of pure awareness is the birthright of every human being

and because it is, it is natural and easy to learn. I know of many

people who have learned QE from reading this book and taught

others to do it. That makes me feel very good indeed. Teaching

QE one-on-one is a wonderful human bonding experience on

the deepest level. Of course, there will be impurities and inaccu-

racies passed along with the teaching; that is expected. But these

impurities will all dissolve in time because the very process of

becoming aware of pure awareness will fix them. In my experi-

ence, others who have tried to teach QE to groups have created

more harm than good. A group exponentially increases the

transmission of error, and a single mistake on the teacher's part

will be amplified manifold.

Be patient. As more people practice QE, there will be more

people aware of pure awareness. Then I will make teachers and

then we can be sure that it will be awareness of pure awareness

that increases exponentially.

7. What intention should I use for
chronic diseases like ALS?
lam 30 years old and I am diagnosed with anntotrophic lateral scle-
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rosis (ALS). That's the same disease Stephen Hawking is suffering

from. Mainstream medicine does not have any idea bow to stop OP'

influence its progress so I am searching for alternative ways to fight

against this disease. Because I dirt also a fart ofthe modern philosophy

ofquantum physics, I bought your book three days ago and I can say,

love it! Four method seems to be very powerful, but I have some prob-

lems feeling the pure awareness outside my body when I fellow your

exercise. I practice every day.

Is it possible to use your technique for sefflyealing? How should I

formulate this intention for healing? This disease is very complex and

you said that the intention should be precise and simple.

Answer: Yes, you can self-heal with QE but in the begin-

ning it is usually easier to heal others than yourself because you

tend to be very attached to your personal healing needs and that

will just get in the way.

While QE is not an energy technique, when you become aware of

pure awareness, healing energy is created and naturally goes where

it is needed. With ALS, as with any chronic disease or condition,

your body/mind will absorb a great deal of healing energy and you

may not see results right away, but they will come. What results

and to what degree is unknown. Miraculous things happen when

you become aware of pure awareness. While you should be opti-

mistic, you should also be realistic. In all likelihood, your disease

will continue to progress. If you are not cured with QE, then you

will most definitely be helped physically, mentally, and emotion-

ally. The real value is in losing your attachment to the body/mind

and finding inner peace. Even while your physical condition may

decay, awareness of your inner essence will free you from suffering

and release you from the confines of this disease.

Your intention to heal should be very gentle and you should
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not attach to it at all. That is, just have a simple thought of what

you would like to happen, do QE, and then let it go. 'Let it

go" means to go on with your life not looking for results. You'll

notice them when they appear. When the results come and you

are not looking for them, then you know they are real. That is

how simple it all is. The less involved you are in the outcome, the

more effective it will be. Do QE and live; that's it.

8. Why does doing QE on your self
seem less effective?
I read your book with great interest and immediately began to do

the exercises. Afier several attempts on myself,' I had very few results.

However, I didje el particularly happy one day. lam not sure whether I

am doing this method correctly. Is it better to practice on somebody else

first? Could it be that I must develop awareness befbrehand? I have

had experience with meditation, Reiki, EFT, etc., which I thought

may be of some benefit. My main problem is bronchial if nasal and I

often have to cough. I jm probably also allergic. I would most appreciate

hearing from you for a short guideline as I am going on a two-week

holiday to a North Sea island this Saturday where I plan to practice—

or, rather, try to heal myself

Answer: It is sometimes better to start working on someone

else. When you work on yourself, you keep watching, looking for

results and lose awareness of pure awareness. Frequently review

the instructions on how to do QE in Section I until you feel

comfortable with doing QE. It should be easy, effortless, and

fun. Don't make it a chore. Eufeeling is subtle. You can't bully

your way through the process. Its not like building a bird house

where you get all the pieces and then force them together with

nails and glue. QE, is a gentle dismantling process, much like

watching a sand castle dissolve hack into the sea.
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A wonderful thing you can do is go to the QE website (www.

QuantumEntrainmentkom) and sit in on the QE Forum, There,

people from all over the world come together in the spirit of

sharing what they have learned about QE and helping others

understand the practical applications of E. There is even a

thread for people who would like to receive or give QE remotely.

The QE Forum is lively, supportive, and inspiring.

Another suggestion is to find a friend or someone who wants to

practice QE with you and work with each other. Do it every day,

many times ilk is possible; the more, the better. You don't even
have to get together physically because QE works just as well

remotely. The more you give the more you will heal. This is a very

important and powerful healing principle. Give, give, give with

no concern for getting and you will be amazed at the results.

By far, the best thing you can do is to practice QE on your-

self and on other people as often as you can; 20 or 30 times a

day is ideal. Do remote and extended sessions multiple times

daily. With chronic conditions like yours, it just takes time. Of

course, you would also seek the proper treatment from a physi-

cian. First do these things and then let me know how you arc

doing. I will help you where I can. Taking the QE Workshops

are enormously helpful.

9. Is QE less effective when I do
it for family?
I 'M urgently lookingfor helpfor my husband. He's mentally and physi-

cally ill and he is also afraid ofco many things and people. He has not

been out of the house for many years. He cannot sleep at night and

he has, among other things, dyspnea, diabetes, abdominal pain, and
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other pain. My greatest fear is that lie could d u .

I'm not able to support or help him bromic i /HI iidipifti, 1,440

and guilty about his situation. hr thi reason, lee / 0 I I" 10111#14 #.

am reading yourfizntastic book and I have hope thdt

to help us both.

Answer: If you know someone else who does Qr., hay(

them work on him even ilk is remotely. I think you ;Hight be 14 Pt

close to the problem and since you arc new to QE you are proll

ably looking for results, which is the best way not to get them.

This is natural when you first start QE as you desperately want to

sec changes. QE works best when you go to pure awareness and

then let it do the healing. You may not see results for some time

and then all of a sudden, a miracle happens.

With the intensity of your husband's problems, you might not
see much of a change initially. It is best for you and someone else

to work with him. I don't know what his mental capacity is or

where his inclinations lie, but if at all possible, have him learn to

do QE and have him do it for others. That will be good for him.

It will help him heal much more than working on himself.

10. How does QE Compare to
Matrix Energetics?
lam a medical doctor and if this is not too big ofa request, I would be

very pleased #'you could give me a brief note about the advantage of your

method in comparison to matrix energetics from Richard Bartlett.

Answer: This is a very good question and a comparison

between the two techniques would be interesting if not valuable.

Unfortunately, I am not qualified to make that comparison. I

have only read Dr. Bartlett's book and I found it informative and
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inspiring. I have had many Matrix practitioners in my workshops,

but all in all, I could not comment on either the philosophy or

the practice of Matrix Energetics with any authority.

I am an expert on QE, however, and what I can do is give you a

little deeper understanding of the mechanics of QE and let you

draw your own conclusions.

QE is advaita, the philosophy espoused by Eckhart Tolle and

Ramana Maharishi, made manifest. The QE process establishes

the practitioner in the non-moving Now and, while bathing in

this all-pervasive pure awareness, observes while healing takes

place without effort of any kind. It's a kind of lazy person's path

to inner enrichment and Self-awareness.

During a QE session, the partner will first start to feel relaxed

in the body because of the deep rest that accompanies the QE

process. Then peace will dawn in the mind and heart. This expe-

rience will quickly deepen and the body may begin to sway or

bend as each cell is infused with awareness of pure awareness.

At this point, the mind may experience long periods free of

thought. This is also the time when bliss or joy can manifest and

all seems right with the world, and it is. The results are many

times dramatic and even miraculous—especially to the non-QE

mind. To QEers, it's business as usual.

The person receiving QE may also bend or sway and occasion-

ally swoon as a deep sense of relaxation and bliss washes over

them. Following the philosophy that simpler is more powerful,

QE looks to remove and refine toward the simplest and most

powerful state of pure awareness. Healing is actually a side effect

of becoming aware of pure awareness.

QE really isn't a healing technique but rather a process for deep

inner work quickly leading to profound inner awareness. It's
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pretty remarkable when you think of it. You simply become

aware of your inner Self and healing takes place without you

doing anything. QE emphasizes the stillness beyond the mind.

The QE practitioner finds and holds pure awareness and watches

to see how it reflects in the mind. The emphasis is on non-doing

and the results are profoundly different.

Encouraging the mind is to encourage the infinite differences of

life. This is how we normally see our world moving—from rela-

tionship to relationship, job to job, etc. It is the rocky road of

fleeting happiness, struggle, and confusion. When the mind is

anchored in non-changing, unbounded pure awareness, the road

smooths out and peace and harmony begin to dominate.

QE is neither an outward-oriented energy healing system nor an

inner-oriented silent meditation technique. QE is a combination

of both and therein lays its genius. QE anchors the mind in pure
awareness while it is enthusiastically performing activity, giving

it the best of both worlds and quickly opening one's conscious-

ness to the inner Self and the peace that comes with it.

The QE practitioner does not create vibrations or manipulate

matter, nor does she sit silently searching for enlightenment.

When healing, eating, or loving, she simply becomes aware

of pure awareness and then watches while life unfolds in that

all-permeating pure awareness. Because QE is a natural process

of human consciousness, it is easily and quickly learned even

from a book. Breathing is a natural expression of every human

being. You don't have to learn how to breathe; all you need is

air. Likewise, you don't have to learn how to heal. All you need

is pure awareness.
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11. What can I do to be aware?
I have not slept a second week. Yesterday I visited the doctor and I

got medication. My problems are also connected with my work where I

am experiencing stress. I get too little time fir all household tasks and

this leads my body and soul into a ruin. I get constant fast heartbeat

and I cannot relax at night orfill asleep. In addition, there are fears

about the fiaure. I cannot switch my thinking and that draws nothing

good to me. Unfortunately, I have nobody around me who could help

me with the QE. I live my life alone. The only thing that is available

fir me is the Internet. When I cared for my departed son, I lost many

friends and acquaintances. Myl e _Tins in a circle from which I gladly

would like to escape, but I cannot help myself

Although I have read your book, I did not manage to practice the

QE. My third eye (or pure awareness) is not opened. 1 really don't

know how to continue.

Answer: Your desire to be free will eventually find its way to

fruition. You do not have to open your third eye to be aware. You

are already aware; otherwise, you would not be aware that you

needed to open your third eye. See what I mean? You don't need

to do anything but be aware that you arc aware and let the rest

take care of itself. It probably will take time but nor necessarily.

Out of the greatest difficulties comes the greatest salvation.

Ramana Maharishi and Tolle both thought they were dying. My

shift came after some years of turmoil as I think did Karl Renz's.

Anyway, be aware of your discomfort. Don't try to evade it or

hide from it. You have attached a good deal of emotion to your

situation. Do you know how I define a problem? A problem is a

situation that you attach negative emotion to. So a walk in the

rain could be a situation or a problem, depending on whether

you join it with a negative emotion. Look at your problems,

emotions, and thoughts without judging. If you do judge, watch

your mind while it is judging. As you clearly and intently observe
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your problems, the pain will quickly leave. If it comes back, do it

again. Soon the situation will remain but you will be free of the

negative emotion that is causing your suffering.

12. Can QE make me tired and confused?
The last two or three days that I've been doing QE, my head is empty

and I'm fogKy and a little confused.

Answer:
There could be several reasons for your foggy thinking ; lack of

food, lack of rest, stress, etc. It could also be because of the QE,

but that is very unlikely unless you did it for many hours. QE is

very potent in releasing stress and healing the body. If you do

QF.. for long periods, hours per day, you could have lazy or foggy

thinking. This is due to your body/mind needing extra rest to

heal. That will also make you sleepy because sleep and rest is what

the body needs to complete the healing started on the very subtle

and powerful level of the Eufeeling. Get your rest and it should

dissolve in a day or two. Ifit doesn't, then look for another reason

for your cloudy thinking and Fatigue. You may need to consult a

qualified health care physician.

13. Can I do too much QE?

Can I do QE with chronic conditions?
How often do you advise to give QE - what intervals?
In case of severe diseases, [should it be given] more ofien? or "only'

extended QE?

Answer:
You can't do QE too much, but you can get a little disoriented,
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especially with extended remotes. If that happens, then more

physical activity and fresh air will quickly stabilize the results.

Chronic problems are invitations to do QE as much as possible.

Chronic illness will soak up the effects of QE like a sponge. Do

as much as you like. Even so, don't look for results.

Stay with your condition but also IQE the lab tests, machines,

etc. Again, do this without expectation. Do QE and go on with

your life as before. That is how to get the best result, by elimi-

nating fear and expectation. It is fear that keeps us stuck in the

boundaries of the condition. During QR, your perception will

become unbounded. If it is allowed to enter back into the same

belief-system, then you will reacquire the same condition. We are

all confined by our perceptions so we need to do QE frequently,

waiting for the time when we reemerge into complete freedom.

It is doubt and disappointment that keeps us locked into our

condition. Don't try and remove doubt, just do QE and take

what you get. That is the quickest way to liberation.

14. Can one QE session be deeper
than another?
The second Remote QE session I did with you were incredibly deep anti

much healing took place almost instantly. Why was one deeper and

more effective than the other?

Answer:
In pure awareness or with Eufeeling, there is no 'deeper." It may

feel deeper or different, but that is subjective and has nothing to

do with the results. Whatever our subjective feeling, Eufeeling

always does a complete job ofhealing. Your physical, emotional.
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or social concerns always get the full dose, for lack of a better

way of saying it, even if we want more. We can never know

completely what is best for any problem when considering all

the possible causes and effects. Eufeeling does. Healing goes on

every time, whether we recognize it or not. Or more accurately,

pure awareness and Eufeeling is perfect and we either realize it or

we don't. That of course, is also perfect.

15. How do I use surrogates?

Can I QE a whole group ofpeople?

Concerning the use ofsubstitutes (surrogates) in the QE long-distance

healing, you write that it is possible to use a photograph or even just

the name[of someone] on a piece of paper. In such a case, have we to

place the jivers on the photo or on muscles °four own body? And is

it possible to apply the healing on a whole group ofposons? In the last

case, how could we place thefingers somewhere? From the logical point

ofvietv, it should be possible, as the pure awareness includes all ofthem

in it, but I am not sure about the practical application.

Answer:
The surrogate is simply a way to focus your 111 ind. It is not neces-

sary to be very specific. Eufeeling will know where to go and what

to do. You just give Eufeeling a nudge in the direction you would

like it to move, then step back and watch. You can use fingers  or

not; that's up to you. If you use your fingers, you can place them

on your body, a picture, in the air, or anywhere you like.

As for QE-ing a group of people at one time, olcourse; why not ?

I often do a group at one time or have a group present in my

imagination. Then I work with each person in the group indi-

vidually while I hold the whole group in pure awareness. Pure
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awareness manifests through Eufeeling differently for each of

us so l invite you to explore and experiment. QE is not written

in stone. It is written in Nothing. Play and have fun. The more

boundaries you break, the more you will be amazed.

16. How can QE improve finances and
relationships?
I have read all three of your books. Now I know how to •cre health

and emotional problems using QE, but how do I manifist change in

'Other) areas in my life? For example, how do I improve my finances

and relationships and so on? How would the QE process be applied to

these areas—especially if I do not know what is best for me, because I

do not knout the big picture qfpny life? So, how important is the intent

in this scenario?

For example,	 want to have a girlfriend, would the intent, al am in

a loving relationship with a wonderful woman," be OK?

Answer: The trick is to realize that you are not in control

and so you cannot really do anything to make life turn out how

you want. When we try satisfying a desire, on one side of the coin,

we find false-fullness like happiness and pride—and, on the other

side of the coin, disappointment, frustration, and suffering. The

beauty of life is in its simplicity. Look for that. Oddly enough,

when you simplify, your life only gets fuller. Yes, I know it sounds

a bit cryptic, but there you have it, Life is full of seeming contra-

dictions but actually life is completely harmonious as it k

So. that's the first part; you must realize that you are not in

control and that life is perfect as it is. Obviously, if life  is perfect,

then you don't need to be in control. Neat, huh? It is the ego that

mucks everything up. It wants to make things happen in a way

that makes it feel secure. Of course, it will never fed complete so
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taking the ego's way is the way of pieces. You get a piece

ness, a piece of sadness, a piece of elation,  and a 1444:1, e It 1. .1 11441

anxiety. But, you can never get a piece of peace! l:44-tit ul 	N 'LI

can't get what you already have and, secondly, yuil eau . ' 1)14 II,

peace into pieces.

What you are ultimately asking for is a piece of peace.  "Give me

money or a great relationship and I'll be satisfied and at peace."

Why not go right to the source of peace—pure awareness? Well,

that's what you've decided to do and that's a very good thing. But

your mind is still looking at the pieces. You see, the fullness of

peace has not worked its way into your thinking. It  will soon as

you continue to be aware of pure awareness by doing QE.

Now, you don't have to believe this or try to work it out logically.

The heart and the mind are two different paths to enlightenment

but both fail just before the realization of perfection is made. So,

what to do? All this theory is well and fine but what about "me"

stuck in the "real" world? What can I do? The answer is still the

same: nothing. You can do nothing and as soon as you realize

this simple truth, the goal of every thought, word, and action

will be realized in its fullness.

You feel that your life is your own. That is, you have made the

choices that have brought you to your present position. And

you can make choices now, in the present, that will affect your

life in the future. But you also know that now is all there is. It

is your mind that keeps creating time as a way to work beyond

your present condition. You feel a lack and that spurs you on to

change. That makes sense, doesn't it? It makes sense to the mind

but you are not your mind, right? You arc awareness. You learned

that in the first few pages of every one of my books. When you

forget you are awareness, you fall softly back into the clutches of

the time-oriented mind. So, how do you work out of it? Again,
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you go beyond working and succeed by doing nothing. And how

do you do nothing? QE!

You already have the answer to your question theoretically, and I

have been playing with you a little but for a good reason. If you

rely on QE to get you "things," then you are playing in the field of

the ever-changing mind. The value of QE is that you first "know"

your Self and then let things come as they will. You see? QE gently

invites you to let go of control and rewards you with all kinds of

things when you do. But forget for just a moment and give more

value to those things than your Self and you have turned QE into

just another energy-healing technique. Don't forget your Self.

Don't forget to be aware of pure awareness. Then you will find

that all will come to you. In fact, more will come to you than you

could think possible. That's the simple truth. Be aware and then

let life come to you. That's it! No more is necessary.

Try this experiment the next time you drive a car. Instead of

thinking you are in a car moving over the streets and through

the city, see yourself as sitting stationary in the car and all the

buildings, cars, and people arc coming to you. Notice that you

feel more relaxed, less stressed when things are coming to you.

It is just a shift in perspective, but it makes a difference in how

we feel and behave. So it is with realizing we are pure awareness.

When we do, our world is created without our involvement. We

become an innocent witness as creation unfolds before us. What

a joy! We are simply aware. Nothing more is needed.

To answer your question specifically, simply become aware of

what you want in the most innocent and general way and then

do QE. You can do QE on your body, use a surrogate, or just use

your imagination. Have that innocent idea of what you want and

then let it go. Let pure awareness take it, nurture it, and then give

it back to you more completely than you had imagined. Sit with
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your heart. That is, become aware of y+1111 Pal ) 1 14 11

in that simple awareness of Self. You %eel

the idea of wanting or needing and tlut k Mir! ► 	 ,%	 all

that you really want.

17. Can the "Law of Attraction" cause
more problems?
By using E and the exercises (The Gate Technique & Pure Awarene,s3

Technique), I become more peaceful. Even fray body sometimes expe-

rienced fear reactions, like sweating, I am more and more at peace.

I have done what you have mentioned. I MIS feeling the desire and I

was using QE on it, without using an intention statement, and I have

to say, I felt very good in just a matter of minutes. I was feeling my

desire to have a girlfilend, I visualized it, and used QE on it, and now

I Pei pretty good.

So, iff am working on a fear I have, wouldn't it be better to visualize

the situation I am afraid of then use QE, in contrast to just using a

statement like '1 am now free of

I also have to say I like your "philosophy" of not tlying to control life. I

mean, there are many "spiritual teachings" like the Law of 'attraction,

which are basically putting you back in your mind, and making you

crave material things even more. The opposite is true with E. You let

go ofall desire and let Eufeeling do for you what is best.

Answer: You are right about the Law of Attraction philos-

ophy creating greater desire. Thank you for your observation. This

is a very vital point to ponder. Clear observation of what is will

quell all desire by filling UN with the goal of all desire, pure aware.

mess. No need to try and manipulate things, thoughts, and ideas
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to get what you need. Be purely aware and you are home free.

And yes co your first observation. Bringing up the offending

emotion or emotional event and then doing QE will be far more

successful than a mere statement of intention.. (Review Chapter

1 5, Psychological Healing, in The Secret of Instant Healing.)

is. What is the difference between pure
awareness and Eufeeling?
Why do we need a technique?"
The idea to apply the power of "pure awareness" is for me, as a theo-

retical physicist, ofgreat importance, not only because it conjo77. ns with
the results of science, but abo because it is freeclany beliefs and any

dogma! And of course because it gives to everybody the possibility for

direct applications in the own life  andfor the life on our whole planet!

Now, I have a fear questions about the application ofQE.

I. On listening to your MP3 "pure diwareness process," I could not feel

anything at the end! I would not say that I had a "fieling" but rather

a complete emptiness, just a "not feeling"! Is that OK or did I soniehow

process it urong?

2. On applying QE fir persons livingifir away or even Jro the whole

environment, I am not epdite sure how to do it.

3. Why do we need a technique? /s it not enough just to be in the pure

awareness?

Answer: 1. The feeling of nothing is just right. Nothing is

Bohm's Implicate Order or pure awareness ; not to be confused

with zero point or vacuum state. In the state of nothing, when

you pay close attention, you will find that your body is relaxed
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and your mind is very peaceful. This peace is Eufecling. The

Eufeeling is akin to zero point and is the first glimmer of indi-

vidual awareness. It is both unbounded and individual. That is,

the universal aspect of the individual. I also refer to it as the Se

Your focus was on pure awareness, that is all. The Eufecling was

there with it but your perspective was on nothing; pure aware-

ness. Good for you.

2. Yes, for Remote QE you can use your own body, a picture,

your imagination, a stuffed animal, whatever feels most natural

to you. Be sure to not look for results. That is very important.

Just do the Remote QE and take what comes. You'll be surprised.

3. Technique is a learning tool. IL releases the mind from things

and allows it no become infused with pure awareness/Eufeeling.

If you can go right to pure awareness, then that is fine. This is

pure QE, pure awareness without the pretense of trying. It is

really the only way one can experience pure awareness. The QE

technique just tricks the mind into not thinking.

19. Do I need the Pure Awareness
technique to do QE?
How can one be in a state ofpure awareness without going through the

Pure ,ifwareness technique? can you explain please? (Get free doW73-

load oftbe Pure Awareness Technique on the QE website.)

Answer: Actually, one cannot be out of the state of pure

awareness. The question is, "Are we aware of pure awareness?"

But, to answer your specific question, QE allows the mind to slip

its attraction to forms of things and ideas and actually experience

unboundedness. I offer the Pure Awareness technique to make

awareness of pure awareness very obvious. Some people like the
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idea that it is guided and listen to it every day. But, you can do it

just as easily and far more quickly by doing QE.

There are infinite ways to become aware of pure awareness.

For instance, the Shiva Sutras list 112 ways to free the mind of

boundaries. In order to teach one to quickly become aware of

pure awareness, I developed QE which allows easy and imme-

diate access to that ocean of nothing, which, when contacted,

reflects peace and bliss in the mind.

20. Can QE help genetic diseases?
My teenage children love to listen to your Gate Technique. (Get free down-

load of the Gate Technique on the QE website.) We do it together nearly

every day. Young people today are so wonder my open fol.' what is right.

Thry do not have intellectual resistance to accepting something new.

My blood pressure is too high, about 140:95. My doctors say it runs

in the fizmily and it is called hereditary hypertension and it can't be

changed. 1 fi.el like a candle lit on both ends, which will burn out faster.

1 applied QE the last two early mornings in bed when I woke up

worrying about my momentary financial situation. Measuring my

blood pressure &Jo' re breakfast, it was below 90 yesterday and today. Is

this a sign of small success? Would you have a rip on how I could tackle

this not being able to relax deep inside? I think that you arc absolutely

right about the pure awareness healing tall and everything.

Answer: You are right; QE will help blood pressure. QE

has been known to have a marked effect on blood pressure when

done regularly. In fact, so will the Gate Technique. (Get free

download of the Gate Technique on the QE website.)There is

new evidence that a genetic condition can be changed. We do
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not have to resign ourselves to being the slaves to our genes. Pick

up a book called Genie in the Genes by Dawson Church or The

Biology of Belief11y Bruce Lipton. I think you will be encouraged.

The latest research suggests that perception can alter gene func-

tion. When we do QE our perception slips the bonds of bound-

aries altogether. And you don't even have to believe in QE for it

to work. Perception of pure awareness works on the whole body/

mind at once. it offers your mind something it can get in no other

way—total freedom. Your mind is always occupied with the stuff

and things of everyday life and this creates mental friction, so to

speak. This friction conies from one thought after another. This

causes us to fed that there is no end to thoughts and things. They

come so fast, we can't appreciate them and we may find ourselves

asking, "Is this all there is to life?" The answer is "No, there is

more...or, actually, less." When it conies to balance and harmony

in your mind, less is better but nothing is best. Pure awareness is

the nothing that quiets your mind and soothes your body.

21. How can I do QE when I am attached
to the results?
I already told you of my very sick dog Marcie. The problem has not

changed yet. I gave her QE every day, but 1 could not succeed. You said

that I may be too attached to Marcie. How can I help my dog without

being attached? This dog is my child (I have no kids), and it hurts me

so much to see her suffering I now that I am like this, but it is not easy

to not be attached.

Answer: You may be doing QE the right way. There is no

way to know unless I was able to check how you are doing it.

Don't worry over your technique. You can be attached to Marcie

and that is just fine. Just don't be attached to the results of the QE.

Do you understand the difference? Love your dog deeply but be
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very casual about QE. If you are doing QE properly, then what-

ever happens is just right. Eu feeling decides what gets healed and

when, not you and I. That is the hardest part for many people to

accept, but when they do, their lives change in a most miracu-

lous way. When they do, they see all things and circumstances as

perfect just as they are. That does not mean there isn't conflict.

Conflict is seen on the local, limited level. Perfection is known

when awareness of pure awareness dawns. Then even conflict is

accepted as a vital and brilliant part of the whole.

Please don't worry about whether you are doing QE correctly.

Just go back and read the instructions again. Then have fun with

QE. Start on small stufflike aches and pains. Once you see success

there, you arc ready for the major and chronic problems that you

face. You might also pick up a copy of my first book, Beyond

Happiness: How You Can Fulfill 5ur Deepest Desire. Skip to the

last chapter, "When You Become Enlightened." Reading it will

help you understand some of the problems you face and ground

you more completely in the workings behind the QE process.

22. Will QE help angry people?
Do you have experiences with QE treating very aggressive people? My

nephew is very aggressive and tends to violence. His farther has been

this way and so has his grandfither. He is 17 and very angry,. He does

notfeel loved and accepted. I have already tried long-distance QE with

him when he is still asleep because he does not believe in these things.

He was always very important to me, although I fear his temper,

because u be gets angry, he streams loudly and hits the door. He

is quite strong and looks already much older than he is. I am worried

about him all the time. Do you think this is the thing for his case? I lost

my hope somehow.
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Answer: The first thing to remenilm iw to 111,11 L

are physically safe. QE will work wonders with angry .11141 viol( 111

people but it usually takes time, especially if they 	 1111 II

working with their problem. Safety first and then do t)1

Doing QE for your nephew has two very strong advatu agcs ; it well

quell his anger over time and it will create a more peaceful, st.11111

atmosphere within you. Not only is that good for you but it will

also help him settle down when he is around you. It is like a subtle

psychic protection that influences both of you in a very quiet level.

You should be doing Extended QE at least two times a day

for 10-30 minutes each. Good times are before bed and upon

waking, but anytime will work. You can also do shorter sessions

as you fed the need.

23. Do you work with time travel or energy
frequencies?
This year, I learned Matrix Energetics in Miami. 4er-wart:If, I read

your book. In fact, I've already read it twice. Thank youfar 4 great and

interesting book. Do you also work with time travel? Do you have some

additional healingfrequencies?

I ask you this because I found diger- ences between QE and Matrix

Energetics. Dr Bartlett teaches these things but I know that time does

not really exist. I appreciate the way you have presented the concept of

stepping out of time. Thanks, in advance, for your answer and many

,creetingsfrom Germany.

Answer: Time travel is really not a concern when we do

the QEiptire awareness work. Once we experience pure aware-
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ness, we don't really need to do anything else. In fact, we can't

do anything. Doing is an illusion, the result of a time-captured

mind. So if you want to time travel, you must believe in the illu-

sion of time. Practically, we all must work within the time illu-

sion, but we don't have to believe it. Actually "believe" is nor

the right word. We can only step out of time when we are purely

aware of pure awareness. Then life goes on as before but we are

somehow beyond and within at the same no-time. In this case,

the experience is worth a thousand words.

That said, once we are aware ofpure awareness, there is no reason

we can't play in the illusion. Life is fullness in pure awareness.

Once you know pure awareness, then take time for energy work,

or anything else for that matter. Pure awareness first, then every-

thing else. Energy work by itself is great but baseless without

direct perception of where energy comes from. Energy work

without pure awareness tends to focus on energy and bound-

aries, forgetting the fullness of unboundedness.

24. Can I use an image instead of
an intention?
Be ore practicing QE, Ichoose an intention. Why not simply imagine a

positive picture olmy ofjoy and happiness? Doesn't choosing

an intention mean I limit myself? Imagination includes so much more

than precise words. Mu know, r picture is worth a thousand words,

Answer: Whether we use words or imagery for the

in.tention,doesn't really matter. Eufeeling gets the picture even

before it forms in our heads. When you form a clear picture of

what you want, you actually limit solutions from outside that

image. That is, you limit the number of possible solutions to the

image you have formed. If that imagined resolution is nor univer-
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sally supportive, it will not manifest. You see, we get the idea that

we are somehow helping Eufeeling find disharmony and then

showing it how to fix that oversight on its part, This is a self-

centered view that ignores the reality of universal harmony. In

actuality, there is no disharmony. There is only the idea of good

and evil, right and wrong, cooked up in our minds. There is no

universal wrong. That also means that there can be no universal

right. It is what it is. That is why we say in QE, "We take what we

get." It keeps us from trying to control the outcome. Control is

the main tool ofego and limits the outcome to a single intention.

When we are deep in stillness—free of restless desires to make

lots of money or climb a bigger mountain—we are also free of

the desire to heal. Isn't that so? Deep in peace the "valleys and

the peaks" are leveled out. The impulse to heal is apparent but the

desire to heal is gone. You lose the desire because you are already at

peace. Neat, huh? The ultimate goal of every desire is to be aware

ofpure awareness. When you cut to the chase and go right to pure

awareness, then desires dissolve into faint impulses of creativity

in perfect harmony with universal wisdom. You can heal with

very precise images or general ideas; it does not matter. You arc

not doing the healing and neither is the technique. All healing is

apparent healing relative to our individual perspective at that time.

25. Can I do QE on food?

What about praying before eating?
Can I do QE to purify my food or make my vitamins more potent?

Answer: Of course, the same way you do it for anything

else. Doing QE with food is great because it settles you down

and prepares your digestion for the meal to come. It also helps
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to dispel the negativity around pesticides, hormones, and other

toxins that work their way into your mind and food. If you pray

before you eat, then do QE before you pray. You will be more

settled and your prayer will be more effective.

26. Would QE have made my kitchen just
how I wanted it ?
After months of planning my new kitchen, it didn't turn out at

I wanted it to. Would QE have made my kitchen just how I wanted it?

Answer: Nothing in life really turns out the way we want.

When we do QE, things often turn out better and when they

don't, we are more accepting because we are already enjoying the

ultimate reason we wanted a new kitchen—peace in pure aware-

ness. Ego takes a vacation.

In reality, we are not really in control of the outcome of our

thoughts and actions. It just seems that way because ego does a

pretty good job of convincing us otherwise. But when we think

about it, not much in life ends up just like we plan. When we

are aware of pure awareness, we purely observe as creation goes

on about its business. We watch its wonders appear and have no

need to take credit for ourselves.

27. How long should QE take to heal?
I've noticed that sometimes the QE healing comes in seconds and some-

times there is hardly a change even after five minutes. How long should

QE take to heal?

Answer: QE isn't really healing. You are not really healing.

Pure awareness isn't really healing. Healing appears to take place
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when your consciousness shifts from one reality— ipt, ruiperid I it

rately, illusion—to another. That's right. healing 1% a	 I

conscious perception. The quality of our percept ► lis ale 414 14

mined by how much pure awareness we perceive. `1 he moii

awareness we perceive, the more healing appears tip take place.

The shift from a limited consciousness to unbounded .iwayetics1

opens us to an alternate realization that already existed hut. until

we opened to it, was unrealized. Wow, did I just let the k,,it 41111

of the bag?

28. Why does QE work and then stop
working?
I get great results with my clients and myselfwben I use E. But some-

times those results only last a_ feu days and then I have to do QE again.

by isn't the healing always permanent?

Answer: Healing is a matter of conscious perception. If

pure awareness is clearly realized, then healing is permanent. If

pure awareness is held for a few days, then healing is less perma-

nent. Then the partner needs another shot of QE. That is, they

need to be reminded about pure awareness.

Here is a very clear example of what I mean. A friend told me of a

woman who asked him to do QE on her eyesight. She couldn't read

die words on a printed page. He did QE for about two minutes and

she was amazed when all the blurry squiggles swam into focus and
she could read the page clearly. But before she finished reading to

the end, all the letters became unfocused again. Her belief system

did not fit her experience and she lost awareness of pure aware-

ness and then clear sightedness. She will regain her clear eyesight

with continued exposure to pure awareness. She already knows it

is possible and that is a start. Now she only needs to spend more
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time getting to know pure awareness. Her new friend (pure aware-

ness) will dissolve her old belief systems automatically and without

effort, just like it did the first time.

29. Can QE increase my bank account?
How can I use QE effe ctivelv to get more money on my bank account?

I do understand that QE does include abundance in other areas. !just

think that I might be able to speed up the process!

Answer: The first question you should ask is, "Why do 1

want more money?" Of course, if you are starving the answer is

obvious. But if you have enough, then why do you want more?

The ego, unaware of pure awareness, is driven by fear. Fear is the

root of all negative emotions and many of the positive ones. The

pursuit of happiness is many times the fleeing of fear. Your ego

can never get enough until it becomes united with pure aware-

ness. Established firmly in pure awareness, your ego will expand

to infinity and fear of loss will drop away.

Now, what about cash in the coffer? Of course QE will help get

more money. The crick is to do QE for more money and then

totally forget about it. You can do it often but immediately after

the QE session (which may last 15 seconds to 15 minutes), go

about your life as usual. The forces of nature will begin to gather

around your intention and, in time, you will realize more money.

I can guarantee you of one thing: you will not get it how you

picture it or when you want it. In fact, wishing for it with a sense

of urgenc y will only slow down the process. Just do QE often and

forget about it. You will get much, much more than you expect.
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30. Can I make reading books more
efficient with QE?
Could UT make reading books more e cient with QE? For instance,

could we put one hand on the book, the other on the head, and then

the intention: The content of this book is available to me at all times?

I'm not joking!

Answer: I don't know of the "book to mind" technique. I

would love to sec it done. I am a slow reader and drawing specifics

from a book in that way would be most powerful indeed. In QE,

we don't look for specific information. We have a simple, abstract

intention and then we let Eufecling do the work. That way the

organizing power of pure awareness is free to collect from all

of creation to satisfy our needs. It knows more about what we

need than we do. So satisfying specifics is actually a side effect

of becoming aware of pure awareness. QE will quell the ego and

it is the ego that most of the time wants specifics like power and

knowledge—the two forces of the universe. There is nothing

wrong with the pursuit of specific knowledge unless it is done

without being aware of pure awareness. That is when you know

that you don't know. In QE we say, "Knowledge is ignorance."

It is wonderful that you think in this way and I'm glad you are

not kidding. We are all confined, fenced in by our beliefs and

unsupported perceptions; unsupported by pure awareness. I

haven't been able to QE a book and absorb the content effort-

lessly but maybe you can. QE opens our awareness to unlimited

possibilities. The only restrictions are those we place on ourselves.

That doesn't mean that we can throw off the yoke of ignorance

whenever we like. We just don't want to fight against what is. We

avant to allow the wisdom of awareness to gift us this incredible

world as it is. That is greater than any knowledge contained in

any book.
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Even the great saints remained chained to the confines ofcoriven-

tion. For the most part, they still felt frustration, sadness, and

concern; got colds and joint aches; and, except for the most

current, have died. The difference between them and the rest of

humanity is that they were anchored in pure awareness; they did

not suffer. So whether they could soak up knowledge with a damp

sponge or not, they were at peace with whatever came their way.

So go for it. QE a book for its knowledge or spread your wings

and fly to the moon. You may surprise all of us stuck in our

everyday minds. You would not be the first to do so. But one

thing is for certain. When you do QE, your chances of breaking

the bonds that chain you to mediocrity are much greater than

not. And even if you don't achieve what you set out to do, you

will still have pure awareness, more valuable than anything you

could possibly own or do.

31. Can I know everything by being in
pure awareness?
I understand your writing about the ego wanting to control and

gain power, but, on the other band, I think that spirituality should

be somehow applicable in our daily life.  So the question is, f I am

preparing fir an exam, what is the differencei I learn in the tradi-

tional way, the hard way, or let the pure awareness do the work?

My undentanding of consciousness is that it knows everything so it

is just a matter °fuming in to the information.

Answer: You are right to say that everything is available to

us on some level of creation. It is just a matter of finding the right

way to look and find that information. There arc many tech-

niques to do this; contact the Akashic Records and other subtle

bodies ofknowledge. However, this is not QE. QE simply allows
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us to be aware of pure awareness so that whatever we do, we do

better, and with more joy, compassion, and love. If you want to

absorb information from a book, perform QE first and then do

a technique for knowledge. This is how spirituality is "applicable

in daily life."

I'm not sure how you are defining consciousness. For me,

consciousness is a focused awareness not to be confused with

pure awareness. Pure awareness is apparent consciousness but

consciousness is not pure awareness. Pure awareness transcends

all and includes all without being touched. Anyway, before we

get too wrapped up in defining the indefinable, let's just say that

you can't use pure awareness like energy. It is beyond energy and

form. Practically speaking, just become aware of pure awareness

and then do what you feel needs to be done. In reality, you are

not doing anything anyway. It just appears that way. But that is

another story for another time.

32. How can I overcome my ego with QE?
I've been learning and practicing energy work for about five years.

I've learned EFT, TAT, Body Talk, 641antum Touch, Healing Codes,

fin Shin butsu, Then Method, and a little Matrix Energetics (which

seems very similar to QE). I normally practice on 2—S friends orfimily

members daily. I think I need more help with working on getting rid

of my ego, being detached from the results, not taking things person-

ally when the results are not as good as I would like them to be devel-

oping more intuition; not seeing*. tiling separate from anyone, and

increasing love and compassion fir people. I've worked with some

Matrix Energetics practitioners and Yuen practitioners who are very

intuitive and would like to be able to do what they do, or be able to do

what you do. Eli like to increase the &feeling and be more aware of

Awareness, not only because of the energy work I do, but also for my
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spiritual ,v-owth, which, when all is said and done, is the real reason

we're all here.

Answer: You have told me that you are involved with many

different healing techniques. It might be a good idea to ask your-

self why you have studied so many systems in such a short time.

What is the impulse behind the drive? It appears that all this

activity has left you a little frustrated as seen by your desire to

become more spiritual. Oddly enough, healing comes from still-

ness, not activity, No technique, QE included, ever healed. For

that matter, no person has ever healed. Healing only comes from

Eufeeling and Fufeeling is not an activity but a state ofbeing ; an

awareness of absolute stillness. All great healers draw from the

stillness within. It might be time for you. with all your knowl-

edge of healing techniques, to now turn your consciousness

toward pure awareness and see what happens without conscious

control. All the things you would like to have—getting rid of

ego, being unattached to results, increasing love and compas-

sion—are obtained by non-attachment, by letting go. The QE

process is successful when it stops working; when the practi-

tioner stands still in pure awareness and becomes witness to what

then unfolds. From the vantage point of silent observation, one

cannot be attached to results and can only feel compassion, love,

and bliss—the F.ufeeling. It does not matter what technique is

employed. Success or failure will be determined by the degree or

pure awareness that is reflected in the healer's awareness.

Your experience with QE left you feeling "peaceful and relaxed:

enjoying a "subtle energy." This is the foundation for healing. In

fact, it is the foundation for any activity be it spiritual, phys-

ical, mental, social, etc. Maintain pure awareness more and

more and your life will fall more and more in accord with your

natural tendencies.
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33. Will QE help me in my next life?
For three years I walked only with crutches and only ten steps very,

very slowly. Doctors say that I. have multiple scleroses. In mv soul there

is power and kghtness always. And I am positive al the lime in spite

ofmy pain. My mother said to me that I will not be healthy in this if

but maybe in my next le. I hope she is not right. I would be so happy

if I can be healthy, walking without crutches and playing the piano

again. Please, can you help me?

Answer: I do not put much stock in past/next lives. The

one right in front of me is plenty enough for me. Keep doing

QE on Yourself but, more importantly, do it for others. Give

this wonderful gift to others and your inner healing will evolve

remarkably. Make sure you re-read this book while you are doing

QE for others. Then—and this is very important—stop trying

to heal. You will only push it away. Focus on the joys you do

have and do QE. What healing you experience will be effort-

less. How much healing takes place we will just have to wait and

see, but removing your psychological suffering will free you for

maximum physical healing.

34. Can I mix QE with other techniques?
started to learn Transcendental Meditation (TM) about two weeks

ago. in your book I've seen that .you also practiced TM for a long time

A it possible to use TM in combination with your healing technique?

Answer: It is true, I did TM for some years and I am very

grateful to Maharishi for his Teachings, especially the deep

wisdom of Science of Creative Intelligence from which I draw

much worth. But QE and TM should not be mixed together.

Do not combine QE, with any other technique. Do QE first and
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then any technique you do after that will work better. TM is a

good sit-down technique. Use QE like an active meditation. Do

it all day long and don't look for results. Just do it and go on and

QE the next activity. Quickly you will find that evenness and

easiness will grow, and aggravation and disharmony will begin to

fade away. Its pretty amazing that you don't have to try for these

things. Just doing QE brings them about completely without

effort. In fact, they will not happen any other way. So, QE before

TM, and QE before eating, bathing, and sleeping. QE, QE, QE!

How simple can that be? (Hey, that's poetry!)

35. Can 1 remove ego by giving thanks
to others?
I like to give thanks and gratitude to Source, Archangel Raphael or

whomever It keeps try ego out of the way. What is your modus openmdi?

Answer: You can't really remove ego by using the mind,

the ego's playground. The very idea of removing the ego could be

an egotistic desire spawned by a clever ego pulling the strings in

the background. Even good deeds can have egoistic origins. The

only safe way to eliminate egocentric thought and action is to

go beyond the mind and let pure awareness do the thinking and

acting. That is why we do not look for results. We simply bring

our awareness to pure awareness, step back, and let life unfold

before us. The "us" in this case is the "I" founded in pure aware-

ness and not the ego manipulating the mind

36. Can QE cure cancer?
I have cancer and I abo have a great deal of difficulty breathing I am

very worried about my condition and I wonder ifQE can cure my cancer
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Answer: First of all, QE doesn't cure anything. Doctors

don't cure and medicines don't cure. It is Eufecling born of

awareness of pure awareness that cures. Your problems have two

parts to them: a) the situation like cancer or breathing, and b)

how you feel about that situation. If we feel negatively about a

situation, that is what makes it a problem. It is the emotional

attachment to a condition that I consider a problem and that

creates suffering. QE brings awareness of pure awareness and

pure awareness works on both levels—the physical condition

and the emotional attachment. Usually something like breathing

responds very quickly to QE and cancer more slowly but that

is not always the case. Your best course of action for both your

worries and your cancer is to do QE for others as much as you

can and have others do QE for you. Look toward living and let

pure awareness take care of the rest.

Of course, always consult with your primary healthcare profes-

sional for guidance and treatment of your condition.

37. by can't I keep pure awareness?
I have been working hard to apply gE in my it lififor all my problems, I

do Q.E and get pure awareness but I can't keep it. !pia: am I doing wrong?

Answer: Pure awareness does not have to be found because

it is already there. You only need to become aware of it. As soon

as you become aware of it by doing QE, your mind says, "Now I

must keep it." That is the formula for failure. That is when you stop

doing QE and let your mind take over again. You are trying too

hard to "see" it or experience it. Stop trying; stop using your mind

to figure out what is happening. Your mind just gets in the way.

Go back and do the "stop your thinking" exercise where you

ask yourself the question, "Where will my next thought conic
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from?" You will notice a pause in your thinking, a kind of

momentary stop in thinking. In that gap, there is nothing, but

you are still aware, right? No thoughts or feelings—just a stop-

page of thought. In that nothing, you are still aware, right? You

are aware without thought. That is pure awareness. But you don't

even have to keep your thoughts away because you can have

pure awareness and thoughts, too, as well as emotions and even

activity. Anything you can have without being aware of pure

awareness you can have with pure awareness. Don't try and figure

it out. Your mind will never understand it. That is why QE. is

so incredible. It takes your awareness to pure awareness without

your having to figure it out. You just do QE and you are there.

You just do QE and 



APPFNDixB
The Story of Nothing and How h

Changing the World

As a boy, I lived in post-World War II Japan. I remember doing the

things that all boys love: catching bees in a jar, making forts willi

rocks and sticks in the dirt and laying on my back watching puffy white

clouds slide across a deep cerulean sky. The child's eye is the saint's eye.

But that all changes, doesn't it? It was at this time that I had my first

spiritual awakening. I had become discouraged and angry with my

practice of judo. Sitting, frustrated and fuming on the tatarni mat, my

sensei taught me a mind-over-matter technique that drained me of

anger and filled me with inner quiet. I was surprised by joy.

All through my adolescence and young adulthood, I read about

and practiced yoga and breathing and meditation. I was able to keep

alive the child's eye even as I went to college, married, and started a

family. In the early 1970s, I became a teacher of Transcendental Medi-

tation and studied the Science of Creative Intelligence (SCI) under

the gentle guidance of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Later, SCI became the

foundation for deeper exploration into the realm beyond the mind-

pu re awareness.

For 15 years, I deeply dedicated myself to spiritual exploration. My

daily routine included 31/2 hours of meditation, with additional time

devoted to studying and teaching spiritual practices. I accumulated

more than 2 1/2 years of silent, deep meditation literally sequestered on

mountain tops in the French and Swiss Alps for months at a time. The

199
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driving force behind my dedication was that most exalted and utterly

elusive state of enlightenment. I felt that I could become enlightened

by strength of will and austere and obscure practices.

During this rime, 1 had many deep and meaningful spiritual expe-

riences. I began to resonate on finer and finer levels of existence. I spent

time learning on the level of angels. I sat in on the teachings of the

ascended masters. I found the form ofGod and watched it dissolve into

the formless essence of God-stuff Ultimately, I became aware of pure

awareness, the all-permeating Nothing from which all is born and into

which all dissolves again.

I found myself with a for in two worlds—the competitive world

of day-to-day living and the etherial realms of subtle beings and soft

surrender. It was not an easy time for me physically or emotionally.

It was difficult to remain focused on my family and profession when

the serene silence of the "other" world lay beckoning from every shim-

mering form.

In the late 1980s, I met with a small group of spiritual seekers

to study and practice meditative techniques. It was at that time that

I started receiving instruction from my disincarnate teacher, the

destroyer of ignorance, Siva. I passed the techniques along to the

group and we practiced them and passed them along to others. These

techniques were the precursors to Quantum Entrainment (QE). We

could heal, give readings, and even encourage the experience of peace

in others. I taught for seven years but when I looked inwardly to see

if I had moved any closer to enlightenment, I could not honestly say

that I had. I looked at those following my teachings and found that

they could inspire healing and interest in esoteric practices but they,

too, failed to show me any significant inner growth. So, in the mid-

1990s, I walked away from my students and my teachings and began

to look deeply inside for an answer to my life long quest for freedom

from suffering.

I decided to remove anything from my life that did not encourage

enlightenment. I began removing everything that did not work. It was

a process that lasted seven more years. This time b ecarne the most
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painful of my life. During that time, I ended a 30-year marriage, gave

up my teaching, dissolved my chiropractic practice, fell in and out of

love, and moved away from friends and family to a city where I was

virtually alone. It was then that I began writing Beyond Happiness: How

You Gin I-41/ Your Deepest Desire.

I discovered during that time that nothing I had done was working.

In my new home, alone and without direction, I became very ill. I laid

in bed day after day under the dark cloud of depression while my body

finally succumbed to the accumulated years of stress and disappoint-

ment. I developed physical maladies that drained me and made it

impossible to think clearly. I could not write for ten months.

During the time of deepest darkness, I had a remarkable awakening

unlike any 1 had experienced before. It stood out like a beacon in the

blackness of night. In a single flash of insight, I cognized that nothing

moves; that all created things and thoughts are non-moving reflections

of pure awareness. In fact, in some way I cannot explain, form does not

exist. Form and movement are one and the same non-moving empti-

ness. Any effort to explain this experience is laughably inadequate.

Whether I can explain this cognition or not, it resonates deep within

the stillness that is my essence (not my essence but the Essence). It is

from here that I think and work and love and cry. It was at this rime
that the mechanics of creation began to open to my awareness. It is

from here that QE was born and I began to learn to heal.

It cook some years more before the full impact of my cognition

took hold. In Fact, I am still watching the process unfold. It is as if the

reflection of pure awareness I call "me" has to be infused with fullness

slowly over apparent time. And so, without effort I have observed a

quiet metamorphosis from the inside out. All the while I am both at

peace and in apparent turmoil. My life is as it was before. I get frus-

trated, angry, sad, and happy. I become temporarily overshadowed by

the human condition but return quickly and without effort renewed to

inner quiet like a pristine meadow after a summer thundershower. But

my life—or, more accurately, this life—is also unfathomable, free from

form and function; free to bc...nothing.
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I kept saying to myself that nothing works. Then I realized that

nothing did work. That is the "nothing" of pure awareness is the only

thing that works and that is because it is nothing. Al! the time I was

meditating and reading and teaching, I had a goal to be free ofsuffering.

As long as I had a goal, then I wasn't satisfied where I. was. You see? A

goal creates a path and a path takes you away from where you arc. But

my cognition showed that the nothing of pure awareness is everywhere,

all the time. That is, there is nowhere to go and nothing you can do to

get peace because it is already where you are. You can't get something

you already have. All you need to do is become aware that you have it,

right? A goal and a path arc illusions. They take the mind away from

non-moving awareness and involve it in the illusory world ofgood and
bad, right and wrong, fleeting happiness and ultimate suffering.

So herein lies the core of my teaching: You do not need to do

anything to be aware of pure awareness. You already have pure aware-

ness so you only need to become aware of it. All the time I spent in

deep meditation and studying to become free of suffering only deep-

ened my suffering. It was not needed. Only awareness of pure aware-

ness is needed to be free and that is the simplest thing in existence.

Not quite two years ago, I was quietly contemplating the plight of

humanity on Earth. I wondered how our suffering might be replaced

with the inner peace that has been extolled throughout the ages by

saints and sages alike. I wondered why so many of us turn outward—

away from inner bliss—to embrace the fleeting pleasures of the senses.

It was that simple inquiry that opened my consciousness to the genius

of what I would later call QE. Please know that I rake no credit for this

insight. I don't even take authorship for asking the question. In reality,

both the question and the answer are superfluous but that is a story for
another time.

What I realized was that our wayward minds have to somehow be

excited about something before they will pay proper attention. So

offered the mind the thought of instant healing. That got it interested

initially but the problem is that the nothing of pure awareness is not
exciting to our minds. Actually, our senses can never experience pure
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awareness and our minds will never understand it. So, what can we

do? My challenge was to interest the mind in something that could

not be experienced and teach it something that could not be under-

stood. Then the mind had to remain in this non-experience scare of

pure awareness long enough to feel the harmonious effects on body

and mind. This would have to be a very fast process for the mind is

extremely restless. The answer was given in the form of the &feeling,

a stroke of utter genius. The Eufeeling balances the mind between the

absolute non-movement of pure awareness and its impulsive, constant

activity. The Eufeeling holds the mind there until not only the initia-

tor's body/mind benefits but also the partner she is working with. It

was a most remarkable and completely unique idea. I couldn't wait to

try it out.

I did try it out and was overwhelmed at the speed and the depth

of healing of this new process. Next I tried to teach it and found that

others could learn the QE process as quickly and easily as the process

was practiced. Several months after discovering QE, I wrote The Secret

ofinstant Healing so that people around the world could learn how to

experience pure awareness through healing.

As I write this, the German translation of The Secret of instant

Healing, (Quantenheilung) has been the number one selling book in

both the Natural Healing and Esoteric categories for the last seven

months with no indication of letting up. This was achieved by word of

mouth, and the word continues to spread. The rest of Europe—indeed,

the rest of the world from Australia to Austria, Angola to Estonia—is

beginning to awaken to the joyful potential of E. Me Secret ofinstant

Healing will also be published in Spanish and Czech and a number of

other countries soon.

All in all, the growth 01 QE has been phenomenal when you

consider it was born just two years ago and is still in its infancy. Then

again, it shouldn't be surprising because one of the first intentions I

cradled in my mind after developing QE was for the rapid spread of QE

and, with it, harmony in this world. It seems that the future of QE is

tied to the future fortune of our world. The particulars of world peace,
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ecological instability, poverty, and the like have no simple solution,

at least not by working on the same level of disharmony that created

them. Discordant thinking must necessarily reflect discordant action.

The answer to world harmony is not in the particulars but in the realiza-

tion of our very inner, harmonious nature. Just as the insidious nature

of chaotic thinking has weakened our world, so, too, the nurturing rays

of Self can heal it. I believe that QE will add the necessary spiritual

leverage to create the tipping point for peace. Then we will achieve, as

a whole, what only a few isolated luminaries have so far realized. We

will be at rest, complete, reflecting perfect harmony in a world at peace

with its Self.



Glossary

Bliss—See Faceling

Consciousness (Conscious awareness, Common awareness)

Perception of the relative world without Self-awareness. The apparent

flow of pure awareness through the narrow confines of the mind.

When consciousness awareness turns inward and becomes aware of

Self, it becomes Self-aware.

Desire—A desire is ego-driven emotion. It is something you feel you

want or need to make some part of you more complete. Desires spring

out of memory and bring with them a host of supporting thoughts and

emotions. They create action designed to fulfill the desire. That action

only creates more and stronger desires.

Ego—Ego arises when mind forgets it is Self. It is the controlling

entity of the unaware mind. It is born of fear which is both its foil and

its fuel. It wants to be whole and merge with Self but fears assimila-

tion by Self. Ego tries to el iminate what it cannot control. It feels that

if it can control everything, it can be whole. It is the primal cause of

suffering. Time, fear, and ego arc one and the same. Ego is an illusion.

Self-awareness eliminates ego's destructive influence over the mind not

by destroying it but expanding it to infinity.

Eufeeling—Eufeclings are feelings that are pure and unconditional.

They are the natural state of a mind that is aware of its Self. At first,

205
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they appear to he hierarchical, but each is a different flavor of Self in the

mind. The apparent hierarchy begins with stillness and then evolves to

peace, joy, bliss, ecstasy, and then complete immersion in the indescrib-

able. F.ufeelings can produce feelings. Feelings cannot produce Eufeel-

ings. (Synonymous with Self)

Fear—Fear is the spark that is created when mind separates from Self.

Fear is the sum total of all your feelings, including happiness and plea-

sure. It is the primal motivator of the Self-separated mind. (Synony

mous with time and ego)

Feelings—Feelings are conditional. All feelings come from the

primal feeling fear. Fear creates insecurity, which produces the corre-

sponding feeling, thought, and action. Feelings are associated with

psychological time. When fear manifests in the past, it produces feel-

ings of guilt, revenge. self-pity, remorse, sadness, etc. Perceived as the

future, fear produces feelings of tension, dread, worry, pride, etc. Anger

is the first expression of fear and is also expressed in both the future and

the past. Happiness, excitement, delight, and even love are Feat-based

conditional feelings. Feelings can produce other feelings. They cannot

produce Eufceling.

God—the definition of God changes with the level oiconsciousness

awareness. In conscious awareness, God has energy and form. When
Self-aware, God is the creator. When aware of pure awareness, God

is not.

i"—See Self

I Am—See Self

Intuition—The expression of Self in the phenomenal world. Self-

awareness. (Synonymous with Wisdom)
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Knowing—When Self becomes aware of itself, that is Knowing.

The transition from knowing to Knowing is Self-awareness. Knowing

tenderly nurtures, guides, and protects us. This is what we call intu-

ition, Intuition is the render expression of the Self reflected in the

mind. Intuition is Knowing without analysis and logic while it enriches

and supports both. Intuition is Knowing that Nothing has everything

under control.

Knowledge—Knowledge is the result of gathering data which adds

to our understanding. Knowledge is a synthesis of understanding and

experience. It is relative and changes with time and circumstances.

Knowledge is ignorance.

Love - See Eufecling

"Me"—Everything that makes a person unique is "me." "Me* is made

of thoughts and emotions, experiences, memories, hopes, and rears,

"Me" changes over your lifetime.

Momentum—The state where Self-awareness is automatically rees-

tablished when it is lost.

Nothing—Nothing cannot be understood. Nothing is not empty.

Nothing is not separate from what is created from It. It is Its creation.

Everything is Nothing. Nothing only appears as the phenomenal

world. Pure awareness is Nothing. When one becomes aware of pure

awareness, one knows Nothingwhieh is to Not-Know. One must know

Nothing to know Self.

Not-Knowing—Not-Knowing is awareness of Nothing. When

Self drops away, leaving only pure awareness, that is Not-Knowing. The

advantage of the Not-Knower is that of knowing no movement and no
other. No movement means it is timeless and no other means It is One.
Not - Knowing has nowhere to go and nothing to do. The illusion of
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going and doing has been exposed. It is free to be. Not-Knowing is the

realization of absolute unity. (See Pure Awareness.)

Observe—Sec Witness

Peace - See Eufeeling

Pure Awareness—The highest Knowing. Awareness of that which is

unchanging, without beginning or end. Awareness of Nothing. When

aware of pure awareness, one realizes that creation is an illusion. (See

Not-Knowing.) One Knows without understanding that everything,

past, present, and future exists simultaneously. One realizes that there

is no movement. Every created thing is the unmoving, non-existent

illusion of pure awareness.

Pure Being—Pure being is pure awareness. Since pure awareness is

everywhere at once, it does not move and is therefore pure being.

Pure Consciousness—Awareness of no-thi nking, the gap between

thoughts.

Pure Lve—Pure love is pure awareness reflected through the clear

lens of Self Awareness that falls equally on all things, sees no opposites,

has no point of view and creates no disharmony.

Psychological Time—Psychological time is the cause of all prob-

lems facing human kind. The mind that is not aware of the present

vacillates between the past and future, neither of which exists. This

vacillation creates the illusion of movement we call time. Problems

arise when we mistake the illusion for the truth. The mind firmly set on

the present is at rest, breaking the illusion of movement and removing

the cause of suffering.

Self—Self is unbounded and beyond time. It is aware without move-
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neat. Self manifests on the silent ocean of pure awareness when there

is something to observe. When it becomes aware of its own existence, it

becomes aware of pure love. The symptom of consciousness becoming

aware of Self is inner peace. It is the unchanging part of you that was

there in childhood, adolescence, and adulthood, watching but never

interfering, untouched but supporting all that you are. In the begin-

ning, it is the silent witness of your life. In the end, the wave of Self

realizes that there is nothing to observe but Self and settles back into

the ocean of pure awareness.

Self-Awareness--Awareness of that unbounded. eternal aspect of

life from which the mind/body/environment is created. In its simplest

state, it is recognized as the gap between thoughts. Complete realiza-

tion of Self comes upon its dissolution into pure awareness. At this

point, no separate Self can be observed as all things are equal in their

expression of pure awareness. Self is synonymous with God, the form-

less creator.

Spiritual—The perception and practice of becoming aware of Self.

Surrender—Surrender means we relinquish hope and are not

looking to the future for things to get better. It is not "giving up." It

means opening our awareness to Self and waiting to see what options

will issue forth from that state of infinite possibilities. Surrender recog-

nizes Self as the answer to all problems.

Wisdoin—The expression of Self in the phenomenal world; Intuition.

Witness—The witness is a door through which common conscious-

ness must go to find pure awareness. The witness is the Self. In light,

witnessing the witness is distinctly separate from objects and activity. In

the fuller stages of witnessing, the witness begins to recognize the still-

ness of Self in objects and activity. Finally, the witness loses its individu-

ality and merges into pure awareness. (Synonymous with Observer)
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